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Abstract
The method of the stepwise extension of equational specifi
cations for abstract data types allows us to prove the cor
rectness of a software system specification in parallel to
its stepwise design. The whole specification is correct if
the semantics of the "base" specification agrees with the
data type model and if its extension is "complete" and
"consistent" with respect to the basis.
Starting from the correctness notion for parameterized
specifications, which was introduced by the ADJ group, we
develop proof-theoretical criteria for correctness, com
pleteness and consistency that originate in the calculus of
equational logic. These criteria will be refined more and
more: On one hand normalization and confluence properties
will be included; on the other hand specifications with
conditionals, which presume that Boolean expressions are
interpreted as in propositional logic, will be treated
seperately. At the end the refinement yields conditions,
which are decidable or at least decidable relative to the
semantics of the base specification. Their decidability
results from their characterization by inductively defined
predicates .
The hierarchy of proof-theoretical criteria starts with
Correctness Thm. 1.15 and Extension Thms. 2.8 and 2.10,
which present the main characterizations of the properties
that name these theorems. Thm. 7.7 and - for specifications
with conditionals - 8.5 yields decidable but rather weak
completeness criteria. Completeness Thm. 8.16 combines
syntactical and semantical requirements to the
specifications and is used when the exclusively syntactical
conditions of 7.7 or 8.5 do not hold. Thms. 9.18 and 10.15
as also - for specifications with conditionals - 11.10 and
11.11 state decidable consistency criteria. 10.15 and 11.10
must be referred to whenever the equations of the base
specification are not normalizing.
Zusammenf assung
Die Methode der schrittweisen Erweiterung von Gleichungs
spezifikationen für abstrakte Datentypen erlaubt es,
parallel zum Entwurf eines Softwaresystems dessen Korrekt
heitsbeweis zu führen: Der Gesamtentwurf ist korrekt, wenn
die Semantik der "Basis "-Spezifikation mit dem Modell des
Datentyps übereinstimmt und ihre Erweiterung "vollständig"
und "konsistent" bezüglich der Basis ist.
Ausgehend von dem von der ADJ-Gruppe geprägten Korrekt
heitsbegriff für parametrisierte Spezifikationen entwickeln
wir auf der Grundlage des Kalküls der Gleichungslogik
beweistheoretische Kriterien für Korrektheit, Vollständig
keit und Konsistenz. Diese Kriterien werden zunehmend ver
feinert, wobei einerseits Normalisierungs- und Konfluenzei
genschaften gleichungsinduzierter Termersetzungen einbezo
gen werden und andererseits Spezifikationen mit Konditiona
len, die auf der aussagenlogischen Semantik Boolescher Aus
drücke aufbauen, gesondert behandelt werden. Die Verfeine
rung der Kriterien endet bei entscheidbaren oder zumindest
relativ zur Semantik der Basisspezifikation entscheidbaren
Bedingungen. Ihre Entscheidbarkeit folgt aus ihrer Charak
terisierung durch induktiv definierte Prädikate.
Von zentraler Bedeutung in dieser Hierarchie beweistheore
tischer Kriterien sind zunächst das Korrektheitstheorem
1.15 und die Extensionstheoreme 2.8 und 2.10, die wesent
liche Charakterisierungen der die Theoreme benennenden
Eigenschaften beinhalten. Der Satz 7.7 bzw. - für Spezifi
kationen mit Konditionalen - 8.5 liefert entscheidbare
Vollständigkeitskriterien, die - wie Beispiele belegen wer
den - noch recht schwach sind. Das Vollständigkeitstheorem
8.16 verbindet syntaktische und semantische Anforderungen an
die Spezifikation und findet häufig dann Anwendung, wenn
die ausschließlich syntaktischen Bedingungen von 7.7 bzw.
8.5 nicht gelten. Die Sätze 9.18 und 10.15 bzw. - für
Spezifikationen mit Konditionalen - 11.10 und 11.11 geben
entscheidbare Konsistenzkriterien an, wobei auf 10.15 bzw.
11.11 dann zurückgegriffen werden muß, wenn die Gleichungen
der Basisspezifikation nicht normalisierend sind.
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1Preface
Since the mid-sixties two ways have been followed to accom
plish correct software. One way is characterized by the con
cepts of horizontal and vertical program structuring. Hori
zontal structuring is the decomposition of a problem into
subproblems whose program solutions have only a few interfa
ces where they depend on each other. The notions module (cf.
Parnas /54/) and data type (evolving from the "class"-con-
struct of SIMULA; cf. Dahl, Hoare /10/) arise in the context
of structured programming. A data type comprehends the col
lection of at least all data structures with the same initi
alizing, state-changing and inguiry operations. The vertical
structuring of software systems by stepwise refinement (cf.
Dijkstra /14/, Wirth /65/) divides the way from a problem to
its program solution into small steps which should admit to
design software and in parallel, to prove its correctness.
The other way has led to several methods to describe for
mally the meaning (semantics) of programming language con
structs. From the theoretical point of view we have to dif
fer the axiomatic from the denotational approach. The axio
matic method is based on Floyd's /21/ and Hoare's /27/ as-
sertion calculus that consists of axioms and deduction rules
on assertions <p,s,g> where p and q are logical formulas
while s denotes a program. The assertion calculus defines
the semantics of the programming language: If an assertion
<p,s,q> is derivable, then condition q holds true after s
has been executed in a state that satisfied p. On the other
hand, the denotational approach proceeds as follows: The
y
memory states of a machine are represented by the set A
of functions from a set X of addresses to a - usually
structured - set A of values. The meaning of a program s is
X V
given by a mapping sem(s) : A A that is
inductively defined on the structure of s. If every logical
formula p is interpreted in the classical way by a function
ysem(p): A > {true, false}, then the mapping
2h: formulas x programs x formulas »|_ A X *{true, false}]
with
h(p,s,q) = (sem(p) sem(q)» sem(s) )
assigns to each assertion <p,s,q> its denotational meaning.
( " > " stands for the implication extended to [A^(true,false}J.
Thus the denotational method yields a possible model for the
assertion calculus. Correctness of the latter with respect
to denotational semantics is proved in Manna, Vuillemin /47/.
Its completeness presumes that the calculus is "expressive"
for the primitive types of the language, i.e. each formula q
and each program s need a "weakest precondition" p with
sem(p)o sem(s) = sem(q) (cf. de Bakker /5/, Wand /63/).
In the mid-seventies both approaches to reliable software:
structured programming and mathematical semantics, crossed
each other. The method of stepwise refinement has led to
specification languages which provide means for structuring
the higher levels of software design. Like programming lan
guages, specificationlanguages need a mathematical semantics
enabling the software designer to verify an implementation
against a specification with the help of an abstraction
function from the semantics of the implementation to that of
the specification. Papers that initiated the development of
specification languages (Hoare /28/, Liskov, Zilles /46/,
Guttag /24/, ADJ /1/) have shown that data types are appro
priate units for such languages and their semantics. Again,
we can distinguish between axiomatic and denotational
approaches. The concept of the ADJ group /1/ defines an
algebraic specification of a data type as an equational
theory presentation SPEC = <S,OP,E>: S is a set of sorts, OP
is a set of S-sorted operation symbols, and E denotes a set
of equations between terms over OP and S-sorted variables.
The semantics of SPEC and thus the data type specified by
SPEC is given by any object of the isomorphism class of all
initial SPEC-algebras. Analogously to axiomatic programming
language semantics, a deduction system determines the seman
tics of such specifications:
3An eminent initial SPEC-algebra is the quotient algebra
G SPEC = G 0P ^ = SPEC
where G op is the "free" algebra of ground (i.e.
variable-free) OP-terms and = is the least
SPEC
congruence relation on G Qp that contains all ground term
instances of E-equations. Two ground terms t,t' are regarded
as two representations of the same data structure instance
if and only if they are equal modulo —SPEC' a - e - if and only
if "t = t 1 " is derivable by the rules of equational calculus
from ground term instances of E.
An approach to structuring such specifications vertically
was developped by Guttag, Horowitz, Musser /26/, ADJ /1/,
Nourani /50/ and extended to a concept that clearly
distinguishes between syntax, semantics and correctness by
Ehrig, Kreowski, Mahr, Padawitz /20/.
The denotational specification method is characterized by
the use of abstract models: The specification of a data type
consists of some explicitly defined algebra. An intermediate
position between axiomatic and denotational specifications
is occupied by final or terminal specifications. Syntacti
cally, they agree with the algebraic specifications sketched
above, but their semantics is given by the coarsest quotient
of G Qp that respects certain primitive types (Giarrata-
na, Gimona, Montanari /22a/ Wand /64/, Kamin /38/, Hornung,
Raulefs /29/). Hence the term congruence corresponding to
final semantics identifies all ground terms which are
"behaviourally equivalent" with respect to the primitive
types. Although this congruence can be defined in terms of
= c D ro' a deduction system that generates it is not
known. Equations of final specifications resemble
definitions of inquiry functions while - in contrast to
algebraic specifications with initial algebra semantics -
relations between "generator operations" do not have to be
axiomatized.
4In the sequel we are exclusively concerned with equational
specifications and initial algebra semantics, and we shall
develop criteria for their correct horizontal structuring.
Moreover, it will be shown that some of these criteria are
decidable, which in principle follows from the
proof-theoretical nature on initial algebra semantics sket
ched above.
Introduction to algebraic specifications and their
correctness
We start with the syntactical notions (1.1 - 1.5), con
tinue with semantics and correctness (1.6 - 1.16) inclu
ding a characterization theorem for correctness (1.15)
and close this chapter with the notion of persistency
and its use (1.17 - 1.22). First we collect some
Notations
Inclusions and n atural mappings are deno ted by ine resp.
nat. Let A be a set . id A and id stand for the
identity on A. r a 3 is the equivalence cl ass of all eie-
ments of A equivalent to a with respect to some given
equivalence relation on A. A* is the free monoid (set
of words) over A. A and £ denote the empty word. A +
is A*-{e}. For all weA* and all functions g with domain A,
lg(w) is the length of w, w^ the i-th letter of w and
gw the concatenation of qw, , ...,gw, , , .
-— - 1’ lg(w)
Let R be a binary relation. R^, R"^ and R* denote the
reflexive, transitive resp. reflexive-transitive clo
sure of R. Furthermore, <a,b> d = <b,a> and R ^ =
¿<b,a>/<a,b>eR}.
A family of sets is very often identified with their .union!
FP(A) denotes the set of finite subsets of A. For each
two subsets M and N of A*, M*N is the set of all
words vweA* with v6M and w£N. Multiplication on the set
{true, false} means logical conjunction. The O-ary logi
cal conjunction coincides with the constant "true".
1.1 Definition
An ( a^lgebraic) speci fication SPEC = <s. OP,E > con-
sists of a set S of sorts, a family OP ^ 0P w,s^we:
of se'ts of operation symbols and a s et E
of OP -equations (see below). < S,0P>■ is called the
6signature of SPEC.
Instead of "crfiOP " we often write "cr:w >seOP".
w ; s
w and s are the arity resp. sort of cr. lg(w) is
called the rank of o'. In the case that w equals A,
cr is a constant , and we write "o':—>s".
Let X = {X } be a fixed family of sets of va-
riables. For each xtX sisthe sort of x. T =
-— s OP
|T An } ,_ denotes the family of sets of OP-terms
defined inductively by (i),(ii) and (iii), res
pectively :
(i)
(ii
for all ses X o OP, £ T„_
s A, s OP, s '
for all ses, weS + , cr : w >s and t e T
OP . w
(ft 6 T
OP , s '
(iii) for all n > 0 and w e S
T
'OP , w
= t )/t .€T_ n },
L 1 n l OP, w J
„+
Let weS , ses, creOP and t e T _ . w is the
w,s OP,w
sort of t, cr is the root of crt and arg (<rt) = t are
the arguments of crt . We regard eft as a new opera
tion symbol and call it derived from OP. The arity
of crt is inductively defined by
arity ( crt )
A
s
if t = £
if t e x
aritylt-, ) . . ,arity(t )
1 " , , n
if n = lg(w) > 0.
op(t) resp. var(t)denotes the set of operation sym
bols resp. variables of t and size(t) the number of
operation symbol and variable occurrences in t.
If var(t) = 0, t is called a ground OP-term
(tuple) . The set of ground term tuples of sort w is
denoted by G op w . and G op - {<3 0 p,s J si S -
An OP-equation <l,r> of sort s eS is a pair of OP-
terms with sort s. We often write 1 = r instead of
<1,r> .
7In examples we use the following
for listing the sorts s^,- •‘' S k
symbols , . . cr and
' m equations
SPEC :
SPEC
sorts : s lf ... ' S k
opns : °l'-‘
eqns : e l,... ' S n
syntactical
operation
schema
1.2 Example (bool)
 An algebraic specification of truth values and ope
rations of propositional logic reads as follows.
The symbols a , \x and —» are used in infix
notation, and x,y denote variables.
bool
sorts : bool
opns :
eqns :
TRUE, FALSE : » bool
“i: bool bool
A, v, -*• : bool bool » bool
IFB: bool bool bool — > ]
“I TRUE = FALSE bl
-i FALSE = TRUE b2
x a TRUE = x b3
x a FALSE = FALSE b4
x v TRUE = TRUE b5
x v FALSE = x b6
x —> y - ( ~r x)vy b7
IFB(TRUE, x,y) = X b8
IFB(FALSE,x,y) = Y b9
81.3 Example (nat)
bool is extended by a specification of natural num
bers with equality. The symbol "+" after bool forms
the componentwise union of bool with additional
sorts, operation symbols and equations.
nat = bool +
sorts : nat
opns : O : >• nat
S,P: nat > nat
+ , • : nat nat >- nat
EQN : nat nat =*■ bool
IFN : bool nat nat >nat
eqns : PO =0 nl
PSx = x n2_
x+0 = x n3
x + Sy = S(x+y) nA_
x•0 = 0 n5
x * Sy = (x•y)+x n6
EQN (0,0) = TRUE n7
EQN(O,Sx) = FALSE n8
EQN ( Sx , 0 ) = FALSE n9_
EQN(Sx,Sy) = EQN(x,y) nlO
IFN(TRUE,x,y) = x nil
IFN(FALSE,x,y) = y n!2
The stepwise extension of specifications by sorts,
operations and/or equations as in Example 1.3 is
one way of structuring algebraic specifications. It
gets more powerful when it is combined with the
concept of parameterization developped in ADJ/2/,
Ehrich /15/ and Ehrig /16/.
91.4 Definition
A parameterized specification PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC>
consists of two specifications PSPEC = <PS,POP,PE>
and SPEC = < S,OP,E > with PS £ S, POP £ OP and
PE£E. PSPEC and SPEC are called the (formal) para
meter resp. target specification of PAR.
1.5 Example (array)
A parameterized specification of unbounded arrays
(partial functions with finite domain) is given
by PAR = <entry,array> where
entry = nat +
sorts : entry
opns : UNDEF : > entry
EQE : entry entry > bool
IFE : bool entry entry > entry
eqns : IFE(TRUE,x,y) = x el
IFE (FALSE,x,y) = Y eZ
and
array = entry +
sorts : array
opns : NEW : i* array
PUT : array nat entry ——> array
IFA : bool array array - > array
eqns : PUT(NEW,n,UNDEF) = NEW al
PUT(PUT(a,n,x),m,y) =
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IFA(EQN(n,m),
PUT(a,m,y),
PUT ( PUT ( a , m , y ) , n,x) ) a2_
IFA (TRUE,a,b) = a a3_
IFA (FALSE,a,b) = b a_4
x ,y,n,m,a and b are variables.
Since algebraic specifications are presentations of
a theory, it is natural to say that the data type
of a specification SPEC corresponds to the class of
models of the theory presented by SPEC. As we only
allow equational axioms in SPEC, the model class is
a variety, i.e. a class of "equationally defined"
algebras.
1.6 Definition
Let SPEC = <S,OP,E> be a specification and SIG its
signature. A SIG - algebra A consists of a carrier
set A for all seS and an operation cr : A > A
 s Ass
for each cteOP where A = A x...xA
w, s w w w
and n = lg(w) . n
If w = A, we obtain ere A .
' A s
Alg(SIG) denotes the class of SIG-algebras.
The families T Qp of OP-terms and G Qp of ground
OP-terms become <S,OP> - algebras by defining
T OP s = G OP s = ^ for a11 S £ S-sort(OP),
cr ( t ) = ert for all cTfOP and t € T__.
T w,s OP,w
and
cr (t) = ert for all o'e OP and t e G^_,
G w,s OP,w
Let A and B be SIG- algebras. The family
h = {h :A > B } „of functions is called1 s s s J seS
a SIG - homomorphism, written h:A—>-B, if for all
11
ere OP h ° cr = cr ° h where h. =
w, s s A B w A '
h = h _,x---xh and n = lq(w). A family f =w wl wn *
{f :X > A } „ of functions is called an
1 s s s seS
assignment to A. Z(A) denotes the set of assign
ments to A. For all f e Z (A) there is a unique -SIG-
- homomorphism f * : T Qp > A with f = f*°inc. f*
is called the term evaluation in A w.r.t. f and
will mostly be identified with f!
Moreover there is a unique SIG - homomorphism
eval,:G„ n -JA called term evaluation, eval.(t)
is abbreviated by t „ .
A satisfies an equation <l,r> e E if for all feZ(A)
fl = fr. A is a SPEC-algebra if A satisfies all
<l,r>6 E. Alg(SPEC) denotes the class of SPEC-al-
gebras. A is an initial SPEC-algebra if for all
B e Alg(SPEC) there is a unique SIG - homomor
phism h : A >B.
D
It is known from universal algebra and recalled by
ADJ/1/ that an initial SPEC-algebra exists for each
specification SPEC and that the class of initial
SPEC-algebras is isomorphism-closed and only
contains isomorphic objects. ADJ/1/ call this class
the initial semantics of SPEC.
This notion of data type semantics has been tho
roughly motivated in ADJ/1/ and papers based upon
it. In our introductory remarks on axiomatic and
denotational definitions of semantics we have
mentioned the proof-theoretical nature of initial
semantics :
1.7 Definition and Theorem (ADJ/1/, Thm.6)
Let SPEC = <S,OP,E> be a specification. The least
OP-congruence relation on G Qp which contains all
pairs <fl,fr> with <l,r> £ E and f £ Z(G op ) is
called the SPEC-congruence and is denoted by = SPEC -
Then the "quotient term algebra" G spEC = G Qp / = spEC
 is an initial SPEC-algebra. □
12
From a model-theoretical point of view, the initial
SPEC-algebras are the "maximal" elements in the
 class of minimal SPEC-algebras: Each OP-eguation
that holds true in some initial SPEC-algebra is
satisfied by all minimal SPEC-algebras, i.e. by all
SPEC-algebras with surjective term evaluation.
Up to know we have described the way from speci
fications to their models, the algebras. In softwa
re design we are rather interested in the opposite
direction, namely how to get from a given data type
model to its specification. In order to cope with
this problem, Ehrig, Kreowski, Padawitz /18/ have
introduced the following correctness notion for
specifications:
1.8 Definition
Given
A, a
wise
where
tor f
a signature MSIG and an MSIG-algebra
specification SPEC with MSIG^SPEC component
is correet w.r.t
U <MSIG,SPEC> denotes the forgetful func-
rom Alg(SPEC) to Alg(MSIG).
— lf U <MSIG.SPEci G SPEC ) A
Using 1.8 we are forced to formalize a data type
model as an algebra A of some "model signature"
MSIG. A correct specification of A will often have
a signature that properly includes MSIG: Some MSIG -
operations may only be specifiable with the help
of additional, previously specified operations or
even sorts.
ADJ /2/,/3/ and Ehrig /16/ have then adapted the
identities
and
data types = algebras
SPEC-semantics = initial SPEC-algebras
13
to the more general situation of a parameterized
specification PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> (cf. 1.4): For
a given class K of PSPEC-algebras the initial se
mantics of PAR w.r.t K is defined as the composi
tion F pAR ° IN of the inclusion functor
IN:K >Alg(PSPEC) and the free functor
F pAR : Alg(PSPEC) =>- Alg(SPEC) .
We assume that the reader is familiar with the
category-theoretical term "functor" and the
"adjointness" between free and forgetful func
tors (cf. e.g. Arbib, Manes /4/, chapter 7).
For any pair <Pl,P2>of signatures or specifica
tions with PI £ P2 componentwise F <pp denotes
the free functor from Alg(Pl) to Alg(P2), while
U<?! p 2 > denotes its (forgetful) right adjoint.
This context immediately yields the following cha
racterization of F_„®IN:PAR
1.9 Proposition
Let PAR = < PSPEC,SPEC > be a parameterized specifi
cation with signaturesPSIG and SIG of PSPEC resp.
SPEC. Let K be a class of PSPEC-algebras and IN be
the inclusion functor from K to Alg(PSPEC). Then
F = IN has the following property (*), and
PAR 1
for all mappings F : K S"Alg(SPEC) that satisfy (*)
and for all A e K, F(A) = F pAR (A).
(*) For all A 6 K there is a PSIG-homomorphism
M—* F p AR ( A ) such that for all BSAlg(SPEC)
each PSIG-homomorphism h:A—>B uniguely
extends to a SIG-homomorphism h + :F pftR (A)—*B
with h + ® A = h. □
For the following two reasons it is obvious to call
F?ar ° IN an initial semantics of PAR: Firstly, in
the case that PSPEC is empty we have Alg(PSPEC)={0}.
Hence F„.„ ° IN may be identified with
PAR 1
14
f par (0) which, by proposition 1.9, is an initial
SPEC-algebra. Secondly, for each A€K the unit mor-
phism given by 1.9 {*) is initial in the comma
category [ A ,U]whose objects h are the PSIG-ho-
momorphisms from A to arbitrary SPEC-algebras and
whose morphisms g e Mor(h,h') are the SIG-homomor-
phisms with g°h = h 1 (Arbib, Manes /4/,p. 113).
The correctness notion of 1.8 is extended to para
meterized specifications as follows:
1.10 Definition
Let MPSIG and MSIG be two "model " signatures with
MPSIG £ MSIG componentwise, and let F be a mapping
from a class MK of MPSIG-algebras to Alg(MSIG).
A pair <PAR,K> consisting of
(i) a parameterized specification PAR = < PSPEC , SPEC :>
with MPSIG £PSPEC and MSIG£ SPEC com
ponentwise
and
(ii) a class K of PSPEC-algebras with U <MPSIG pspEci K ^
MK
is called correct w.r.t. F if the following diagram
commutes up to isomorphism:
MK
A
Alg ( MSIG)
U
<MPSIG, PSPEO
U
<MSIG, SPEO
—> Alg(PSPEC) > Alg(SPEC)
IN f par
15
1.11 Example (array, cf. 1.5)
Let PSIG and SIG be the signatures of entry resp.
array. Let K be the class of all PSIG-algebras A
with the following properties:
(i) for all m , n e A
' nat
TRUE. if m = n
A
FALSE, otherwise,A
(ii) A, . =fTRUE,,FALSE,} and TRUE, 4 FALSE.bool L A' A A
A mapping F:K >Alg(SIG) is given by
(FA) = A for all sePS,
s s
(FA) = fa: A > A / an ^ UNDEF
array L nat entry A
for at most finitely many neA V.
1 1 nat '
o' = cr, for all ere POP,
FA A '
NEW (n) = UNDEF ,
L* Pi n
PUT„,(a,n,k) = Ài.if i=n then k else ai,
FA ' '
IFA FA (p,a,b; if (p=TRUE )Pi
for all peA, . , n£A
c bool nat
and a , b £ ( FA )
' array
then
ke A
a else
entry
b
Since all AeK satisfy the eguations of entry, K
is a class of entry-algebras. Let PAR = <entry,array>.
Using Prop. 1.9 we show that <PAR,K> is
correct w.r.t. F:
Since for all A£K FA satisfies E, we can regard F
as a mapping from K to Alg(SPEC).
Let A£K. We choose g = id for all s e PS.
Let B £ Alg(array) and h : A > B be a PSIG-homo-
morphism.
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Let f be an arbitrary function which maps each fi
nite nonempty subset M of A ^ to some element of
nat
M. For all sePS set h + = h and define h +
s s array
inductively on /dom(a) / as follows where
dom(a) = fneA ./an 4 UNDEF„}:*• nat r A
(iii ) h + (NEW OA ) = NEW ,
array FA B'
(iv) h + (PUT DA (a,n,e))
array FA ' '
= PUT (h + (a),h . (n),h . (e))
 B array ' nat ' entry
where an = UNDEF. * e
A
and n = f (dom ( PUT^. (a , n , e ) ) ).
r A
The compatibility of h + with NEW follows from
(iii). Hence h + is a SIG-homomorphism if for all
e£A . and p£A, .
entry r bool
a,a 1 £(FA) . n£A
array' nat
(1) h + (PUT FA (a,n,e)) = PUT 0 (h + a,hn,he),
(2) h + (IFA FA (p,a,a'))=IFA B (hp, h + a , h + a ' ).
We prove (1) by induction on /dom(a)/:
Let a = NEWp^. e = UNDEF ft implies
 h + (PUT FA (a,n,e)) = h + (NEW pA ) = NEWg =
= PUT B (NEW B ,hn,UNDEF B )
= PUT 0 (h + NEW_- ,hn,he) .
B r A
e ^ UNDEF A implies
h + (PUT_. (a,n,e ) ) = PUT (h + a,hn,he ) .
r A D
Let a / NEW_.. If n£dom(a), then we have for someFA
a with PUT„.(a ,n,an) = a and a n = UNDEF. by
o FA o o A
induction hypothesis
h + (PUT„.(a ,n,an ) ) = PUT (h + a ,hn,han)
and
h + (PUT pA (a o ,n ( e)) = PUT 0 (h + a q ,hn,he).
(i) implies EQN B (hn,hn) = hEQN A (n,n)
= hTRUE„ = TRUE_ so that
A B
h + (PUT FA (a,n,e ) ) = h + (PUT FA (PUT FA (a o ,n,an)n,e)
= h + (PUT (a ,n,e ) ) = PUT (h + a hn,he )
r A O Jd O
= IFA n (EQN (hn,hn ) ,
B D
PUT„(h + a ,hn,he ) ,
B o'
PUT (PUT D (h + a hn,he) ,hn,han ) )
B B o
= PUT B (puT B (h + a 0 ,hn,han),hn,he)
= PUT„ (h + (PUT (a , n,an) ) ,hn,he)
B r A O
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= PUT (h + a.hn he).
Jd
Let n^dom(a) and n = f(dom(PUT (a,n,e))).
O r A
If n /dom(a), then n/n , and we qet for all a
r f 'O' ^ O
 with PUT (a n an ) = a and an = UNDEF. by
l? o O O O
induction hypothesis
h+( PUT FA (a o ,n o ,an o )) = PUTg(h + a,hn Q ,h(an Q ))
and
h + (PUT pA (a o ,n,e)) = PUT B (h + a o ,hn,he).
(i) implies EQNg(hn Q ,hn) = h(EQN ft (n Q ,n)) =
= hFALSE. = FALSE,, so thatA B
 h + (PUT FA (a,n,e)) = h + (PUT FA (PUT FA (a o/ n o ,an 0 ),n,e))
 = h + (PUT FA (PUT FA (a o ,n,e),n o ,an o ))
= PUT B (h + (PUT FA (a o ,n,e)),hn o ,han Q ) by (iv)
= PUT B (PUT B (h + a Q ,hn,he),hn Q ,han Q )
= IFA B (EQN B (hn o ,hn),
PUT B (h + a o ,hn,he),
 PUT B (PUT B (h + a o ,hn,he),hn 0 ,han Q ))
= PUT B (PUT B (h + a 0 ,hn Q ,han 0 ),hn,he)
 = PUT B (h + (PUT FA (a 0 ,n 0 ,an 0 ) ),hn,he )
= PUT B (h + a,hn,he).
If n ^dom(a), then n = n Q , and we obtain (1) by
(iv).
Thus we have shown (1) for all cases. (2) holds
true as follows:
h+(IFA FA (p ' a ' a ' ]]
 = h + (if p=TRUE A then a else a')
= if p=TRUE A then h + a else h + a'
= if p=TRUE ft then IFAg(TRUEg,h + a,h + a')
else IFA„(FALSE D ,h + a,h + a')
Jd Jd
= IFA (hp,h + a,h + a') by (ii).
n>
Uniqueness of la with respect to h ° ^?A = h is
an immediate consequence of the definition of h + .
□
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The correctness proof of Example 1.11 is completely
model-theoretic . In contrast to that we are now
going to generalize the quotient term construction
of initial semantics (cf. 1.7) to parameterized
specifications. This provides the basis for showing
the correctness of parameterized specifications by
proof-theoretical (term rewriting) methods.
1.12 Definition
Let PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> be a parameterized specifi
cation with PSPEC = <PS,POP,PE> and SPEC = <S,OP,E>
Let A be a PSPEC-algebra. Assume for the moment
that for all s e PS the set X g of variables agrees
with the carrier set A of A. Hence we have the
s
term evaluation id *:T
XT Jr
the assignment
id s = {idj s :A s
A which extends
A s^se PS
me
-> T
POP
The eguational diagram of A, A(A), is given by all
<t,t'>6 T^ with id *t = id *t' . Intuitively,
' POP A A
ZX (A ) is the set of all POP-eguations satisfied
by A.
1.13 Theorem
Let PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> be a parameterized specifi
cation withPSPEC = <PS,POP,PE> and SPEC = <S,OP,E>.
Then for all PSPEC-algebras A
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B
F P AR (S)
where SPEC(A) =
SPEC(A)
<S , OP ( A ) , E ( A )> and for all seS, weS +
OP(A) , = OP . u A
A, s A,s s'
OP ( A ) = OP
w, s w, s '
E ( A ) = EuA(A).
Proof :
me
G natLet AeAlg(PSPEC) and set -v „ = ., __ , .i- A OP ( A .
By Prop. 1.9 we have to show that for
all SPEC-algebras B and <PS,POP>-homomorphisms
h:A—»-B there is a unique <S,0P>-homomorphism
3 SPEC(A )
h + :G +
SPEC(A) ?A
B becomes an <S , OP ( A )>-algebra if we set a = ha
for all aeA.
Suppose that B satisfies A(A). Then B is a SPEC(A)-
algebra and, by initiality of G S p EC ( A ). we obtain
a unigue <S,OP(A)>-homomorphism h + from
d, let fc
= 0’. Then the
^SPEC(A) t0 B ‘ 0n ot ^ er han or all s € PS
X = A and for all seS-PS
s s X
<PS , POP>-homomorphism h:A >-B can be regarded as
an assignment, and we get the term evaluation h* :T Qp -
w.r.t. B as the unigue <S,0P>-homomorphism satis-
f ying
ine
A * T
OP
Since T Qp = G 0 p (A) ' a<3 rees with h »nat.
Hence h ° = h.
Vice versa, h ? A =h for some <S,0P>-homomorphism
h':G , , ^B implies h '»nat = h* by unigue-
o Jr ili v A /
ness of h*. Again, since T Qp = G op ( A )- h* is
compatible with A as a set of constants, and thus
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1.14
h* is <S,OP(A)>-homomorphic. Since nat is an
<S,OP(A)>-epimorphism, h'onat = h* implies that
h‘ is <S,OP(A)>-homomorphic. Therefore, h'=h + .
It remains to show that A(A) holds true in B.
Let <t, t'>£ A( A ) . The term evaluation
evaAB POP(A, B satisfies
inc
Hence evalg = h°id A * (see the diagram in Def.
1.12), and we obtain eval t = eval_t 1 . □
B B
Note that i- s different from the "quo
tient term algebra with parameter variables" used
by Ganzinger /22/. This algebra characterizes the
free functor going from Alg (< S , (/> ) , the category of
S-sorted sets, to Alg(SPEC).
Definition and Proposition (cf. 1.7)
Let SPEC = <S,OP,E> be a specification. The least
OP-congruence relation on T Qp which contains all
pairs <f 1, f r > with <l,r><= E and feZ(T Qp ) is
called the SPEC-congruence with variables and is
denoted by «-spE(_,. Then the "quotient term algebra
with variables" T spEC = T op /~ spEC satisfies
T? / V ] Cr' rp
NEW v ' ~ SPEC
where NEW = «S , 0> , SPEC >.
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Proof :
For all A€Alg(SPEC)and h£Z(A) an OP-homomorphism
h + :T >A is uniquely defined by the
following diagram:
inc nat
X
SPEC
Prop. 1.9, applied to PAR
T SPEC = F NEW (X } ^
NEW, yields
The characterization of F_„_ in Thm. 1.13PAR
provides a correctness criterion for parameterized
specifications:
1.15 Correctness Theorem
(ii) the term evaluation e val : G MOp ( y
Let F, PAR and K be as in Def. 1.10, MPSIG =
= <MPS,MPOP> and MSIG = <MS,MOP>. <PAR,K> is correct
w.r.t. F iff for all A£MK
(i) FA is extendable to a SPEC(A)-algebra,
■FA has
a right-inverse g such that for all weMS*,
seMS, creMOP(A) and a £ ( FA )
' w, s w
‘’'V s0 =SPEC(S) 5 S ' <r FA (a) -
I£ ^<mpsig,msig>^ £ ^^ - A ' then i£ is = ufficient to
set g = inc for all seMPS and to postulate (ii)
only for all creMOP-MPOP.
(ii) generalizes the representation condition for
canonical term algebras defined in ADJ /1/, Thm. 9.
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Proof :
Let AeMK, MOP(A) be defined analogous to OP(A) in
1.13, MSIG(A) = <MS,MOP(A)> and SIG(A) be the sig
nature of SPEC(A).
By Thm. 1.13 we have to show that for all A€K FA is
isomorphic to G spEC(A) := U ms SPEC> G spEC(A) .
Let G
SPEC / a y > FA. Initiality of
implies
3 MOP( A)
3 MOP ( A )
FA
(1
Hence eval pA is surjective and has a right-inverse
g. Thus h°nat°g = eval »g = id is an MSIG(A)-ho-
momorphism so that, by injectivity of h, nat°g is
MSIG(A)-homomorphic, too. Initiality of G MOp ^ A ^
therefore implies nat = nat» g »eval,
Hence for
FA '
all weMS*, seMS, ae MOP(A) and a i (FA)
' w, s w
crg w (a) S SPEC(A) 'V eval FA (o' g w (a))
= 9 s -o'FS -eval Ffl .g w (a)
= g s -o-Ffl (a).
Vice versa, let FA be a SPEC(A)-algebra and g a
right-inverse of eval pA : G MO p( A ^ FA with (ii)
By induction on size(t), (ii) implies for all
t£ G MOP(A)
Since G
1 SSPECU) 9«eval FA (t). (2)
and G_„,.. are initial inSPEC(A) OP(A)
Alg(SPEC(A)) and Alg(SIG(A)), respectively, we
obtain a SIG(A)-homomorphism h’ with
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G OP(A)
For h = U. ____ (h 1 ) diaqram (1) is aqain com-
sO-Lvj, orljL,>
mutative. Since eval has a right-in verse, it is
surjective and thus h is surjective, too. The in
jectivity of h follows from (2): For all t,t' e G MOP(A)
h<>nat(t) = honat(t') implies
nat(t) = nateg«eval (t) = nat°g°h°nat(t)=
r A
= nat»g»h "nat(t' ) = nat»g»eval (t 1 ) = nat(t').
r A
Hence G SPEC(A) as i somor Phic to FA.
 Now suppose that we have U (FA) = A.
ir l\
Then for all seMPS and aeA eval_„(a) = a so
s FA
that q = inc is a riqht-inverse of eval_,„
s FA, s
Moreover, for all weMPS*, s£MPS, treMPOP(A) and
a€(FA)
w
ag u (a) = o-a = SPEC ( s , <rft ( a ) - g^la) - g<rFfl (a)
because <cra , cr ( a) > e ZX( A ) . □
The following example presents an alternative cor
rectness proof of «entry , array >, K> w.r.t. F with
K and F being defined as in 1.11. We use the cor
rectness criterion of Thm. 1.15. There is a strong
similarity between this proof and that one given
in 1.11. The role of the SIG-homomorphism
h+ : FA >B in 1.11 will be taken over by the
 "choice function" g : FA >G OP(A) ' the r ipht-
inverse of eval PJ (cf. 1.15(ii)). Equational rew-
riting of ground OP(A)-terms to "canonical" ones,
i.e. to g-images (1.15 (ii)) corresponds to the
SIG-homomorphism property of h+ : For all w£S*,
seS, creOP and a€(FA) the equation
hw U) = hs 0tr FA (a)
will be replaced by the congruence
<rg w (a) ^SPEC(A) g s ocr FA (a) •
Although in both cases the proof steps are nearly
the same, we put more emphasis on the second one
because it illustrates that a significant part of
correctness proofs consists of term rewriting.
1.16 Example (array, cf. 1.11)
Let PSIG and SIG be the signatures of entry resp.
array (cf. 1.5). Let K £ Alg(PSPEC) and
F : K Alg ( SPEC ) be defined as in 1.11, and let
PAR = <entry,array>.
Using Thm. 1.15 we show that <PAR, K> is correct
w. r . t . F :
Since for all AeK FA is a SPEC(A)-algebra with
a = a for all a&A, 1.15(i) holds true.
F A
Let AeK and f be an arbitrary function which maps
each finite nonempty subset M of A ^to some ele-^ 1 nat
ment of M. For all sfPS set g = inc and define
^ s
g inductively on /dom(A)/ as follows where
^array J
dom(a) = {ueA / an ^ UNDEF }:
n5t A
(i) 9jfc„ v <HB» F> ) - NEW.
lii) g array (PUT FA (a ' n ’ e,) " fUTI Va» lal ■ n ' e)
where an = UNDEF^ / e
and n = f(dorntPUTp,(a,n,e))).
 r A
A first induction on /dom(a)/ yields the fact that
g is a right-inverse of eval„, . By^array y FA.array
Thm. 1.15, it remains to show that for all
a,a' e (FA)
' array
neA . , eeA and peA, .
nat' entry bool
(1) NEW =SPEC(A)5 (NEW FA ) '
(2) PUT(ga,n,e) = SpEC(A} g(PUT pA (a,n,e)),
(3) IFA(p,ga,ga') = SPEC ( A )<? ( IFA FA ( P - a - a ' > > •
(1) follows from (i). We prove (2) by induction on
/dom ( a )/.
Let a = NEW e = UNDEF implies
r A A
PUT(ga,n,e)= SPEC(A !NEW = g(NEW pA ) .
e 4 UNDEF a implies
PUT(ga,n,e) = g(PUT pA (a,n,e) ) .
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Let a # NEW If nfdom(a), then we obtain for some a
FA ' o
with PUT (a ,n,an) = a and a n = UNDEF, by inductionFA o o A 1
hypothesis
PUT(ga o n ' an) =SPEC(A) g(PUT FA (a o' n ' an))
and
PUT(ga o ,n,e)= SpEC(A) g(PUT FA (a o ,n,e)).
By definition of K (cf. 1.11), <EQN(n,n), TRUE> be
longs to Aik) so that
PUT(ga,n,e) =PUT(g(PUT (a ,n,an)),n,e)Jl O
= SPEC(A) PUT ^ PUT ^ ga o' n ' an ^ ' n ' 6 ^
 =SPEC(A) IFA(EQN(n ' n) '
PUT(ga Q ,n,e),
PUT(PUT(ga , n,e),n,an)^ o
a sPEC(A) PUT< 9 a o' n ' e)
 =SPEC(A)^ UT FA <a o' n ' e) > * g(PUT Fft {a,n,e)).
Let n^dom(a) and n = f(domfPUT n ,(a,n,e))).
o FA ' '
If n 6 dom(a), then n ^ n , and we get for all a with
o ' o' ^ o
PUT„ A (a ,n ,an ) = a and an = UNDEF. by inductionF o'o'o oo A 1
hypothesis
PUT(<3 a o' n o' an o ) =SPEC(A) g(PUT FA (a o' n o' an o ))
and
PUT(ga o ,n,e) = SpEC(} g(PUT pA (a Q ,n,e)).
 Again by definition of K, A satisfies <EQN(n Q ,n),FALSE>
so that
PUT(ga,n,e) = PUT(g(PUT (a ,n ,an )),n,e)-o FAo o o
^SPEC(A) PUT(PUT(ga o' n o' an o ) ' n ' e)
= SPEC(A) IFA ^ EQN ^ n o' n ^'
PUT(ga ,n,e)3 o
PUT(PUT(ga ,n,e),n ,an ))o o o
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 a SPEC(A) PUT(PUT< 9 a o / n f e ) ,n ,an )'o' o
= SPEC(A) PUT(g(PUT FA (a o- n ,e)),n ,an' 'o'
(*)
= q(PUT Ffl ( P UT FS ( ao ,n ,e ) ' n o' an o n
= g(PUT FS (a,n,e))
where equation (*) follows from (ii) because
PUT (a ,n,e)(n ) = a n = UNDEF f an .
FA o o oo A o
 If n 4 dom(a), then n = n and e + UNDEF,, and we
conclude
 PUT(ga,n,e) = g(PUT pA (a,n,e))
from (ii).
Thus we have shown (2) for all cases.
By definition of K A n = {TRUEFALSE,}. Hence
bool L A' A
(3) is a consequence of
IFA(TRUE A ,ga,ga' ) = spEC(A) ga
and
IFA(FALSE A ,ga,ga' ) = SpEC(A) ga' . □
We close this section by a short glance at the way
 how a parameterized specification PAR = <" PSPEC, SPEC >
gets actualized. Replacing the formal parameter PSPEC
in SPEC by an actual parameter ACTUAL yields a new
specification VALUE such that F (G ) should
ir/aJA n L/ 1 U A L
agree with G VAE UE' i.e. the semantics of PAR assigns
the semantics of ACTUAL to the semantics of VALUE.
The connection between the formal and the actual pa
rameter is established by a specification morphism:
1.17 Definition (ADJ/3/,4.1,4.2)
Let SPEC = < S,0P,E > and SPEC' = <S' ,OP 1 ,E’> be speci
fications. A specification morphism <f,g>:SPEC-*SPEC 1
consists of a mapping f:S—>S' and a family g = {U w
 0P w,s ~^ 0P f*w,fs*weS*,seS of ma PP in g s such that the
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"translation" gE of E is a subset of E'.
1.18 Definition (ADJ/3/, 4.3)
Let PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> with PSPEC = <PS,POP,PE>
and SPEC = <f S , OP , E > be a parameterized specification,
ACTUAL = <PS' ,POP' ,PE'> be a specification and <f ,g>:
PSPEC > ACTUAL a specification morphism. The actualized
specification VALUE = <S ' ,OP 1 ,E'> is defined by
S' = PS US,
OP' = POP ' u (o'' : f 1 *w »f's/creOP -POP},
w,s J '
and
E’ = PE'ug 1 (E-PE)
where for all siS
f's = if sePS then fs else s
and for all C€OP
g'cr = if o-ePOP then go- else cr 1 .
 Thus <f',g’> is a specification morphism from SPEC to
VALUE.
The coincidence of formal and actual semantics is made
precise by the notion of compatibility:
1.19 Definition (ADJ/3/, 4.3)
Given PAR,ACTUAL,<f,g>, VALUE and <f',g'> as in Def.
1.18, ACTUAL is called compatible with PAR if
 F PAR U <f ,g> G ACTUAL ) = G f ' , g '> ( G VALUE }
where U, and U £ . . denote the forgetful functors
<f , g> <f , g >
from Alg(ACTUAL) resp. Alg(VALUE) to Alg(PSPEC) resp.
Alg(SPEC).
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syntactical actualization
ACTUAL I ■> VALUE
semantics
U^ ( G _ . ) I-
PAR
semantics
'<f , g> ""ACTUAL ' 'semantical actualization ^ *<f ' , g '>^ G VALUE ^
The next theorem provides a criterion for compati
bility. The crucial property of parameterized spe
cifications which admit compatible actualizations
is persistency:
1.20 Definition (cf. ADJ/2/,p.721)
A parameterized specification PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> is
persistent w.r.t. KSAlg(PSPEC) if for all AeK
U F
PAR PAR A) A .
1.21 Theorem
Given PAR, ACTUAL and <f,g> as in Def. 1.18, ACTUAL
is compatible with PAR if PAR is persistent w.r.t.
i U<f.g> (G ACTOAL )i - D
Theorem 1.21 is a special case of Thm. 4.2 in Ehrig
/16/ where the parameter of PAR is again a parame
terized specification. But it is more general than the
corresponding Thm. 5.2 in ADJ/3/ because we do not
reguire persistency w.r.t. all PSPEC-algebras but
only w.r.t. a subclass of Alg(PSPEC) which contains
<E ,gi G ACTUAL ) ’
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1.22 Example (array, cf. 1.11)
nat is compatible with PAR = centry,array> (cf. 1.3
and 1.5): A specification morphism <f,g> from entry
to nat is defined by
fs = s for all se{bool,nat },
f(entry) = nat,
g (o') = or for all ere (TRUE , FALSE , n ,/\,v,->,
IFB,0,S,EQN},
g(EQN) = EQN and g(IFE) = IFN.
Since IF- (G ) belongs to the class K of entry-
<f ,g> nat 1
algebras defined in Example 1.11, we have
HpSIG,SIG> F(U<f ,g>(G nat ) ) ~ 4’f,g>(G nat )
for the mapping F :K ^Alg(SIG) given in 1.11.
By correctness of <PAR,K> w.r.t.F, we obtain
F(l <rf ,g>(G nat ) 5 U<rSIG,SPEC>° F PAR (U f ,g (G nat ) '
and thus
^PSIG, SPEC>° F PAR ( U<f ,gi G nat ) ) = ^f , g>( G nat } ’
Since PSIG is the signature of PSPEC, PAR is persis
tent w.r.t. { Uj. (G J_)}, and compatibility of nat
<f,g>nat ^ 1
with PAR follows from Thm. 1.21. □
Besides being a criterion for compatibility of ac
tual parameters, persistency is also a useful restriction
to "algebraic implementations" (see Preface) because
persistent implementations are closed under composi
tion (Ehrig,Kreowski,Mahr,Padawitz/20/, 6.4 + 7.3).
In the next chapter persistency will turn out as a
special case of correct extensionality.
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2. Correct extensions of specifications
Now we come to that field in the theory of algebraic
specifications which we shall treat with term rewriting
methods in the next chapters. It is the stepwise exten
sion of parameterized specifications and its impact on
semantics and correctness.
We take as the basis the following
General assumption
BPAR = <PSPEC,BSPEC> and PAR = <PSPEC,SPEC> are two
parameterized specifications such that PSPEC = <PS,POP,PE>
is componentwise included in BSPEC = <BS,BOP,BE>
and the latter is componentwise contained in SPEC =
<TS,OP,E>. S is finite, and for all w£S* and seS OP,
is finite.
w, s
X = {X } i s a fixed family of variables such that for
all s€S X is infinite. The subfamily fx } __
is abbreviated by BX.
K is a nonempty class of PSPEC-algebras. T, BT, G and
 BG denote the term algebras T qp > T bop ' G op anc^
G BOp , respectively. Correspondingly, for all A€K T(A) ,
OP (A)
G(A) as well as BG(A) ,
s s'
BT(A),G(A) and BG(A) are abbreviations for T
T BOP(A)' G OP(A) and G BOP(A)' respectively.
For all AeK, seS and s'eBS
are supposed to be nonempty.
For all Me{T,G} u {T(A)/AeK} u {g(A)/A6K},
BZ(M) denotes the set of all assignments f€Z(M)
 with f(BX)£. BM,e.g.
BZ(T(A) ) = {f€Z(T(A) )/f(BX) £ BT(A)}.
We first give a criterion for the correctness of PAR
in the case that BPAR is already correct. Hence it
admits the joint stepwise development of a specification
and its correctness proof.
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2.1 Correctness Propagation Theorem
Let MPSIG = <MPS,MPOP>, MBSIG = <MBS,MBOP> and
MSIG = <MS,MOP> be "model" signatures with
MPSIG£ MBSIG £MSIG, MBSIG£MBSPEC and MSIG £MSPEC
componentwise and let F be a mapping from a
class MK of MPSIG-algebras to Alg(MSIG). Suppose
 that U -rMPSIG.P S PEC> IK) - MK -
Let < BPAR,K> be correct w.r.t.
Hence some right-inverse g of
satisfies (cf. 1 .15)
BF
e val
: = U o f
< MBSIG,MSIG>
bfa :G mbop( a)“_>bfa
for all
< PAR,K>
Crg w U) — BSPEC ( A ) gs” <rBFA ( a)
weMBS , se MBS , ere M BOP ( A ) and ae(BFA) ,
w, s w
is correct w.r.t. F if for all A6MK
(i) FA is extendable to a SPEC(A)-algebra,
(ii) for all seMS-MBS there is a right-inverse g^
of eval„, :^, —>FA such that forF£,s MOP(A),s s
all weMS , s6MS , creMOP -MBOP and ae(FA)
 ' ' w, s w
= SPEC(fll <3 s ”rFA U) (*)
where g' = g for all s£MBS.
s s
Proof :
Let U U
< MBSIG,MSIG>' We have
By (ii) and the assumption about g, g' is a right-
inverse of eval and (*) holds for all creMOP(A).
r A
Thus correctness of ePAR,K> w.r.t. F follows from
Thm. 1.15. □
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2.2 Example (arrayl)
Let BPAR = <entry,array> (cf. 1.5),
arrayl = array +
opns : GET: array nat > entry
eqns: GET(NEW,n) = UNDEF a5
GET(PUT(a,n,x),m) =
= IFE(EQN(n,m ) ,
x ,
GET ( a , m ) ) a6_
and PAR = <entry,arrayl>. Let K be that class of
entry-alqebras which was defined in 1.11. If BSIG
and SIG denote the signatures of array resp.
arrayl, the mapping F : K >Alg(BSIG) given in
1.11 is extended to F : K > Alg(SIG) by
GET (a,n) = a(n)FA
for all ae(FA) and neA
array nat
Using Thm. 2.1 we show that <PAR,K> is correct w.r.
t . F :
In 1.11 and 1.16 we have proved the correctness of
BPAR w.r.t BF = U ___ °F.
<BSIG, SIG>
Since for all Ae K FA is a SPEC(A)-algebra with
a = a for all aeA, 2.1 (i) holds true. Thus it
remains to show that for all A6K, a£(FA)
GET(ga,n) =
and ntA
array
nat
, a ( n ) (*)'SPEC ( A )
where g is the right-inverse of evalgp^ defined
in 1.16. We prove (*) by induction on /dom(a)/ (cf.
1.16):
/dom (a) / = 0 implies a = NEW so that
GET(qa,n) = GET(NEW n) h UNDEF
SPEC
 = spec(a) undef a = an '
If /dom(a)/> 0, then there are a',n',e with
PUT„. (a 1 ,n 1 ,e) = a where a'n 1 = UNDEF. ^ e and n' =
FA A
f(dom(a) ) (cf. 1.16). Hence /dom(a 1 ) /< /dom(a)/ and
by induction hypothesis,
GET(ga,n) GET( PUT(ga 1 , n ’ , e ),n )
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=SPEC IFE ( EQN ( n ', n )- e ,GET(ga 1 ,n))
IFE(TRUE,e,GET(ga’, n))
'SPEC ( A )
PSPEC
IFE(FALSE,e,GET(ga',n))
( e = an 1 = an
GET(ga' , n SPEC(A)
a 1 n
if n' = n
otherwise
if n' = n
an
otherwise. □
In many cases we are not given a "full model"
F : MK ^Alg(MSIG) but only its basic part
BF : MK Alg ( MBSIG) . Then we are not interested
in an explicit definition of F but only in the fact
that BF is extendable to some F such that PAR be
comes correct w.r.t. F. PAR should have a "model"
F whose "MBSIG-part" agrees with BF, in other
words : PAR should be logically consistent with
respect to BF:
2.3 Definition
Let MPSIG,MBSIG and MK be as in Thm. 2.1. Let SIG
be the signature of SPEC and MEXT = <MBSIG,SIG>.
PAR is logically consistent w.r.t, BF : MK ^Alg(MBSIG)
if there is
F : MK A lg (SIG) with 0 ypvm »F = BF
MEXT
such that <PAR,K> is correct w.r.t. F.
Let EXT = <BSPEC,SPEC>. The diagram of Def. 1.10
extends to our present situation as follows:
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BF U. 1
MK
A
MEXT
-> Alg ( MBS IG) < Alg (SIG)
U U
IN
BPAR U EXT
U
The indices of upgoing forgetful functors are
omitted. Using the notation of 1.10 we now have
MSIG = SIG.
Since we assume U(K) = MK, diagram chasing yields
the following
2.4 Lemma
logically
□
2.4 motivates the
2.5 Definition
Let <BPAR,K> be correct w.r.t. BF. PAR is
consistent w.r.t. BF iff for ail AeK
uu ext f par (a) UF BPAR (A) -
PAR is a correct extension of <BPAR,K> if for ail
AeK
u ext f par (A f bpar (A
If PSPEC = <$,$,$> and K = {0}, PAR is a correct
extension of <BPAR, K > iff U EXT (G spEC ) ^ G BS PEC’
Hence, in the unparameterized case, correct
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extensions are exactly extensions in the sense of
ADJ/1/, Def. 9.
Lemma 2.4 immediately implies
2.6 Proposition
Let <BPAR,K> be correct w.r.t. BF .
(i) PAR is logically consistent w.r.t. BF if PAR
is a correct extension of <BPAR,K>.
(ii) PAR is a correct extension of <BPAR,K>
if PAR is logically consistent w.r.t. BF and
MBSIG is the signature of BSPEC. D
The rest of this chapter deals with necessary and/
or sufficient conditions for correct extensions.
Two of them, semantical completeness and semanti
cal consistency, resemble the characterization of
correctness in Thms. 1.15 and 2.1.
The others are "proof-theoretical" in that they are
properties of the BSPEC(A)- and SPEC(A(-congruen
ces (cf. 1.13 and 1.7).
2.7 Definition
PAR
for
with
is (syntactically)
all A£K, s€BS and
t ^SPEC(A)‘
complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>
teG ( A ) there is t'£BG(A)
s
if
PAR is semantically complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K> if
 for all Ae K F B p ftR (A) is extendable to an
OP-algebra A' and there is a function g , : AG (A)
such that
(i) for all seBS resp. seS-BS g , is aright-
A, s
inverse of the term evaluation
 eval:BG(A)—>F (A) resp. eval 1 : G(A)—> F pAR (A) ,
(ii) for all w£S*, s 6 S , ere OP -BOP and aeA'
w, s w
<rg A , (a) = SPEC(A) g A' “ ^A' (a) *
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PAR is
if for
implies
PAR is
if for
algebra
(syntactically) consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>
all A£K and t,f £ BG ( A ) t = spEC(A) t'
1 = BSPEC(A) t ' '
 semantically consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>
all Ae K F (A) is extendable to a SPEC-
D l Pi Ja.
A ' .
2.8 Extension Theorem
The properties defined in 2.5 and 2.6 are related
as follows :
PAR is complete PAR is consistent
Proof :
(i) Let AeK and the
phisms nat,eval
 finded by
BG ( A )
BOP(A)- resp. OP(A)-homomor
h resp. nat 1 ,eval ' ,h' be de-
G( A)
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By Thm. 1.13, h and h' are bijective. Since
nat°h = eval, eval is surjective and thus has
 a right-inverse g. Hence h°nat°g = eval°g = id
is a BOP(A)-homomorphism so that, by injectivi
ty of h, nat»g is BOP(A)-homomorphic, too.
Therefore, initiality of BG(A) implies
nat°g°eval = nat. (*)
Analogously, we obtain a right-inverse g' of
eval' with
nat ' °g 1 »eval ' = nat' . (**)
For all seBS let A' = F__._(A) and
s BPAR s
g A',s = g s'
For all seS-BS let A' = F_._(A) and
s PAR s
g A 1 ,s = g s‘
A' = {A^/ssSj becomes an OP-algebra by
°A ' ~ °F
BPAR (A)
for all <reBOP(A),
and for all weS*, seS.creOP -BOP and aeA'
w, s w
eval(t ) if seBS and
‘ rg A- (a>=SPEC(A) t£BGU)
V <a) -
eval ' (erg ( a ) ) if seS-BS.
t exists by syntactical completeness and is
unique by syntactical consistency:
t =gp E c(A) t ' for t,t ' £ BG (A) implies
t = BS p EC ( A ) t ' and thus eval(t) = eval(t').
Finally, we have to check (ii). Let weS*, seS,
creOP -BOP and aeA 1 . seBS implies
nat'(crg A ,a) = nat'(t) = nat(t) = nat°g°eval(t)
= nat«g« <r , (a) = nat ' ° g ° o^,( a) = nat ’og^,« (rA , (a)
for some 16BG(A) . If seS-BS, then
nat ' (crg A , a nat 1 o g 1 o eval 1 (a'q a ) =
A
= nat ' « g '• crA , ( a ) = nat'»g^,» (a) .
(ii) Let A e K and nat,eval,h,nateval', h
the diagrams above. Let g = {g ft , c }
as m
Se-s J seBS'
mantical completeness implies evabg = id and
eval « q =
s A', s id for all seS-BS.
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Hence h°nat°g = eval°g = id and
h'°nat'°g A , = eval 1 »g,, = id
s s A s s m , s
for all s«S-BS yields the injectivity of
nat°g and nat ' ° cr ,s€S-BS.
s A', s '
Now look at the following diagram where the
U’s denote forgetful functors:
UA '
U *A'
> f
>UG(A)
Unat '
v init ]'
BSPEC(A) SPEC(A)
By syntactical consistency, init is injecti
ve. Hence we conclude from the diagram that
nat'og,, is injective also for all seBS.
Since h is BOP(A)-monomorphic, h°nat°g = id
implies that nat°g and thus Unat'°Ug are
Pi
compatible with BOP(A). Together with condi
tion (ii) of semantical completeness we infer
that nat'°g is OP(A)-homomorphic.
F B PAR {A>
BG ( A )
nat
me
Hence nat' o g i s OP(A)-monomorphic so that
Pi
A' is a SPEC(A)-algebra, and we obtain a
unique OP(A)-homomorphism init':GSPEC(A ) '
By initiality of G SPEC(A)'
nat'og o init ' = id so that nat '»g is
Pi A
surjective and thus an isomorphism between A'
and G SPEC(S)-
Hence, by Thm. 1.13,
u ext f par (a) = U EXT G SPEC(A) = UA '
F BPAR (A ) •
Therefore, PAR is a correct extension of
<BPAR. K>.
(iii) Let A6K. Since U EXT F pAR (A) F BPAH (A) '
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Thm. 1.13 implies <3 BspEC(A) ^ U EXT G SPE C (ft ) .
Hence PAR is syntactically com
plete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
(iv) Let Ac K. Using the BOP(A)-isomorphism
whichh:U EXT F PAR ( '' ) -* f bpar u)
exists by assumption, we extend F (A) toBP AR
an OP-algebra A' as follows:
• for all scS-BS
® for all weS*
K * h(F PAR (fl) s>'
seS,creOP w s ~BOP and
aEA w <rA' (a> " h,rF (A) <h ' la) -
Thus h becomes an OP(A;-isomorphism from
F (A) to A' so that A' satisfies E.
Jl Pi r\
( v) Let A6K. We get an OP(A)-homomorphism
h : G SPEC(A) ->■ A ' such that
init
g bspec(a) * u ext g spec(a)
= Uh
v
— ^UA 1
id
Hence init is injective, and thus PAR is syn
tactically consistent w.r.t. <TBPAR,K>. □
In the seguel we investigate the case where K con
sists of all PSPEC-algebras. A with A c ^ $ for all
s6PS. Completeness and consistency conditions for
this case were already formulated in Ganzinger
/22/. Especially, the proof of Thm. 2.10 (iii) be
low is an adaption of the proof of Thm. 6 in Gan
zinger /22/ to our framework.
For the rest of this chapter assume that for all
seS-PS the set X«; of variables is empty.
Moreover, for all t£T, fez(T) and Y£X
f bpar u)
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t [x ■*— f x
where f ' £ Z ( T ) is
/xeY] denotes f't
defined by
if zeY
otherwise.
2.9 Definition (cf. 1.14)
PAR is X-complete w.r.t. BPAR if for all s£BS and
 t£T there is t 1 £ BT with t ^„„„t ' .
s SPEC
PAR is X-consistent w.r.t. BPAR if for all t.t'eBT
SPECt' implies t BSPEC
2.10 Extension Theorem
Let K be the class of all PSPEC-algebras with
A s * f f° r a H s £ P S. Then we obtain the following
implications in addition to those given in Thm.
2.8 :
PAR is a correct
extension of <CBPAR,K>
(i )
PAR is X-complete PAR is X-consistent
w.r.t. BPAR w.r.t. BPAR
(ii )
PAR is complete
w.r.t. <BPAR.K>
PAR is consistent
w.r.t. < BPAR,K>
Proof :
Let PNEW = « PS, $ >, PSPEO, BNEW = ^< P S , 0 >, BSPEC >
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and NEW = <£< PS, $>, SPEC>. Since the composition of
two free functors is again free, Prop. 1.14 implies
"BSPEC
o' p (X
BNEW
F (T )
BPAR PSPEC
Op p ( v
BPAR PNEW
(*)
and analogously,
T
SPEC F (T )PAR PSPEC (**)
(i) By assumption,
rip / m \ Cj' p ( m \
EXT PAR PSPEC - BPAR PSPEC
Hence, (*) and (**) imply
U (T ) ~ T
EXT SPEC BSPEC
so that PAR is X-complete w.r.t. BPAR.
(ii) Let A6K, s£BS and t€T(A). Then there are u6T
and f £ Z ( A ) such that t = u£x<=—fx/xeXj. By
assumption, there is u'6BT with u ~■ u'
ur £j\^
 Hence t = spEC(A) fu' .
(iii) Let A£K and t,t 1 € BT(A) with t — SPEC ( A ) t ' •
Then there are a least number n and
tt n 4T ( A ) such that t. = t, t = t '
-1 ' ' 'i *1n
and for all l^i<n
 t i <f E'( A)  > t . nl+l
where ^ ^ denotes the symmetric closure of
the E(A)-reduction relation (cf. 4.1). More
over, there are fez(A) and u.6T,l^iin, such
1n
that f is injective on Uvar(u,) and fu. = t-.
13-t i 1 1
X-completeness of PAR implies u, j uSPEC i
for some u £ BT .
l
Next we show that for all l^i^n
■Fii 1 = -Fii *
i BSPEC(A) 1U i +1 '
 If t.<-=+t . n
1 E l+l
so that
 then u| ~ S p EC u i 'f E_^ U i + 1 SPEC U i + 1
u! Ki DC, nr,„u.' . by X-consistency of PAR.
.1 BoPiuC l+l
Therefore,
fu ! BSPEC(A) fU i+1
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If t  * ti A(A) i+1 then there are u€T,zfcvar(u)
and v, v ' e T pQp with u. = u[z+-v] ,
u. nl+l
= u ■ v and
<fv,fv •>€ A(A) .
X-completeness of PAR implies u;
some u'€BT. Hence
SPEC
u ' for
l SPEC l
u ' Qz■+-v]
u. = u[z+—v] SPEC
and thus, by X-consistency of PAR,
=BSPEC U 'L z<—vj . Analogously,u :l
u„i + 1 ~BSPEC U ' *— V '^‘ Therefore <
fU i S BSPEC(S) f<U,|: ^v]) .
(fu' )[z^-fv] = BspEC(s) (fu' )[z»-£vG
* £(U '[Z^V] ) = BspEC(a) fu' +1 .
Bence fu| S BSPEC(A) fu n' since U 1' u neBT
X-consistency of PAR implies
 U 1~BSPEC U 1 and U n“BSPEC U i Which
finally gives us
t = f u, =„ , . , fui ss
1 BSPEC(A) 1 BSPEC(A)
t ’ .f U. 1 EE f il
n BSPEC(A) n
(iv) Let A = T pspEC _ By assumption, the unigue
BOP(A)-homomorphism h:G , >
B SP EC(A)
 is injective. By Thm. 1.13 and
(*),(**), we obtain
GSPEC(A)
and
G V ( A ) ~ T
BSPEC(A) BPAR v ' BSPEC
G ^ F f A 1 =* T
SPEC(A) PAR SPEC'
Hence there is a BOP-monomorphism from
T BS pEC t0 T SPEC' which implies that PAR
 is X-consistent w.r.t. BPAR. □
X-completeness requires that every OP-term can be
reduced to some BOP-term. The following two lemmata
allow us to confine the proof of this property to
a certain subset of T.
Let OP’ = BOPu U, OP and OP" = L'OP .
seS-BS s sePS s
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2.12 Lemma
PAR is X-complete w.r.t. BPAR iff
and teT OP'-OP",w there
cxt
SPEC
t ' .
for all weS*,seS,
is t 1 € BT with
Proof :
Let teU T . The existence of t '£ BT with t» .„t 1
seBSs SPEC
is shown by induction on the number n(t) of
(OP-OP 1 )-symbols in t.
If n(t) = 0, then teBT. Otherwise t has a minimal
subterm u = cru' with creOP-OP' and u'eT . Let
v. , . . .,v be the maximal subterms of u with1 m
sort(v^) 6 PS. Then there are v'e T Qp , Qp „and f 6 Z(T)
with fv' = u. Let v = crv' .
Hence by assumption, v s;'S p EC v " for some v"6BT.
Moreover, there are t £T and zeX with t fz <—ul = t.
o o L- -1
By induction hypothesis, we obtain
t = t o [z^u] = t o C Z ^-fv J « spEC t 0 Lz^-fv'G
^ t 1
SPEC
for some t’€BT. □
Derived operators (cf. ADJ/l/,p.99) suggest the
following
2.13 Definition
SPEC is derived from BSPEC if E-BE consists of
exactly one eguation
for each cteOP-OP’ where x. ,...,x are distinct
1' ' n
variables - not necessarily in X - and t 1 is a
BOP-term.
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2.14 Theorem
If SPEC is derived from BSPEC, then PAR is a cor
rect extension of <BPAR,K> where K is the class
of all PSPEC-alqebras with A ^ for all sePS.
s
Proof :
Let A6K and SPEC be derived from BSPEC.
Lemma 2.11 implies that PAR is X-complete w.r.t.
BPAR :
Let crteT has creOP-OP 1 and teT*p, .
there are distinct variables x.,...,x
u€BT with
^ _= X 1 X n )[x.«—t./U^n] CSspEc
u(x.<^t. /l^i^nl .L i ! -I
By assumption,
and
Let K< iin. If x,£var(u), then sortit.) = sort(x.)eBS
l i
and thus t.eBT. Hence
l
t’: = uTx .-(—t. /l^i^nl £ BT.
l i x J
Furthermore, PAR is semantically consistent w.r.t.
CBPAR,K>:
Let A6K. G , . is extended to a SPEC-algebra
BorLLlA j
A 1 by defining
A s G SPEC(A),s
for all s£ S-BS,
( a 1 ---v a n ) = ht
for all creOP-OP 1 , <cr(x^,...
and h:X > A 1 with hx. = a
n
t>€ E-BE, a.e A'' l
i '
and
°A 1 °G SPEC(Afor all creOP 1
Therefore, Thms. 2.10 (ii) and 2.8 (v),(i),(ii) im
ply that PAR is a correct extension of <"BPAR,K>. □
Two simple sufficient conditions for X-completeness
and X-consistency, respectively, read as follows:
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2.15 Proposition
seBS OP -BOP = 0, then PAR is
s s '
w . r . t . BPAR.
s € BS E -BE = 0, then PAR is X-
s s '
w . r . t . BPAR.
(i) If for ail
X-complete
(ii) If for ail
consistent
Proof :
(i) Let s£BS and teT^. By assumption, teBT.
Hence PAR is X-complete w.r.t. BPAR.
(ii) Let t,t 1 £ BT with t ~ t 1 . By assumption,
O L ill V—
no equation of E-BE can be applied to t.
Hence t ~t 1 , and PAR is X-consistent
DOT IIjC
w.r.t. BPAR. □
The third group of criteria for correct extensions
concerns the case where parameter and base specifi
cation coincide, i.e. PSPEC = BSPEC. In this case
correct extensionality agrees with persistency
(cf . 1.20):
2.16 Proposition
Let PSPEC = BSPEC. PAR is a correct extension of
<"BPAR,K> iff PAR is persistent w.r.t K.
Proof :
Since PSPEC = BSPEC, we have = U_.._ and by' EXT PAR 1
Prop. 1.9 ("universal property" of F ),
-D L Pi I\
for all A e K.
F BPAR
Hence
(A) ~ A
persistency of PAR implies
u ext f par (a) u par f par (a) Aj
while correct extensionality yields
par (a) =
(A) S' A. □
U F
PAR PAR A u ext f par (a)
BPAR
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Propositions 2.16 and 2.15 are combined to a use
ful persistency criterion:
2.17 Theorem
For all A£K and s€PS let A g be nonempty. PAR is
persistent w.r.t. K if PAR is a correct extension
of <BPAR,K> and for all sePS
BOP -POP = BE -PE = 0.
s s s s
Proof :
By assumption and Prop. 2.15, BPAR is X-complete
and X-consistent w.r.t. <PSPEC,PSPEC>. Thus by
Thm. 2.10 (ii),(iii) and Thm. 2.8 (i),(ii), BPAR
is a correct extension of <<PSPEC ,PSPEC>,K>. Since
correct extensions are "closed under composition",
PAR is a correct extension of <<PSPEC,PSPEC>, K>.
Hence Prop. 2.16 implies that PAR is persistent
w.r.t. K. □
2.18 Example (array)
Let BPAR = Gentry,array> (cf. 1.5), PAR = <entry,
arrayl> (cf. 2.2) and K be the class of entry-alge
bras defined in 1.11. Let BSIG be the signature of
array. We have shown in example 1.11 that BPAR is
correct w.r.t. some BF:K >Alg(BSIG). From
Example 2.2 we conclude that PAR is logically con
sistent w.r.t. BF (cf. 2.3). Therefore, PAR is a
correct extension of <BPAR,K> by Prop. 2.6(ii). In
spection of array (1.5) immediately implies
sort(BOP-POP) = sort(BE-PE) = {array}.
But array / PS so that by Thm. 2.17, PAR is per
sistent w.r.t. K. □
If PSPEC=BSPEC, then completeness and consistency
simplify as follows:
2.19 Proposition
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Let PSPEC = BSPEC.
(i)
(ii)
PAR is complete w.r.t. ^BPAR,K> iff for all
A6K, s6PS and 16G(A) there is a £ A with
s
t _ SPEC(A) a *
PAR is consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K> iff for all
A6K and a, a ' £ A a ^pEC(A) a ' i m P 1;’- es a = a '•
(iii) PAR is X-complete w.r.t. BPAR iff for all
weS*
Op(t)£
sePS, creoP -POP and t£T with
w,s w
s€S-PS 0P s there is t,eT POP with
( i V )
cr t as t '
SPEC
PAR is X-consistent w.r.t. BPAR iff for all
t . t ' € T
POP
t
SPEC t ' implies t’ ’SPEC
t'.
Proof :
Let AeK. Assume for the moment that X = A.
Since for all aeA id*^a = a, we have
<t, id (t) > e A( A )for all t£T so that (i) holds
A lT lT
true (cf. 1.12). Furthermore, for all a,a'eA
 aS PSPEC(A) a ' “P“' 5
a = id* a = id* a' = a' because A satisfies PEvA(A).
A A
Hence (ii) holds true, (iii) and (iv) are immediate
consequences of Lemma 2.12 and Def. 2.9, respecti
vely. □
We conclude from Prop. 2.19 (i),(ii) that in case
PSPEC = BSPEC completeness and consistency agrees
with sufficient completeness resp. consistency as
defined in Guttag,Horning /25/,p.35 f.
2.20 Corollary
Let K be the class of all PSPEC-algebras A with
h s?( for all s£PS.
(i) If SPEC is derived from PSPEC, then PAR is
persistent w.r.t. K.
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(ii ) If PAR is persistent w.r.t. K,
w£S* ,s £PS creOP -POP and teT
' w, s w
s 6 y-PS 0P s there 13 t,eT POP SUCh
eft -U ISPEC
then
with
that
Proof :
(i) follows from Prop. 2.16 and Thm. 2.14
a consequence of Prop. 2.16,Thm. 2.10 (i)
2.19 (iii ) . □
for all
op(t)£
(ii ) is
 and Prop.
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3. Overview of the criteria for completeness and
consistency
We give an introduction to the completeness and consisten
 cy criteria which will be developped in detail in chap
ters 4-11. Explaining their interrelationship from
the point of view of their proof is different from de
scribing it from an application point of view. Hence we
will do both, but separately. The latter will be done by
the stepwise representation of decision graphs for com
pleteness and consistency, respectively. A path from the
root to a leaf corresponds to a set of sufficient condi
tions for completeness resp. consistency. Each leaf L is
labelled by the number of the theorem which says that
the set of conditions preceding L implies completeness
resp. consistency. The "used"-hierarchy of these theorems
will be represented by two additional graphs.
3.1 Completeness
The decision graph for completeness will be given
in three parts. The first one uses two properties of
a binary relation R on T the first of which is in
some sense dual to the second:
• For all cr,reOP let cr>T if there is <l,r>6R with
root(l) = cr and reop(r) . A term rewriting system R
(Def. 4.4) is directly decreasing if for all<l,r>£R
and all subterms t of r
root(t) >* root(l) implies arg(l) ^ arg(t)R lex ^
where ^ ex is a lexicographic extension (cf. 6.1) of
the subterm relation (cf. 4.8).
Directly decreasing relations are given in 6.9, 6.12,
7.9, 8.6 and 8.7.
« R is base-total w.r.t. BOP 1 £ BOP if for all
weBS* ,cr£OP-BOP with arity w and
ueT BO p, w with sor t ( op (u ) )n PS = (? and sort(var(u)
Ç;PS there are t£T , <"cr( t ) , r> £ R and
ijUir , w
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feZ'(T) with ft = u.
Base-total relations are given in 7.8, 7.9, 8.6 and
8.7.
Intuitively, R is directly decreasing if the argu
ments of recursive function calls in R-reductions
decrease .
By 6.10, 6.5 and 5.4, "directly decreasing" implies
"normalizing", i.e. all R-reductions are termina
ting. The definition of "directly decreasing" in
6.8 is a little more general. On the other hand,
"R base-total" means that each -^-normal term (cf.
4.1, 4.3) whose sort belongs to BS is a BOP-term.
"Directly decreasing" and "base-total" correspond
to the terms "weight-deereasing" resp. "generating"
used in Ehrig, Kreowski, Padawitz /19/ in the
following way:
On one hand "R directly decreasing" is more general
than "R weight-decreasing" since it allows in <l,r>
e R more than one operation symbol on the right-
hand side with the "degree" of root(l) (even "nested
recursion"). On the other hand, adapting "directly
decreasing" such that it will follow from "weight-
decreasing" would require the condition
size(arg(l))>lex size(arg(t )) (*)
instead of
arg(1P arg(t )lex
in the definition of "directly decreasing". But
then we would loose the property that directly
decreasing relations are normalizing. We have not
seen examples where (*) is needed to show complete
ness; but normalization is the crucial property of
directly decreasing relations when they are used in
consistency proofs (cf. 3.2).
"Base-total" implies "generating", while "base-to
tal" is decidable and "generating" is not because
it involves the congruence of the base specifica
tion .
The first part of the decision graph looks as
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follows:
I M := {E}
R := E
We first ask whether R = E is base-total w.r.t BOP
and directly decreasing. If so, then PAR is com
plete w.r.t. <BPAR,K> by Thm. 7.7. Otherwise we
choose a proper subset of R for a new R and again
check the two properties. If one of these R's is
not base-total, we go to the subgraph denoted by II
and described below. If R is empty, another subset
of E has to be chosen for R. If the check for base-
totality and direct decrease has failed for all
subsets of E (M = FP(E)), we arrive at subgraph
III. The reason for the succession of tests in
graph I is the "trade-off" between base-totality
and direct decrease: If RcE is base-total, then any
superset R'sE of R is base-total, too, but not vice
versa.
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If R is directly decreasing, then any subset of R
is directly decreasing, too, but again not vice
versa.
Subgraph II concerns the case when BPAR is a
correct extension of bool (Ex. 1.2) which will be
treated in chapters 8 and 11. We assume a set C of
conditionals, i.e. operation symbols IF in s 6 B S
BOP, such that two eguationsboolss,s M
IF(TRUE,x,y) = x and IF(FALSE,x,y) = y
with x,yex, x £ y, belong to BE. These equations
are called conditional rules, while the set CCR of
conditional-compatibility rules is given by all
linear rules (cf. 4.4, 4.12)
< cr(v, IF ( b , x , y ) , w ) , IF 1 (b,cr(v,x,w) , cr( v , y, w ) ) >
with ere OP-C , IF , IF* 1 £ C , b,x,yeX and v,w6X*.
Moreover, we use a third property of a binary rela
tion R on T where we assume S = BS:
 • For every ueT the set of conditional subterms of
u consists of all pairs <rt,p> such that t is a
subterm of u and p is the conjunction of all
predicates resp. negated predicates of conditio
nals preceding t.
R is conditionally decreasing if for all Ae K and
creOP-BOP there is a "weight" function
w : BG (A) . , , . > IN
cr, A anty (or)
such that for all <l,r>£R
(i) 1 and all subterms t of r with root(t)EOP-BOP
are simple terms, i.e. root(t)eOP-BOP
 and arg(t)£ BT*,
and for all <l,r>£R, feBZ(G(A)) and all conditio
nal subterms <t,p> of r with simple t
 (iil fp S BSPECU> TRUE in, P lies
W root(t),A <f " arg(t)) <W root(l),A (f - arg(1,) '
Roughly spoken, R is conditionally decreasing if
for all peBT bQol and f e BZ(G(A))
fp s"^7ec(a)true and
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imply w (ft)>w (ft')
A A
*
for some "weight" function w^ : BG ( A )—y|N.
Hence, R-reductions need to be normalizing only for
"logically consistent" substitutions. The idea be
hind conditionally decreasing relations evolves
from the definition principle for recursive func
tions used in Boyer, Moore /7/, p. 44.
Examples of such relations will be given in 8.14 -
8.21. The definition of "conditionally decreasing"
is slightly more complicated if we drop the assump
tion that S equals BS (cf . chapter 8).
Moreover, f°arg(t) in condition (ii) can be repla
ced by any t'iBT* with t' = BSpEC ( A } f 0 arg (t ) .
For example, let PSPEC = 0, m e IN,
BSPEC = nat +
sorts : nat
 m
opns : CODE: nat—>natm
<: nat nat—>bool
eqns : CODE(S m x) = CODE(x)
and
SPEC
opns :
eqns
x<0 = FALSE
0<Sx = TRUE
Sx<Sy = x < y
-- BSPEC +
EQ : nat nat —> bool
 m m
EQ(CODE(x), CODE(y)) =
= IFN(x<S m OAy<S m O,
nl3
n!4
n!5
nl6
EQN(x,y),
EQ(CODE(x), CODE(y))) n!7
(cf. 1.3). R = {n!7} is conditionally decreasing:
(i) is easily checked. The only conditional sub
term <t,p> of the right side of nl7 with simple t
is given by t = EQ(CODE(x), CODE(y)) and p =
~j ( x<S m 0 a y<S m 0 ) . There is an obvious initial
BSPEC-algebra B with Bbool = {true, f alsej,
B nat
Let
and B
nat
w pn : BG .LQ nat
-m
= { 0 , . . , m -1} .
IN be
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defined by
w (CODE(u ) CODE(u 1 )) = u n + u'_EQ B B
Let feBZ(G) and fp — BSPEC TRUE ( i.e. (fp) = true.
The generalized version of condition (ii) is
satisfied if there is t 'e BT* with t'=_ ____f <■ arg (t)
and w (t')<w (f arg (1 ) ) .
Now (fp) = true w.l.o.g. implies (fx) D ^m and
thus (fx)g = m + n = (S m+n O) B for some neiN.
So let t 1 = <CODE(S n O),CODE(fy)>.
Then t' 1 - BSpEC CODE(S m+n O) = BSPEC CODE(fx)
so that t 1 = BSpEC f ° arg(t), and
w (t') = n+(fy)_ < m+n+(fy) D =
(fx) B +(fy) B = w EQ (foarg(1)).
A more complex example using the generalized ver
sion of condition (ii) is given by 8.13 - 8.15.
Let SCCR be the set of all rules of CCR with simple
lefthand side. Then subgraph II has the following
shape :
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III
ty w.r.t BOP-C, we are now more general than in the
first part of our decision graph, provided that
BPAR extends bool. Moreover, this assumption is
crucial for the conditional decrease of RuSCCR
which we may test if the test on direct decrease
has failed. For the explanation of the cycles see
the remarks following graph I.
The completeness conditions of subgraph I are de
cidable while those of subgraph II are decidable
with respect to BPAR, i.e. there are algorithms to
check them provided that for all Ae K = , . is
BSP EC(A/
decidable. In contrast to that subgraph III con
tains criteria which are too general to be deci
dable but which reflect the proof-theoretical steps
from the definition of completeness to sufficient
conditions that can be verified algorithmically.
Since those criteria use terms whose definition
would exceed the scope of this overview, subgraph
III only shows in what order the general complete
ness theorems should be checked for applicability.
7.7 applicable ?
no
Y
6.11 applicable?
no
> '
6.7 applicable?
no
r
5.5 applicable?
no
' f
4.11 applicable?
no
''
7
In the case that none of these theorems is appli
cable but PAR is consistent w.r.t.<BPAR,K>, com-
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pleteness may follow from semantical completeness
(cf . 2.7).
That the criteria presented in chapters 4-8 are
sufficient for completeness will not be proved
seperately for each set of conditions. Instead, the
main theorems that concern completeness constitute
the following hierarchy where the source of each
arrow uses its target.
5.5
6.7
6.11 7.2 (Base-total rela
tions are base-
complete )
6.10 (Directly decreasing re
lations are recursively
decreasing)
6.5 (Recursive path orderings are
simplification orderings)
4.11 5.3 (Simplification orderings are well-
founded )
3.2 Consistency
The decision graph for consistency is separated in
to five parts. Parts I and II deal with the case
where E-BE is base-total, parts III and IV treat
the case where BPAR is an extension of bool and -
analogous to subgraph II for completeness - E-BE
might be base-total w.r.t. BOP minus some set C of
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conditionals only. Subgraph V summarizes the consi
stency theorems with weaker but undecidable crite
ria.
We need the notion of a critical pair of terms
used in the Knuth-Bendix (semi-) algorithm for
transforming a normalizing term rewriting system
into a uniquely normalizing one (cf. Knuth,Bendix
/43/ and Huet /31/):
• Given two term rewriting systems R and R',
2
<1, r> e R and <1 , r .>,... <1 , r >eR ' ,<t, t‘>6T is
1, 1, ' n' n ' '
called a critical pair of <R,R’> if 1 ,...,1
1' ' n
overlap 1 in operation symbols and t,t' result
from replacing 1 by r and 1 . ..,1 by r ±'---' r n '
respectively. The situation looks roughly as
follows:
R
u =
= t
= t
<t,t‘> is called including if there is a "proper
path" from a "leaf" of some 1 to a "leaf" of 1
in the term named u in the diagram.
The papers referred to above only use simple cri-
tical pairs,i . e . critical pairs where n equals 1.
CRIT ( R , R 1 ) and SCRIT ( R , R') denote the sets of cri
tical resp. simple critical pairs of <R,R'> .
 The formal definition of a critical pair is given
in 9.3. An example of a non-simple critical pair is
presented in 9.6.
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I
2® Given relations R and R' on T, M^T is
called absolutely R-convergent w.r.t. R' if for
all <t,t'> € M there is <u,u>eR’ such that t
and t' are R-reducible to u resp. u' (cf. 4.1).
In Example 9.19 we show the absolute R-convergence
 of SCRIT(R,R) w.r.t. equality where R is a set of
equations in the theory of int (cf. 7.9).
2
 • R£T is linear if for all <l,r>£R 1 has unique
variable occurrences.
Now we are ready to present the first part of our
decision graph for consistency:
E-BE £(T
~ OP-POP
E-BE linear?
-BT)xT?
E-BE base-total V
w.r.t. BOP?
CRIT ( E , E ) £ {<t, t> /1 6T} ,
BE linear,
E-BE directly
decreasing?
Ill
4.20 R : = E
R £ (T-BT)xT, no
> II
Increase R by
some rules !
9.18
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Here we have two sets of conditions each of which
is sufficient for consistency of PAR w. r . t ,<BPAR, K>.
The main property in the first set is the mutual
independence of E-reductions: There are only
trivial critical pairs of <E,E>. If this does not
hold, we consider the case where E is directly de
creasing and ask for absolute E-convergence of
SCRIT(E,E) w.r.t. eguality. If the answer is ne
gative, the relation R is increased by additional
eguations such that - eventually - SCRIT(R,R) is
absolutely R-convergent w.r.t. = and R is still
directly decreasing.
The increase of R is guided by the attempt to re
duce the two terms t and t' of a simple critical
pair of <R,R> to a common normal form: If the R
-> -
-normal forms u and u' of t resp. t 1 are different,
R is increased by R' = {<u, u'>} or R' = f<u', u>}
so that [<t, t '>} becomes (RoR 1 )-convergent w.r.t. =.
This is the principle of the Knuth-Bendix algo
rithm (KB) we mentioned above. Setting R:= R w R' we
obtain absolute R-convergence of {<t,t'>jr, but we
may loose the property that R is normalizing (in
our case directly decreasing), and, moreover, new
critical pairs may occur. An exit from this -
possibly infinite - loop is provided by the cri
teria of subgraph II.
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Before turning to subgraph II we want to make some
remarks on the paper "Proofs by Induction in Equa-
 tional Theories with Constructors" (see Huet,
Hullot /32/) because it also treats the problem of
deciding identities in initial algebras with the
help of KB:
Huet and Hullot extend KB to the "inductive comple
 tion algorithm" (HH) which, given a specification
SPEC = <S,OP,E> that satisfies the "principle of
definition", has the following properties:
(1) If HH applied to some OP-equation e stops with
"success", then e holds true in G .
Or dL
(2) Assumed that HH does not stop with "failure",
HH decides the complement of A(G ), the
O IT
equational diagram of G S p EC , i . e . the set of
all OP-equations that hold true in G .
O r £j L
Note that HH does not decide A(G_„__). Nourani
SPEC
/51/ has shown that not even a semidecision proce
dure for A(G or,^_) exists. However HH can be used
for consistency proofs, and Huet/Hullot have given
examples where it works quite well. But the "prin
ciple of definition" imposes a strong limitation on
this method which makes it necessary to apply fur
ther consistency proof strategies like those pre
sented in this work. The principle of definition
says that any two SPEC-congruent terms are SPEC-
congruent to one and only one term formed solely
from "constructors". This is too restrictive if
SPEC uses constructors which are already specified
by a non-empty set of equations : If we identify the
constructors with BOP, the operation symbols of our
 base specification BSPEC, most of our examples do
not satisfy the principle of definition. Often the
constructors are not even "commutative-associative
operators" which Huet/Hullot claim that HH can be
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 EQ s (t - 11 ' } “SPEC ' FALSE.
extended to (Huet, Hullot /32/, p. 249). This limi
tation of Huet/Hullot's approach has also been re
cognized by Bidoit /6/ but his proposal to circum
vent the principle of definition seems to be no
 thing else than the classical method of proving
eguations in G spEC b Y structural induction and
rewriting.
Prior to Huet and Hullot, Musser /48/ and Goguen
/23/ have constructed two algorithms which are more
closely bound to KB and which also obey properties
(1) and (2). The principle of both is the same, so
let us confine to one and call it MG. The main
difference between MG and HH is that MG does not
reguire the principle of definition but the fact
that SPEC is an extension of bool and contains for
each s e S a specification of the eguality on
G . Comparing this reguirement to the prin-
o Jr jiIj v 7 5
ciple of definition we first note that many data
type specifications which do not satisfy the latter
allow eguality axiomatizations. On the other hand,
if SPEC fulfils the principle of definition, then
we obtain equality specifications:
Let SPEC' = SPEC ^ bool <-< SPEC where
s6S s
SPEC
s
opns: EQ s : ss —>bool
eqns : EQ (cr, <r) = TRUE for all ere BOP
s s
EQ s (cr(x 1 ,..,X n ),cr(y 1 ,..,y n ))
= EQ sl (x 1 ,y 1 U...AEQ sn (x n ,y n )
for all cr e BOP .
si...sn,s
EQ s (cr(x l X n } ' r(y l y m })
for all cr, re BOP with a'4'C'
A simple induction on size(t) resp. size(t) +size(t')
yields for all ses and t, t'eBG with
t 4 t 1
 E Q s (t ,t SPEC 1 TRUE
and
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Hence, by the principle of definition, for all
ses and t,t 'e G
s
‘-SPEC 1 ' in, ? UeS EQ s (t ' t ' ) S SPEC' TRUE
and
^SPEC 1 ' im P lies E Q s (t ' t ’ ) S SPEC' FALSE
Thus SPEC specifies the equality on G =
S SPEC S
G SPEC',s•
Since all ground terms of sort bool are TRUE, FALSE
or have the form EQ (u,u' ) for some seS and u.u'eG
s s
SPEC' is an extension of bool by Lemma 8.1.
Therefore, MG puts weaker conditions on SPEC than
HH. But we admit that HH tackles the validity pro
blem for equations more directly. In order to see
this and to give more insight into the principles
of HH and MG, let us sketch both algorithms and
their correctness with respect to (1) and (2): Let
e be the equation to be proved for validity in
G spEC , and SPEC(e) = <S,OP,Eufe}> .
MG is based on the easily provable fact that under
the assumption for MG (existence of equality speci
fications, see above) e holds true in G if
O sT Jli v—
SPEC(e) is logically consistent, i.e. TRUE and
 FALSE are not SPEC(e )-congruent. Now MG initializes
two term variables t and t' with TRUE resp. FALSE,
starts KB on R = Eu{e} and, in every loop of KB,
sets t and t' to the current
R -normal forms of
t resp. t' .MG stops with "failure" if R is no
more normalizing. MG stops with "success" if R is
normalizing and confluent and t,t' have different
-normal forms. MG stops with "disproof"R
if t and t' have equal R -> -normal forms.
If MG stops with "success", then R is normalizing
and confluent, and t,t 1 have different —-nor-R
mal forms. Thus ee A(G^„^^,). Otherwise SPEC(e)SPEC
would be logically inconsistent so that t = , ,t
O ir Jli \ 0 /
Since R is confluent, the —-normal formsR
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of t,t' would agree.
Now assume that MG neither stops with "failure" nor
 with "disproof". Let be the - possible infinite
- relation generated by MG. SCRIT(R^,) is abso
lutely R^-convergent w.r.t. = because for all
<u , u '> 6 SCRIT ( R^ , Re*,) there is an iteration of MG
where <u,u'> is a simple critical pair of <R,R>,
and (<u,u '>} becomes absolutely R-convergent in the
next iteration. Therefore, by Thm. 9.15 or Huet
/30/, Thm. 3.2, R„ is confluent. Since R^ is nor
malizing, there will be some iteration of MG where
t,t' are — >-normal. Since MG does not stop with
"disproof", t / t 1 . Thus TRUE ^ SPEC ( e )FALSE
because I^is confluent. Hence e e A( G ) .
O L Hj
If MG stops with "disproof", there is an iteration
of MG where the — R > -normal forms of t,t' agree.
Thus TRUE= spEC(e) FALSE so that eeAlG^).
Therefore, (1) and (2) hold true for MG instead of
HH.
Let us now turn to HH. In addition to the principle
of definition we assume that for all <l,r>£ Eu{e} l^BT.
HH starts KB on R = Eu{e}, stops with "failure" if
R is no more normalizing and stops with "success"
if R is normalizing and confluent. Let <u,u'> and
<u',u> be the candidates to increase R in some loop
of KB. HH chooses that one where the first compo
nent does not belong to BTuX. If u,u'e BTuX, then HH
stops with "disproof".
Let e = <rl,r> and, for an OP-term t, let t denote
the unique BOP-term with t = t given by the
O iT Hi
principle of definition.
If HH stops with "success", then e e A(G ) .
O Jr 1j
Otherwise there would be some feZ(G) with
fl ^ fr so that fl / fr. On the other hand, we
O Jr .Cj v_^
have
f 1 ~~ f- 1 — f- y zzz -f r
SPEC SPEC(e) SPEC
Since R is normalizing and confluent, the
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—-normal forms u, u' of fl resp. fr would
agree. Since for all <l,r>6R lf'BTuX, we would ob
tain fl = u = u‘ = fr which contradicts fl ^ fr de
rived above.
Assume that HH neither stops with "failure" nor
with "disproof". Then the relation R M generated by
HH is confluent. This can be shown for HH as for MG
(see above). Since for all fez(G)
SPEC fl SPEC(e) fr SPEC fr '
the —r-> -normal forms u. , u' of
 -L £
fl resp. fr
agree, and we get fl = u f = u' = fr because
for all <l,r>6R00 l^BTuX. Thus for all f6Z(G)
fl = SPEC fr ' 1 ’ 6 ‘ ee ^ (G SPEC } '
If HH stops with "disproof", there are t, t 1 eBG
with t / t 1 , but t = , ,t 1 . Hence, by the
principle of definition, SPEC-congruence must be
different from SPEC(e)-congruence so that ef A(G
O IT Hi
) .
Therefore, HH satisfies (1) and (2).
The reader who is familiar with Huet, Hullot /32/
will notice that we have presented a simplified
version of HH. But our aim here was to give the
"skeletons" of KB, MG and HH and to suppress all
details which make it difficult to perceive that
the algorithms are correct with respect to (1) and (2).
Subgraph II uses the following confluence property
which considers reductions via E-R:
2
• Given relations R, R’ on T, M5T is
called relatively R-convergent w.r.t. R 1 if for
all <t, t’> e M there is <'u,u'>eR l such that
t -*-u and t ->u 1
R E-R R R ' E-R'
denotes the parallel (E-R)-reduction relation (cf.
10.5) and
E-R
^ its reflexive closure.
We introduce the notions "relative R-convergence"
and "relative confluence" (cf. 10.6 or Padawitz
/53/, Def. 3 . 1. : "SPEC commutes with recursive E0-
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II
reductions") as an alternative to "confluence modu
lo the equivalence closure of >" used in
E — R
Peterson, Stickel /55/ and Huet /30/. Considering
( E _ R > ) in this confluence property implies
that it depends on convergence of critical pairs
which come from overlappings between lefthand sides
 of R and righthand sides of E-R. In 10.1 - 10.4 we
show in detail why Huet's "confluence modulo" is
not appropriate if E-R is "non-permutative", e.g.
if BSPEC = array. Jeanrond /35/ came to the same
conclusion with respect to Peterson/Stickel's "con
fluence modulo" when he failed to prove that pro
perty for set (cf. 8.7). This limitation also app
lies to Jouannaud /37/ who generalizes Peterson/
Stickel /55/ and Huet /30/.
R: = E-BE
E-R term rewriting system? no V
yes
R£(T-BT)xT,
R directly decreasing,
CRIT(E-R,R) = 0 ?
yes
SCRIT(R,R)
absolutely R-con-
vergent w.r.t. = ?
no
Increase R by
some linear rules !
no
yes
CRIT(R,E-R) relative
ly R-convergent w.r.t
= and not including?
yes
10.17
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In the lower part of subgraph I we have searched
 for a directly decreasing relation R such that R
includes E and SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-conver-
gent w.r.t. =. Now we do the same except that R
must include only E-BE. But we have to check in
addition that CRIT(E-R,R) is empty and CRIT(R,E-R)
is relatively R-convergent w.r.t. =. Escaping from
the loop we will arrive at subgraph V.
If E-BE is not base-total w.r.t. BOP (cf. subgraph
I), we continue with subgraph III where we first
ask whether BPAR is an extension of bool. In that
case we proceed similarly to the lower part of sub
graph I, now considering the conditionals C, the
conditional rules CR and the conditional-compatibi-
lity rules CCR (see the remarks to completeness
subgraph II). Therefore, convergence w.r.t. = is
replaced by convergence w.r.t. the conditional
equality ~ :•
• Two OP-terms t and t' are conditionally equal if
for all conditional subterms (cf. 3.1) <u,p> of t
and <u',p'> of t' u equals u' or p contradicts
p', i.e. f(p^p 1 ) — BSpEC ( A )FALSE for all A6K and
feBZ(G(A) ) .
We obtain the following subgraph III:
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III BPAR correct extension of bool
E-BE base-total w.r.t. BOP-C?
no
no
V
-> IV
YeS/
R: = E-(CRuCCR)
4c
Rc(T Qp _ c -BT)xT,
R directly decreasing, -
CRIT(CCR,R) = 07
yes |
SCRIT(R,R)
absolutely R-convergent
w.r.t ~ ?
no/ ^\^yes
Increase R by 11.10
some rules !
We search for a directly decreasing relation R such
that R includes E-(CRuCCR) and SCRIT(R,R) is abso
lutely R-convergent w.r.t. conditional equality. An
exit from the loop is provided by subgraph IV which
differs from II in the same way III differs from I,
namely with regard to conditionals.
IV R: = E-(BEvCRuCCR)
R 1 : = Ri/CRuCCR
CRIT(E-R 1 ,R) = CRIT(CCR,R) = 0?
yes
SCRIT(R,R) absolutely (RuCCR)-
convergent w.r.t.~ ?
no
Increase R by
some linear rules !
no
yes
CRIT(R,E-R') relative
ly (RuCCR)-convergent
w.r.t. ~ and not
including?
,, y es
11.11
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In Examples 11.15 and 11.16 we show the relative
(RuCCR)-convergence of CRIT(R,E-R) w.r.t. ~ where E
is given by the equations of arrayl resp. setl and
R = {a5_, a_6_} resp. R = {s5_, s6_} (cf. 2.2 resp. 8.7).
Finally, subgraph V summarizes the more general
consistency theorems which reflect steps in the
proof that the criteria of subgraphs I - IV are
sufficient for consistency. The conditions of I and
II are decidable, those of III and IV can be check
 ed by algorithms if for all A e K = , , is
BSPEC{A/
decidable ; that the assumptions of the theorems in
V are valid is in general not computable. (Cf. the
corresponding remarks on the decidability of com
pleteness conditions in 3.1.)
V 9.16 applicable?
no
y
4.19 applicable?
no
't
10.15 applicable?
no
V
10.7 applicable?
no
y
10.4 applicable?
no
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The following graph represents the "used"-hierarchy
of the main theorems and lemmas that concern con
sistency.
9.18 10.17
i i
4.20 9.16 11.10 10.15 11.11
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4. Term reductions
This chapter introduces basic notions of the theory of
term rewriting systems (cf. e.g. Rosen /60/, Huet, Oppen
/34/) which lead to the most general completeness and
consistency criteria 4.11 and 4.19, respectively.
4.1 Definition
Let R be a binary relation on T.
R is OP-compatible if for all w£S + , seS.creOP
- ' ' w,s
t,t 1 e T w and l^j^lg(w) the following condition
holds true :
If <t . , t 1 . >£ R and t. = t 1 . for all l$i< lg (w)
3 D ii y
with i ^ j , then <<xt, crt ’> € R .
R is OP-stable if for all <t, t > £ R and fe.Z(T)
<ft, f t ■> 6 R.
R has a natural extension to Z(T): For all f,g£Z(T)
<f,g> belongs to R if there is x e X with <fx,gx>£R
and for all y e X <fy,gy>eR A .
—denotes the R-reduction relation on T, i.e.
the least OP-compatible and OP-stable relation on T
that includes R. We write t—t 1 instead of
R
<t t ’> & .
' R
—=—> , <--■ > ,——> and > denote the re-
flexive, symmetric, reflexive-transitive resp.
eguivalence closure of —-—. If t t 1 , then
R R
t is R-reducible to t 1 .
Let A£K. Replacing OP,T and Z(T) by OP(A),T(A) and
Z(T(A)), respectively, we obtain the notions OP(A)-
compatible and OP(A)-stable, the extension of R to
Z(T(A)) and the R-reduction relation on T(A).
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4.2 Proposition
Let AeK. ■+- -+ resp. +-
resp.
agrees with
SPEC(A )
E ( A ) '
(cf. 1.14). Moreover, E( A)‘
SPEC
»oG(A)
coincides with =
SPEC(A) (cf . 1.7 ).
Proof :
The prosition is an easy consequence of the defini
tions and the general assumption at the beginning
 of chapter 2 that for all seS G(A) is nonempty. D
4.3 Definition
Let M be a set and R a binary relation on M.
A sequence (a. ). ., of elements of M with <a. ,a. ,>eR
l if IN l ' i+1
for all ieN is an (infinite) chain of R.
aeM is R-normal if for all <a,b>fR a is equal
to b. R is well-founded if chains of R do not exist
4.4 Definition
2
Let AeK. <l,r>eT(A) is a rule if l^X and var(r)£
var(l). A set of rules is called a term rewriting
system.
A binary relation R on T(A) is normalizing if the
R-reduction relation on T(A) is well-founded. NF(R)
 denotes the set of > -normal OP(A)-terms.
K
<R,A> is base-complete if for all S6BS
G(A) nNF(R)£BG(A).
2 S
ReT is base-complete if <R,A> is base-complete
for all AeK.
If S is a singleton and G has at least twoSPEC(A)
elements, then every normalizing subset R of E is a
rewriting system: If there would be <x,r>£R with
term
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xeX, then r must contain a variable y, otherwise
all ground OP(A)-terms would be SPEC(A)-congruent
to r, i.e. / g SPEC ( A )/ = 1- Choosing fez(T) with
fy = r, we would obtain a chain of p > , namely
R
* -R* r "R* fr S* f fr R~* ' ' '
If there would be <l,r>€R and x6X with
xivar(r) - var(1), then
1 ~R^ fr r >f gg r —r* • • •
would be chain of ——-»-where f,geZ(T) satisfyK
fx = 1 and gx = r.
Hence normalizing term relations are in general
term rewriting systems. The converse is not valid.
Huet, Lankford /33/ have even shown that the norma
lization property is undecidable. In chapters 5 and
6 we shall study sufficient conditions for this
property which are weakly enough for completeness
and consistency proofs of eguational specifica
tions .
4.5 Definition
Let R be a binary relation on T and A6K.
Then
R = {<ft,ft'> I <t , t > e R, f 6 Z ( T( A ) ) , f XÇAuX } .
4.6 Proposition
If R is a well-founded OP-stable relation on T,
then R ft is well-founded, too.
Proof :
Suppose that R^ is not well-founded. Then there
 is a chain (t^ Q f R By definition of
R we have two seguences (u.). and
A l 16 N
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(u ie IN of OP-terms as well as a sequence
 ( f i ) i e in of S-sorted functions from X to AuX
and
o o o
fi u' i ~ f . -, u. -, = t . . .1+1 1+1 1+1
Therefore, u 1 .l aqrees with u. ,i+i up to some
 occurrences of elements of AuX. Hence any S-sorted
function f:X—>X, which satisfies fx = fy whenever
sort(x) = sort(y), yields fu'. = fu. -, . Since R
2,2 i i+i
is OP-stable. we qet <fu. , fu' >6R for all ie IN.
l ' l
Thus (fu. ) . _, is a chain of R contradictinq ourl ieIN
assumption that R is well-founded. □
We recall the proof principle of Noetherian induc
tion (cf. Cohn /9/, p. 20):
4.7 Proposition
Let M be a set and R a well-founded relation on M.
 All elements of M satisfy some predicate p if p is
derivable by induction w.r.t. R, i.e. if for all
aeM the following condition holds true:
If all beM with <"a,b>eR satisfy p, then a satis
fies p.
Proof :
Assume that p is derivable by induction w.r.t. R,
although some a Q EM does not satisfy p. Then there
must be a,6M with <a ,a.>€R and p(a n ) = false.1 o 1 1
Hence a 2 eM exists such that <a^,a2>eR
and p(a2> = false. In this way we obtain a chain
(a. ) . ,„ T of R in contradiction to the well-foun-l ieiN
dedness of R. □
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4.8 Definition
Let A6K. An OP(A)-term t' is a subterm of some
teT(A) if there are u£T, xevar(t) and f€Z(T(A))
with fx = t' and fu = t. The subterm relation 3 on
2T (A) consists of all <t,t’>£T(A) such that t' is
a subterm of t, but different from t. C: = .
We write tot' or t'ct instead of <t,t'>6D.
"t'ct or t 1 = t" is abbreviated by t'it.
4.9 Lemma
Let A£K and R be a normalizing relation on T(A).
Then
 >R = ( —u o ) n G ( A )
is well-founded.
Proof:
Let t€T(A). We show by induction on t w.r.t.
that chains (t. ). of
i ieiN ”—^u3 with t = tR o
do not exist. If t€NF(R), then all subterms of t
are
R -normal, too. Hence t is ( —=->uo)-nor-
mal. Let te NF(R). Assumed that (t.). is a
i ieiN
chain of -r-+- u 3 with t = t. Then t 3t n byR o o 1 1
induction hypothesis. Since 3 is well-founded
t 3t .
o 1 ~R^ t i+l
for some i>l. Thus there is t L£T(A) with
t t ' . 3t. .
R li + l
in contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
Therefore, ——o 3 and thus > are well-founded. LJ
K R
Prop. 4.7 and Lemma 4.9 yield an induction princi
ple we shall refer to in several proofs:
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4.10 Corollary
 Let A6K and R be a normalizing relation on T(A). A
predicate p holds true for all t£G(A) if p is pro
vable by induction w.r.t. > . □
R
4.11 Completeness Theorem
2
 Let H£t be a term rewriting system such that
 for all <1,r>6 H, A € K and f £ BZ(G(A)) fl ~ S p EC ( A ) fr -
If some normalizing and base-complete relation R on
T satisfies HSRSHuE, then PAR is complete w.r.t.
< BPAR,K> (cf. 2.7).
Proof :
Let A6K, s £BS and t€G(A) The existence of
t'eBG(A) with t is proved by induction
on t w.r.t. >R :
 If t£NF(R), then t£BG(A) because R is base-com-
plete. Otherwise there is ueG(A) with t
R-H>u or
H u. In both cases the induction hypothesis
implies u ~5p EC ( A ) t ' for some t'6BG(A).
 Therefore, t — spec(A)^' case - The
second case yields <l,r>6H, f , f ' , g 6 Z ( G ( A ) ) , x6X and
v£T(A) with var(v) = fx}, fv = t, f'v = u, fx = gl
 and f'x = gr. Since l/x, we have gzcgl£t for all
zivar(1 ) . By induction hypothesis, there is
t^6BG(A) with gz = 5 PE c( A ) t z - Choosing
h6BZ(G(A) ) with hz = t for all z € var(l) re-
z
 suits in hi ~SPEC( A )^ r hy assumption about
H. Thus
f 1 v =fV SPEC(A) f o V SPEC(A) ^ o SPEC(A) u
 where f x = hi, f' x = hr and f z = fz
o o o
f ' z = f 1 z for all z£X-{x}
o L J
t =SPEC(A)
Hence we obtain
t' in the second case, too. □
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4.12 Definition
Let A€ K. t€T(A)* is linear in x€X if x occurs in t
at most once, t is linear in Y g. X if t is linear in
all x£Y. t is linear if t is linear in X.
2 2
<l,r>6T(A) is linear if 1 is linear. R£T(A)
is linear if all <fl,r>£R are linear.
4.13 Proposition (Raoult, Vuillemin /58/, Prop. 10)
Let AÉK and R,R 1 be two linear relations on T(A)
such that for all <"l,r>6R and <l',r'>eR' 1 and 1'
do not overlap in operation symbols.
Let—^-denote the least OP(A)-stable and parallel
OP(A)-compatible (cf. 10.5) relation on T(A)
that contains R. Then
4.14 Lemma
Let H be a linear, normalizing and base-complete
relation on T such that for all <l,r>6H
op(1)n POP = ^.
For all A6K let HSPEC(A) = <S,OP(A),EuH> and
F ft : G(A)—^BG(A) such that for all t,t'£G(A)
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(i) 1 “HSPEC ( A ) 1 ' ^Pli« F # (t) = B sp EC( A ) F A (t ' 1 '
(ii) t«BG(A) implies t = BspEC , A ,F ft (t).
Then for all t,t'€G(A)
t ^SPEC(A) t ' lm P lles F A (t} = BSPEC(A) F A (t )-
Proof :
Suppose that for all t,t'eG(A)
* ^PECIA) 1 ' i,nplieS 1 " -> - tH B S P E C ( A ) H
Then we are done because for all t^GfA) and
u €BG(A) t
H u implies
F A (t) ~bspec(a) f a (u) bspec(a) u
by (i) and (ii). It remains to show (*).
(*)
L6t =SPEC(A) t
1' '
t . •<-
.,t € G(A) with t. = t,
' n 1 '
There are a least number n and
t = t 1 and
l E(A)^ t i+l
We show
 n
for all l£i<n.
t
H BSPEC(A) <_ H
t 1
by induction on n.
Since H is normalizing and base-complete, there is
ufBG(A) with t
H
-> u .
n = 1 implies t
*•
t 1 . Let n>l. By induction hypothe
sis H * U 2 ~BSPEC( A )'*' t' for someu^SBGlA)
If tf E _>t 2 , then u “HSPEC(A) U 2
so that (i) and (ii) imply
*
H^ u BSPEC ( A ) U 2 BSPEC(A) C H t '
Otherwise t <- ., —:—^t„. Since for all <1 r>£HA( A ) 2
op(l)nPOP = 0 and A(A)£T p 0 p(a)< lefthand sides
of H do not overlap lefthand sides of A{A) in ope
ration symbols so that by Prop. 4.13,
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for some u'€G(A) . Moreover, u'£BG(A) because
u£BG(A) and ZH A^^^. Thus by (i) and
(ii ) ,
#■ , ,*
FT U “PSPEC(A) U ~BSPEC(A) U 2 =BSPEC(A)^~H
Hence (*) holds true. □
4.15 Definition
2
Let A6K and R£T ( A ) . The pair <~R, A > is absolutely
confluent if for all t,u,u'6G(A)
for some t 1 e G(A).
2
IR£T is absolutely confluent if for all A6K
<R,A> is absolutely confluent.
4.16 Proposition
Let A6K and R be a normalizing relation on T(A).
If <‘R,A> is absolutely confluent, then for all t6G(A)
there is exactly one t 1 £ NF ( R ) with t ——t ' . t'
R
 is called the normal form of t w.r.t. R, written: NF R (t).
□
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4.17 Definition
2
Let A6K and R£T(A) . <"R,A> is base-consistent
(w.r.t. BSPEC) if for all t€BG(A) and t'€G(A)
2 implies ‘ ^BSPECIfl)*' •
RÇT is base-consistent (w.r.t. BSPEC) if for all
A6K <R,A> is base-consistent.
4.18 Lemma
Let AeK and R£T(A) . <R,A> is base-consistent iff
for all <1,r> € R l^BT(A) or for all f6Z(G(A))
f(var(1))CBG(A) implies f 1 = BSPEC ( A ) fr .
Proof :
"only if": Let <l,r>6R such that leBT(A) and
fl ~BSPEC(A) fr f ° r some f 6 Z(G(A) ) with f(var(1) )£
BG ( A ) . Since f l£BG( A ) , but fl—->fr, <R,A> is
R
not base-consistent.
"if": Let teBG(A) and t'feG(A) such that t—^t' .
Then there are <1,r>6R, f,f',geZ(G(A)),xeX and
u£ BT(A) with var(u) = {x} , fu = t, f'u = t', fx =
gl and f'x = gr. Since fu = teBG(A), gl = fx be
longs to BG(A). Therefore, l£BT(A) and g(var(l))£
BG(A) so that by assumption,
fX * 91 S BSPEC(S) gr * f ' X -
Thus u£BT(A) yields
£ " fU H BSPEC(fi) f “ 41 ■ D
4.19 Consistency Theorem
Let either H be a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <l,r>6H
op(l)nPOP = $, or let K = {ff} and H = </l.
For all AcK let R(A) be a binary relation on T(A)
that includes EuH. If for all A € K <R(A),A> is abso
lutely confluent and base-consistent, then PAR is
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v
consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K> (cf. 2.7).
Proof :
Let A£K and HSPEC(A) = <TS, OP ( A ) , EuH >. First we show
that for all t,t'6G(A)
 * =HSPEC(A) t ' im P lies t -> <-
Let t =HSPEC(A> t
R(A)' ' R(A)
Then there are a least number n
 and t.,...t ,u, ,...u . 6 G ( A ) with t. = t, t = t1 n 1 ' n -1 1 n
and
(*)
u .
for all l^i^n. We prove by induction on n that
t t 1
for some v £G(A).
n = 1 implies t = t 1 .If n >1, then there are u,u',v£G(A)
with
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by absolute confluence of <R(A),A> and induction
hypothesis. Hence (*) holds true.
Case 1: H is a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <1,r>6H
 op(l)nPOP = (2f. Then there is F^ : G(A)—^-BG(A)
such that for all teG(A) t—g-^-F A (t).
Let t =H S p E Q( A ) t ' • B y (*) and absolute conflu
ence of <R(A),A>, we obtain
so that 4.14 (i) and (ii) follow from base-consi
stency of <R(A),A>. Hence by Lemma 4.14,
tS SPEC(S) t ' implies V‘> S BSPEC(s) F s (t,) .
which results in consistency of PAR by 4.14 (ii).
Case 2: K = {0} and H = . Then SPEC(A) = HSPEC(A)
so that t = 5p EC ( A )'t ' with t, t 1 £ BG ( A ) implies"SPEC ( A )
1 t l by (*) and base-consistency ofBSPEC(A)
<R(A),A>. Thus PAR is consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
□
4.20 Corollary
Let either H be a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <l,r>£H
op(l)nPOP = Jgf, or let K = {0”} and H = . Let R be a
linear and base-consistent relation on T that in-
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eludes EuH. If for each two different pairs <'l,r>,
<1',r'>6R 1 and 1' do not overlap in operation sym
bols, then PAR is consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
By Thm. 4.19 it is sufficient to show that R is ab
solutely confluent. So let AeK and
u
There are least numbers m and n as also
U 1' ‘ ‘ ' U m ' u ' 1 - - - - , u ' n e T ( A ) with u x = u^
 u = u, u' = u 1 and for all lii^m
m ' n
resp. lii^n
= t
u u. . , w' .
i+l l R > u 'i+1 'l R
By induction on n, Prop. 4.13 implies
u
u '
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for some t^eT(A). Induction on m then provides
 t 6T(A) with
u '
2 '
Since —is OP ( A )-stable , we get for all f 6 Z(G(A) )K
u = f u
u ' = f u '
 Thus R is absolutely confluent. □
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5. Simplification orderings
This and the following chapter are devoted to sufficient
 criteria for the normalization property of binary rela
tions R on T. First we shall generalize the Termination
Theorem in Dershowitz /11/ in that we prove the well-
foundedness of "simplification orderings" (Thm. 5.3).
Since simplification orderings have the same closure
properties as ——> , we thus conclude that R is nor-
malizing whenever it is contained in some simplification
ordering. Thm. 5.3 is based on the Tree Theorem in
Kruskal /44/ which provides the statement of Lemma 5.1
 below only for ground terms. The proof of Lemma 5.1
proceeds along the sketch of a proof of the Tree Theorem
given in Dershowitz /11/.
5.1 Lemma
Let £ be the reflexive, transitive and OP-compa-
tible closure of the subterm relation on T (cf.4.8)
and kZ = £ 1 . Let (t.). be a seguence of 0P-
terms such that .U var (t.) is finite. Then
ie IN l
there are i,jelN with i<j and t.klt..
j 13
Proof :
Assume that for all i,jelN i<j implies t ^ t .
Since the subterm relation 3 on T is well-founded
we may suppose that (t. ) is minimal, i.e.1 16 IN
(*) for all term seguences (u. ). such that
1 ie!N
every i 6 IN satisfies u.ct . for some j£|N
13 J
there are i,jelN with i<j and u.^u..
First we show that
(**) every such term seguence (u. ). even con-
^ 1 16 IN
 tains a chain of kl as a subseguence.
Let be a term seguence such that every
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i6IN satisfies u.ct. for some ieN. Let I be the
i 1
set of all i£N with u^u . for all j>i. By (*),
I is finite. Hence there is a subsequence
(u 1 . ) . of (u. ) . - 7 which is a chain of ^ .
i leiN i ieiN
Therefore, (**) holds true.
Since .U var(t.) is finite and since for all
ieiN l
 i<j t^ # t_., there are only finitely many ieiN
with t.ex. Since OP is also finite, we obtainl
n^l, creOP and a sequence (u. ) . __ such that
l ieiN
u. e T and (ctu.). is a subsequence of (t.). .l l 16IN ^ l îélN
Let (u°. ) . = (u. )._... By
l iGIM l i€lN 1
induction on l^k^n we construct a term tupel se-
quence (u ^)^ 6|N which satisfies the following
conditions :
(i)
(ii)
(cru . ) . niT is a subsequence of (t. )
l lfelN M l ieiN'
for all l^mGk (u ) . is a chain
l , m x6 IN
of <J .
Let O^kCn, and let (u . ) . be a term tupel
l ieiN ^
sequence with (i) and (ii). By (i) and (**), for
all lij^n there is a subsequence (u 1 ■ . ) . of
k i,l ieiN
(u . . ) . which is a chain of We set
1,1 i£IN
(u k+1 ieiN u i i £IN '
By (i), (<ru i k+1 ) i6 , N is a subsequence of
and by (ii) and transitivity of ^i, for
all l£m<k (u. k+1 ) . is a chain of <j.
i ieiN
Furthermore, for all ieiN
k+1 k+1
u. . . = u . . . <i u. . , . = u. . , .
i,k+l i,k+l l+l,k+1 l+l,k+1
so that (u R + 1 . . . ) . ., is also a chain of <1.
l, k+1 16 IN v
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Hence (i) and (ii) hold true for k+1 instead of k.
Since is OP-compatible, (ii) implies cru n<icru, n
r o^l
which, by (i), contradicts our assumption
that all i<j satisfy t. t.. □
j i i ^ j
5.2 Definition
A binary relation R on a set M is irreflexive if
for all ae M <a,a>^R.
An irreflexive, transitive, OP-compatible and OP-
stable relation on T that contains the subterm re
lation on T is called a simplification ordering.
5.3 Theorem
Simplification orderings are well-founded.
Proof :
Let R be a simplification ordering. If R would not
be well-founded, there would be a chain (t. ).
i i£N
of R. Let f: X—*-X be an S-sorted function such
that for all x,y£X sort(x) = sort(y) implies fx =
fy. Since S is finite, . , var(ft. ) is finite,
' 16 N i
too. By Thm. 5.1, there are i<j with ft. ^ ft..
 j i j
Since R is transitive and OP-stable, <ft.,ft >eR
l j
By irreflexivity of R, ft^ ft. where <1
denotes the transitive and OP-compatible closure of c.
Next we show that :$J is irreflexive.
2Since the relation -< £T defined by
t-(t' iff /op (t ) /</op ( t ' ) /
is transitive and OP-compatible and contains c, it
also includes <1. Therefore, the irref lexi vity of -<
implies that <J is irreflexive, too.
Hence R contains O = <J -1 so that <ft . ft>6R
J ' i
and thus <Tft . ,ft ,>£R by transitivity of R,
3 3
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contradicting the assumption that R is irreflexive.
Hence R is well-founded. Q
5.4 Corollary
Let R be a simplification ordering.
(i) All subsets of R are normalizing.
(ii) Let ASK. All subsets of R ft are normalizing
(cf . 4.5).
Proof :
(i) Let R'CR. Then —£ r so that by Thm. 5.3,
K
R' is normalizing.
(ii) Prop. 4.6 carries over the well-foundedness
from R to R Let R'£R,. Provided thatA A
R ft is OP(A)-compatible and -stable we have
——>£ R implying that R 1 is normalizing.
We first show that R ft is OP(A)-compatible.
 Let w€S + , cr 6 OP ( A ) , t , t 1 £T( A ) ,<t .,tbéR
w J j a
for some l^j^n = lg(w) and
t. = t'. for all l^i^n with i =/ j. Forii x J
all l^i^n there are <u.,u'.>£R and
i i
f. £ Z(T(A) ) with f.XSAuX, f.u. = t.
i i ' i i i
and f.u’. = t 1 .. Furthermore, let
ill
g. : X—=»-X,l£i£n, be injective S-sorted
functions such that the sets
X. = var(g.u. ) w var(g.u’ . ) are pairwisei ^ii ^ii
disjoint. We define f€Z(T(A)) by
( f.g, if xex.
11 1
fx = <
x otherwise
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and obtain
o"( t
1 '
cr( f <
f cr( ( (*)
and analogously,
Since R is OP-stable and OP-compatible,
<u. ,u' .> € R implies
Therefore, R is OP(A)-compatible.
OP(A)-stability of R holds true as
follows:
Let <t,t l >6R and g€Z(T(A)). Then there
are <u, u '> e R and f£Z(T(A)) with fXSAoX,
fu = t and fu ' = t ' .
Let M = [x e var (u ) u var (u 1 ) /f x£ X } .
There are f ' : X—>AuX and t eM for all xe M
x
such that f't = gfx and the sets var(t ),
x ^ x
x£M, are pairwise disjoint as well as dis
joint from var(u)uvar(u 1 ). We define
g 1 6 Z(T) and f": X—>A^X by
l l
Thus by (*) and (**),
t
x
g ' x
x otherwise
resp .
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f "x
f'x if x£var(t ), ve M
y
fx otherwise
and obtain for all x£M
qf x = f 1 1 = f "t = f "q ' x
^ x x *
and for all xe(var(u)uvar(u'))-M
qfx = fx = f"x = f"g'x.
Hence gt = gfu = f"g'u and
gt' = gfu' = f "g 1 u 1 .
Since R is OP-stable, <u,u'>6R implies
<g 1 u ,g 1 u ’> £ R .
Thus <gt,gt'> = <f "g 1 u , f "g ' u'> £ R .
Therefore, R is OP(A)-stable. □
Corollary 5.4 (i) and Thm. 4.11 yield
5.5 Completeness Theorem
2
Let H£T be a term rewriting system such that for
all <1,r> 6 H, A£K and f£BZ(G(A)) fl = , . fr.
 o ir Hj \ ri J
If some base-complete relation R on T and some sim
plification ordering R' satisfy R£R 1 and HSRSHuE,
then PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>. □
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6. Recursively decreasing term relations
This chapter deals with an important class of simplifi
cation orderings, the so-called recursive path orderings
introduced in Plaisted /57/ and Dershowitz /12/. Recur
sive path orderings are inductively defined extensions
of the subterm relation on T which depend - in their
form described below - on two binary relations and
C>2 on OP resp. S. Term relations which are contained
in recursive path orderings will be called recursively
decreasing. If such relations occur in the context of
equational specifications, they are mostly directly de
creasing in the sense of Def. 6.8. A decision procedure
for "directly decreasing" is much faster than one for
"recursively decreasing" because the definition of
"directly decreasing" is non-recursive.
The recursion in the definition of a recursive path or
dering requires an extension of well-founded term rela
tions to well-founded term tupel relations. For that
purpose we have chosen a lexicographic extension which
does not depend on the length of the term tupels to be
compared (cf. 6.1). If we would demand a term tupel t to
be not "greater" than a term tupel t' in the case that t
is shorter than t', such an order would be useless for a
completeness proof of a specification with "mutual-
recursive" operations of different rank. Moreover, the
lexicographic extension defined here admits to prove the
normalization property of equations with nested recur
sion. Kamin, Levy /39/ have shown that this cannot be
done with the help of a recursive path ordering which
uses a multiset extension (cf. Dershowitz, Manna /13/).
Every recursive path ordering with lexicographic exten
sion can be transformed into a recursive path ordering
with multiset extension (Pettorossi /56/, Thm. 8), but
the multisets generated by that transformation do not
simply consist of term tupel components as in Dershowitz
/12/, rather they are derived from the term tupels in a
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more or less complicated way. In order to get around
such additional constructions we restrict ourselves to
recursive path orderings with lexicographic extension,
especially as we do not know specifications which demand
greater generality.
6.1 Definition
Let k = max {rank (cr) /<r£ OP} and R, 0 be two binary
relations on T resp. S. The relation
k
LEX ( R, 0) £ T* 12
defined as follows is called the lexicographic ex-
tension of R w.r.t. 0:
Let w,w'6S*, t £ T- and t'6 T <t, t’> € LEX ( R, 0 )
' ' w w '
if there are l^i^min(lg(w),lg(w 1 )) with t. = t 1 .
: 3
for all l^j<i and
(i) <t. , t 1 .>6 R and <w . , w 1 .>£ 0*
l ' l l ' l
or
(ii) <w. ,w 1 .>éO + and <w 1 . ,w.>^0*.
x ' x 1 1 r
6.2 Lemma
2
If R£T is well-founded, so are all lexicographic
extensions of R.
Proof :
Let 0£S 2 0 induces the
lation a/ on S: s^s 1 iff
Since R is well-founded,
R
[sj
= U
[sj s ’~s
following eguivalence re-
<rs , s > e 0 *n ( 0* ) 1 .
so are all restrictions
T , where Ts] denotes
s 1,se S, on T
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the equivalence class of s w.r.t.~-
jointness of all implies that
The dis-
R ( seS R [sJ )u( <s,s^eO + T Csl * J m'>
s 'P s’
is well-founded, too.
Let R' = LEX (R, O) . For all <t,t'>€R l let f(t,t') be
the index of 6.1 (i) resp. (ii). Suppose that
(t:). is a chain of R' . Since for all i lg(t. )^k,
1 X t IN 1
the set
M ( ( t . )
l îe IN ) = { f (t i ,t i+1 ) /ieiN]
is finite. We show by induction on n = /M((t^)^)/
that R has a chain in contradiction to the
o
proposition above.
If n = 1, then there is l^j^k such that for all ié IN
j = f(t.,t. ,). Hence <t. . , t . n .> € R
J x' i+l x,l i+l,J o
for all ieN, i.e. (t. .). is a chain of R .
l, j 16 IN o
If n>l, then let j =min(M((t.). _ T ) ) and
l ieiN
I = {ieiN/f (t ± ,t .i+l ) = j}.
For all iel <t. .,t. ,>€R , while for alli€IN-I
i,l i+l,1 o'
t. . = t. . .. Therefore, if I is infinite,
1,1 1+1,1
then (t. _ is a chain of R .
l,j i£I o
Otherwise
= H((t iW - Li
so that /M((t.). , T .)/<n, and by induction
l i>max(I) ' 1
hypothesis, R q has a chain. □
6.3 Definition
Let O. and 0„ be two binary relations on OP resp. S
The relation R = REC(0^ ,0^)£T defined
inductively as follows is called recursive
path ordering w.r.t. 0^ and 0.,:
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(i) For all t,ueT, t^u and <u,v>6R 4 implies
<t,v>€ R.
(ii) For all w,w'6 S*, t€T ,u£T . and
cr, reOP with arity(cr) = w and arity (r) = w
(a) <crr>e0 1 *,
(b) <crt , u_^> 6 R for all lii^lg(w')
and
(c) <o~, tv£ 0 x * or <t,u>6LEX(R,0 2 )
imply <«rt, ru>€R .
6.4 Example
Let S = {s} ,
OP = {+:ss -—s>s,cr:s—>s},
°! = 1°'.+}
°2 ’
The rule (cf. 4.4)
^trix+cry) , cr( x+y )+cry>
belongs to R = REC(0^,0 2 ): Since x and y are
subterms of cd x+cry), 6.3 (i) implies
< <r( x+cry ) , x >, <<r( x+cry ) , y > e R . (1 )
By 6.3 (i), <’cry,y>&R so that
<<x ,cry>, <x , y>> 6 LEX ( R , 0 2 ) - (2)
Moreover,
<x+ory , x >, <Tx+cry , y> 6 R . (3)
<Tcr, +>6 0 (2) and (3) imply 6.3 (ii), (a) - (c)
so that
Cx+cry , x+y>£R£LEX (R, C> 2 ) . (4)
<rcr,cr>60 1 *, (1) and (4) yield 6.3 (ii), (a) - (c )
and thus
<cr( x+cTy ) , cr( x+y )> 6R , (5)
while
<cr(x+a'y), <ry> 6 R (6)
follows from 6.3 (i). Finally, (5), (6) and
<+,©v>^0^* imply
x+cry ) , cr( x+y ) +cry> 6 R
by 6.3 (ii).
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6.5 Theorem
Let 0 1 =0P 2 and C> 2 £ S 2 . REC(0 C> 2 ) is a
simplification ordering.
Proof:
We proceed along the corresponding proof
sive path orderings on ground terms with
extension given in Dershowitz /12/ (Thm.
introduction to this chapter).
for recur-
multiset
3 ; see the
Let R = REC(0^,0 2 ). We first show that R is
transitive: Let <t,u>,<u,v>eR. <t,v>6R follows by
induction on size(t) + size(u) + size(v).
Case 1 : size(t) = size(u) = 1. By definition of R,
t and u are constants with <t,u>,<u,root(v)>£0^*
and troot ( v ) , u>, <u , t>^0^* . Hence <t, root ( v )> and
<root ( v ) , t>£ 0^* . If size(v)= 1, then <t,v>£R
by 6.3 (ii). Otherwise by definition of R, there
are ere OP, n^l and v'eT n such that erv ' = v and for
all l^iin <u,vt>6R. By induction hypothesis,
<t v ' .> € R for all l£i^n. By 6.3 (ii ) , <t, cr>60 *
and <or , t>^0-^* results in <t,v>£R.
Case 2: size(t) + size(u)>2. By definition of R, we
have to distinguish between three subcases:
Case 2.1: tou. Then <t,v>£R by 6.3(i).
Case 2.2: There is t' with tot' and <t',u>£R.
By induction hypothesis, we obtain <t',v>eR so that
<t,v>6 R by 6.3 ( i ) .
Case 2.3: There are <y,c e OP , n , m e N, t 1 e T n and u'6T m
such that eft ' = t, ru' = u, 0^* and for all
l^iim, <t,u^'>eR. Again we have three subcases:
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Case 2.3.1: u=>v. Then u . '2 v for some l^iim. If
l
u. ' = v, then <t,v> = <t,u. '>iR.
Otherwise <Tb , v> e R by 6.3 (i), and we obtain <t,v>e
R by induction hypothesis.
Case 2.3.2: There are u" with u=>u" and <u",v>eR.
Then u. '2u" for some li'iim. If u. ' = u" <t,v>£R
l l '
follows by induction hypothesis. Otherwise
<u. ',v>€R by 6.3(i), and the induction hypothesis
implies <t,v> 6 R.
Case 2.3.3: There are y>eOP, reiN and v 'e T r such
that yv ' = v, <T,y>£ 0^* and for all lii^r,
<u,v^'>eR. By induction hypothesis, <t,v. ’> £ R
for all l^i^r . If <y / cr>£ O^*, then <t,v>eR follows
from 6.3(ii). Otherwise < y> ,v> , < v,<r>£ 0^ *, which
implies
<t ' , u ’> , <u 1 , v ’>6LEX (R, 0 2 ) (*)
since we may assume that cases 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.1 and
2.3.2 do not hold true. By Definition 6.1, there
are li i^min ( rank (cr) , rank ( t) ) and 1^ jSmin (r ank ( r) , r a nk ( y)
such that for all l^s<i t 1 = u ' ,
s s
for all lis<i u ' = v ' and such that one of
s s
the following cases occurs:
Case 2.3.3.1: i<j. Then t ' = u ' = v 1 for
s s s
all l^s^i, and u^ 1 = ' . If 6.1(i) holds true
for <t.',u.'>, i.e. < t . ' ,u . '•> £ R and
l ' l l ' l
tsort (t , 1 ) , sort (u . 1 )>£ 0 * , we obtain
1 l 2 ' *
<t . 1 , v . ’> e R and <sort (t . 1 ) , sort ( v . 1 )> 0
l ' l l l 2
If 6.1 (ii ) is valid, i.e.
isort (t . 1 ) , sort (u . 1 )>e0„ + -(0*) ^ , then
l l 2 2 '
<rsort (t^ 1 ),sort(vC )> £ C>2 + ~ (C>2* )
Case 2.3.3.2: i^j. Then t ' = u 1 =v ' for
J s s s
all l^s<j, and <t . 1 , u . ’> £ R A . Hence by (*) and
3 3
6.1 (i ) , (ii), <sor t (t . 1 ) , sor t (u . 1 )> £ O * . If
3 3 2
6.1 (i ) holds true for <u . ' v . '> i.e. <u . ' v '>£R
3 3' 3 ' j
and <"sort (u'. ) , sort ( v 1 , )>£ 0* ,
3 3 2'
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 we obtain <t_.',v^. l >6R by induction hypothesis,
and<sort(t . ' ),sort(v . ' )> 60 *. If 6.1(ii) is
3 In
valid , i . e .
Csort ( u . ' ) , sort ( v . 1 )>£ 0 ? + - (0 *) _1 ,
then
<sort(t ' ) ,sort(v ' )>60 2 + - (0 2 *) -1 .
(<sort(v . 1 ) ,sort(t . 1 )>60_* would contradict
J 3 2
<SOrt(v^ 1 ),sort(Uj')>e0 2 *.)
Therefore, in both cases 6.1 implies Ct ' , v ’> £ LEX ( R , 0^)
so that Ct,v>6R by 6.3(ii).
R is irreflexive: We show <t,t>^R by induction on
size(t). If size(t) = 1, <ft,t>^R follows from the
definition of R. Assume that size(t)>l and <t,t>6R.
Then we have one of the following two cases:
Case 1: There is u with tou and Cu,t>6R. By 6.3(i),
<’t,u>£R so that transitivity of R implies <u,u>€R -
in contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
Case 2 : There are cr£OP, n>l and u£T n with <ru = t
and <u,u>€LEX(R,0 2 ). This contradicts the induc
tion hypothesis because there must be l£i£n with
<u . u .> 6 R .
l ' l
R is OP-compatible: Let weS + , s€S,creOP , t,u£ T
w,s w
and l^j^n = lq(w) such that <t.,t.'>£R and
3 3
for all l^i^n with i ± j, t^ = t^ 1 . 6.3(i) im
plies <crt,t^>eR for all l^i4n. Furthermore,
<t, t '>€ LEX ( R , C> 2 ) so that <<rt, crt'>SR by 6.3(ii).
R is OP-stable: Let <t,u>£R and f6Z(T). We show
<ft,fu>£R by induction on size(t) + size(u).
Case 1 : size(t) = size(u) = 1. By definiton of R, t
and u are constants. Hence ft = t and fu = u so
that < f t,fu >6R.
Case 2 : size(t) = 1 and size(u)>1. By definition of
R, teOP and there are creOP,n£l and u'£ T n such that
 Ohj' = u, <t ,<?-> 6 0^, <Tt,u i ’>£ R for all l^i^n,
and <"cr, t> O^* . By induction hypothesis,
< ft,fui>6R for all l$i£^n. Since ft = t and
root(fu) = cr, we obtain <ft,fu>£R by 6.3(ii).
Case 3: size(t)>l.
Case 3.1: There are t’ with t^t 1 and <rt',u>£R A .
Then ft=>ft' and by induction hypothesis,<ft',fu>£Rf
which implies <ft,fu>6R by 6.3(i).
Case 3.2: There are n^-1, m£0 , t'£T n , u'€T m and
o', T £ OP with o"t 1 = t,ru’ = u, <cr, r>£0^*,
<t,u. >£R for all l^i^m, and
<T,<r>$O x * or <t 1 , u > € LEX (R , 0 2 ) .
By induction hypothesis, <ft,fu^'>6R for all
li'i^m .
Case 3.2.1: size(u) = 1, i.e. u 1 = £. Then by defi
nition of LEX(R,0 2 ), <t 1 ,u’>£ LEX(R,0 2 ) and thus
Hence <"ft,fu> = <crf t 1 , V> € R by 6.3(ii).
Case 3.2.2: size(u)>l. If < r,o">£ * , then
<f t , f u > = <o*f t 1 , ff u '>€ R by 6.3 ( ii ) . If <t ' ,u >€ LEX (R,0 2 ) ,
then there are w,w'eS* and 1£ i^min (lg ( w ) , lg (w ' ) )
with t'e T , u'eT ,, t.' = u.' for all li'ji'i
such that one of the following two cases
holds true.
Case 3.2.2.1: <t, 1 ,u. >6R and <rw . , w . ’> £ 0 * .
l i 1' l 2
By induction hypothesis, <ft. 1 ,fu. ’>£R
so that f t 1 £ T and fu'ST , imply
w w'
<f t ' , f u '> 6 LEX ( R, 0 2 ) .
Case 3,2,2.2 : Cw i , W;L '> £ o 2 + _ (C^*)“ 1 .
Aqain, ft'eT and fu'ST . imply <£ t ' , f u '>6 LEX ( R , 0 9 ) .
' W W £
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< arg(1) ,arg(t)>£LEX(3,0 2 (R)) . (*)
Hence both cases result in <ft,fu> = <ft,Tfu>£R.
Finally, 6.3(i) implies that R contains the subterm
relation on T. □
6.6 Definition
A binary relation R on T is recursively decreasing
2 2 “
 if RSREC(0^,O^ ) for some 0^ £ OP and £ S .
Thms. 6.5 and 5.5 yield
6.7 Completeness Theorem
2
Let H£T be a term rewriting system such that for
all <l,r>€H, A6K and f 6 BZ ( G ( A ) ) f 1 ~ spEC ( ^ ) f r *
If some recursively decreasing and base-complete
relation R satisfies H£R£HvE, then PAR is complete
w.r.t. < BPAR,K>. □
6.8 Definition
Let R be a term rewriting system on T, 0 (R)gS ,
2 ^
and let 0^ (R) £ OP be defined as
follows:
<r o', V>€ ( R ) iff there is <"l,r>£R with
root(l) = o' and reop(r).
R is directly decreasing if for all <l,r>£R and
all subterms t of r, <root(t),root(1)>e0^(R)
implies
6.9 Example (Ackermann function)
Let
SPEC = nat +
opns : ACK: nat nat—>nat
eqns: ACK(0,x) = Sx el
.. ACK ( Sx , 0 ) = ACK ( x , SO ) e 2
ACK(Sx,Sy)'= ACK(x,ACK(Sx,y)) e 3
Choosing R = {e^, e_2, ej!_}, we obtain
0 (R) = {<ACK,r>/ T€{0,S,ACK}}
and set (R) = 0.
R is directly decreasing: The righthand side of el
:k
does not contain subterms t with <root(t),ACK>60^(R) .
The only subterm in the righthand side r of e2
that satisfies this property is r. Since
<<Sx , 0 >, <x , SO» 6 LEX ( 3, <jl) , 6.8(*) holds true for
<l,r> = e2 and t = r. As to <l,r> = e3, there are
two subterms t of r with Croot(t),ACK>£0^(R)*,
namely t = ACK(x,ACK(Sx,y)) and t = ACK(Sx,y).
Since << Sx , Sy >, <x , ACK ( Sx , y )>> and <VSx , Sy>, <Sx , y »
belong to LEX(o i 0) / both cases imply 6.8(*).
Not all recursively decreasing relations are
directly decreasing: If R consists of the rule <Cl,r>
given in Example 6.4, we have 0^(R) =
Since cr(x+y) is a subterm t of r sa
tisfying <root (t ) ,root(1)>€0^(R)* as well as
arg(1)0 arg(t),
R is not directly decreasing. But vice versa, we
have
6.10 Theorem
Directly decreasing term rewriting systems are re
cursively decreasing.
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Proof :
Let R be a directly decreasing relation. Then
a . 2 ,
R ={<l,t>6T /t£r for some <■ 1, r>6 R is directly
decreasing, too - with 0^(R) = (R). Let <l,r>eR.
We show by induction on the maximal nesting degree
n(r) of subterms t of r with
Croot(t) , root (1 )> 6 0^ ( R ) * that <l,r> belongs to R =
 REC ( 0^ ( R ) , C>2 ( R ) ) . Let n(r) = 0. Since < 1, r > is
a rule, for all x€var(r) l5x and thus <l,x>€R. n(r)
 implies <r-, root (1 )>^'0 1 ( R ) * for all rsop(r).
Since <rl ,r>£R,<root (1 ) ,T>60. (R) for all reop(r) .
Hence repeated applications of 6.3(ii) imply
<1,r>6 R.
Let n(r)> 0 and M be the set of all subterms t of r
with <root(t),root(1)>€0^(R)*. Let t€M. Then
there are reOP , meiN and u£T m such that t = cu. For
 all l^iim, <l,u>6R and n (u^ ) <n (t )<n ( r ) . By in
 duction hypothesis, <l,u.>e R for all l$i^m. Since
R includes =>,
 < arg (1 ) ,u>£LEX( o,0 2 (R) )c LEX ( R , 0 2 ( R ) )=LEX(R,0 2 (R))
Therefore, <l,t>£R by 6.3(ii). Since for all re
op ( r ) - {root (t )/t€M} <V, root (1 )> ^0^ ( R ) * , repeated
applications of 6.3(ii) yield <l,r>6R. □
Thms. 6.10 and 6.7 result in
 6.11 Completeness Theorem
2
Let HÇT be a term rewriting system such that for
all <l,r>6H,A6K and f£BZ(G(A)) fl - SPEC ( A ) fr -
If some directly decreasing and base-complete rela
tion R satisfies H£R£HvE, then PAR is complete
w.r.t. <BPAR,K>. □
The following example should illustrate that even
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complex term rewriting systems arising in practice
are directly decreasing. The example is taken from
the specification of an interpreter for imperative
programs with assignment (ASSIGN), composition
(COMP) and bounded iteration (LOOP). The specifi
cation was first presented in Klaren, Petzsch /41/
as a "structural-recursive schema".
6.12 Example
Let
SPEC = nat +
sorts : ident, expr, stmt, stmtl, store
opns: IDE: ident—»expr
ASSIGN: ident expr—>• stmt
SIMPL : stmt —>- stmtl
COMP: stmt stmtl—»-stmtl
LOOP: ident stmtl—>stmt
PUT: store ident nat—»-store
EXPR: expr store—>- nat
STMTL: stmtl store—»store
STMT: stmt store—»-store
egns :
ITERATE: stmtl nat store—»-store
STMTL(SIMPL(stm) ,sto ) = STMT(stm,sto) el
STMTL(COMP(stm,stml),sto)
= STMTL(stml,STMT(stm,sto)) e2
STMT(ASSIGN(x,e ) , sto )
= PUT(sto,x,EXPR(e,sto ) ) e3
STMT(LOOP(x,stml ) ,sto )
= ITERATE(stml,EXPR(IDE(x),sto ) , s to )
ITERATE(stml,0,sto ) = sto
e4
e5
ITERATE(stml,Sn,sto )
= ITERATE(stml,n,STMTL(stml,sto) ) e6
Choosing R = { el, . . . , e6_3, we obtain
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0 1 (R) = { <STMTL, STMT>, <STMTL, STMTL>, CSTMT, PUT>,
< STMT, EXPR >, < STMT , ITERATE >, <STMT , IDE >,
< ITERATE , ITERATE >, <ITERATE , STMTL >}.
The following table lists for each equation <l,r>€R
all subterms t of r with <rroot (t) , root (1 ) > e O ( R ) * :
el STMT(stm,sto)
e2 STMTL(stml,STMT(stm,sto)),STMT(stm,sto)
e3 -
e4 ITERATE(stml,EXPR(IDE(x) ,sto ) ,sto)
e5 -
e6 ITERATE(stml,n,STMTL(stml,sto)),STMTL(stml,sto)
Hence R is directly decreasing if the following
term tupel pairs belong to LEX(3,0£(R)) where
(^(R) = {<nat,store>} :
(a) <VSIMPL ( stm ) , sto >, < stm , sto»
(b) « COMP(stm,stl),sto >,<stml,STMT(stm,sto)»
(c ) <<COMP(stm,stl ) ,sto>,<stm, sto»
(d) << LOOP(x,stml),sto>, <stml,EXPR(IDE(x) ,sto ) ,sto »
(e) «stml,Sn,sto>,<stml,n,STMTL(stml,sto)»
(f) <<stml , Sn , sto >, <stml , sto».
By 6.1(i ) , (a) - (e) are in LEX(P,O^(R) ) , while
(f)£ LEX ( 3, O,, ( R ) ) follows from 6.1(ii).
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7. Base-total term relations
It is clear from Def. 6.8 that the property of a term
relation R to be directly decreasing is decidable. The
same holds true for "recursively decreasing": Since the
sets of binary relations on OP resp. S are finite, the
inductive definition of REC(0 0 2 ) (6.3) induces a
recursive algorithm that decides whether R is recursive
ly decreasing. But despite its generality, "recursively
decreasing" is not necessary for the normalization pro
perty (cf . 4.4).
The matter stands differently with respect to the second
condition on R which - together with normalization -
implies completeness of PAR, namely base-completeness
(cf. 4.4). We shall show in this chapter that base-com
pleteness of R is decidable provided that R is linear
(cf. 4.12) and for all <l,r>£R 1 contains at least one
operation symbol of OP-BOP. The decidablility of base
completeness goes back to the decidability of what is
called completeness of a set of term tupels in Huet,
Hullot /32/ and what will here be called genericity:
For weBS* a subset M of BT is w-generating if eachw ^ ^
t£BT with sort(var(t ) )£ PS is a substitution instance
w
of some term tupel in M. For all cr£OP-BOP let arg(R,cr)
be the set of term tupels t such that eft is the lefthand
side of some rule in R. R is called base-total if for
all cTSOP-BOP arg(R,cr) is arity (cr) -generating. It is easy
to see that base-totality implies base-completeness. The
converse presupposes that R is linear and for all
<l,r>€R l^BT (Thm.7.2). Thm. 7.3 shows that the set of w-
generating finite term tupel sets is decidable. Hence,
base-completeness of linear relations R£(T-BT)xT is de
cidable, too (7.5).
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7.1 Definition
Let weBS*. A set M of linear term tupels t€BT
w
with sort (op (t ) ) nPS = is w-generating if for all
u£BT w with sort(op(u ) )nPS = 0 and sort(var(u) )c ps
there are t€M and f€Z(T) with ft = u.
2
R£T is base-total (w.r.t.BOP) if for all creOP-BOP
with w = arity(cr) the set
arg(R,cr) = f teBT It is linear,
sort (op (t ) )n PS = 0, <dt, r > 6 R for some r}
is w-generating.
7.2 Theorem
(i) If R is base-total, then R is base-complete.
(ii) Let Re(T-BT)xT be linear and base-complete.
For all AeK and sePS let A g be nonempty.
Then R is base-total.
Proof :
(i) Let R be base-total,
R is base-complete if
There are weBS* and a
OP-BOP and t '£ BG ( A ) .
AGK, s6BS and t€G(A) -BG(A) .
t is not—^-normal,
subterm eft ' of t with ere.
Then ft" = t' for
w
some t"£BT and f6Z(T(A))
w
with sort(op(t"))aPS = 0 and sort(var(t"))£PS.
By assumption, arg(R,cr) is w-generating
so that there are u "6 arg ( R, cr) , re T and geZ(T)
with <'cru",r>£R and gu" = t". Thus
t^NF(R) follows from
fgcru" = crfgu" = chit" = cTt'Skt.
Hence R is base-complete.
-BOP and 16BT
w, s w
(ii) Let w £BS* , s £S , cr60P
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with sort ( op (t ) ) nPS = 0 and sort(var(t) )SPS.
Let ASK. Since A + d for all sePS, there
s r '
are t'SBG(A) and fSBZ(A) such that ft = t'.
w
Base-completeness of R implies crt'^NFiR)
?
and thus crtf'NF(R) because R£T .
Since for <1,r>SR l^BT, we have t^SNF(R)
for all lii^lg(w). Hence fu = t for some
ufeargiR,©-) and fSZ(T).
Therefore, arg(R,cr) is w-generating, and we
conclude that R is base-total. □
7.3 Theorem
There is an algorithm which decides for all weBS*
the set of w-generating finite subsets of BT .
w
Proof:
FP(M)' denotes the set of all finite subsets of a
set M. The algorithm is given by an inductively
defined predicate
P: w^BS* FP(BT w )_>{trUe ' false}
satisfying
p(M) = true iff M is w-generating (*)
for all MeFP(BT ) and w£BS*.
w
p is defined as follows:
(i) II'Sia false
(ii ) p({£}) = true
(iii ) for all s 6BS, wSBS* V€ FP(X ) and
' s
x£V,
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( U x-m . ) =
x e V
P ( W
x 6 V
false
if for all X € V
x ^ var(M )
' X
otherwise
(iv) for all S6.BS, w£BS*, V£FP(X ), RfeFP ( BT
and M è FP(BT ), t6VuR,t w '
f P ( ( z • M ) u ( t • M M
creBOP s p X6.V cr, x x ateR 1 M <rt
u
■ teVuR'P ( ) =
false
if s^PS and for all xeV
x^var(M )• v
otherwise
where z 6X . . , , and for all Ki^rank (<r)
cr,X arity(cr) J- aim \cr /
", X , i^ var ( M
Let wSBS* and M<=FP(BT ). Existence and uniqueness
w
of p(M) follows from (i) - (iv) by induction on
< tf M size(t),lg(w)> with respect to the lexico
graphic ordering on . Hence (*) holds true if
p 1 : , FP ( BT )—> {true , f alse} such that
W6 Jd o * W
p 1 (M) =
true if M is w-generating
false otherwise
satisfies (i) - (iv) with p' instead of p. Thus we
have to show (i 1 ) - (iv') below:
(i') For all wsBS*, f is not w-generating.
(ii') M is A-generating iff M = {t}.
(iii 1 ) For all seBS, weBS*, V6FP(X ) and MeFP(BT ),
S X w
xeV, U x»M is sw-generating
' xeV x
iff for all xeV xivar(M ) and
r x
U,,M is w-generating.xeV x
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(iv 1 ) For all seBS, w£BS*, V6FP(X s ), R£ FP( BT s -X )-{0}
and M e FP(BT ), tev^R,t w ' '
, is sw-qeneratinqteVvR t
iff s^PS, for all x£V x^var(M^), and
for all creBOP
( U z
xev V, x
is ar ity (cr) w-gener atinq where
and for allarity (cr)
l£i:£rank (cr) z
(i 1 ) and (ii 1 ) are clear.
As to (iii 1 ) : Let seBS, w£BS*
M 6FP(BT ) , x6V.
x w '
z €
cr, x
VeFP(X ) and
s
Let M = U x-M be sw-qeneratinq and ueBT
xeV x ^ ^ w
such that sort(op(u))nPS = 0 and sort(var(u))£PS.
Since all t£M are linear, we have x^var(M ) for
all x£V. Since BG(A) s is nonempty, there is u'€
BT s with sort (op(u 1 ) )aPS = 0 and sort ( var (u 1 ) )£ PS.
Thus
f(xt) = u'u for some xeV, teM v
is sw-qeneratinq. Hence ft = u
w-qeneratinq.
and ffeZ(T) because M
so that ^„M is
xeV x
Vice versa, suppose that all x£V satisfy xjivar(M^)
and U M is w-qeneratinq. Let u'eBT and
xeV x ”1 s
u£BT with sort(op(u'u)) = 0 and sort(var(u'u))£ PS.
w
Then there are xeV, teM and f£Z(T) with ft = u.
' x
Since x^var(t),
we may assume w.l.o.g. that
fy = u 1 . Hence f(xt) = u'u, and we conclude that
U x • M is sw-generatinq.
xeV x
As to (iv'): Let seBS, w£BS*, VeFP(X ), ReFP(BT -X) ~itf}
' s s
and Me FP(BT ) , teVuR.
t w
Let M = ^ t • M be sw-generating, ¿reBOP ,ue
t£ VuR t “ S
BT , , and U'eBT with sort(op(uu'))nPS = 0
arity(cr) w
and sort(var(uu'))£PS. Since R is nonempty, there
is t£R with t•M t eM. Since M is sw-generating and
root(t)eop(t), we obtain s = sort(root(t))^PS and
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x^var(M x ) for all x£V because all term tupels of M
are linear .
Furthermore, there are teVoR, t'eM and feZ(T)
with f(tt') = (o'u)u'. If teV, we choose € x ar i t y (q-)
such that for all l^i^rank(cr) z , . 4 M
o', t, i t
and define geZ(T) by
u. if x = z
i o', t , i
gu =
fx otherwise
Therefore, g(z . t ' ) = uu', If teR, then ft = cru
cr, t
and RnX = $ imply f(t"t') = uu' for some
t"6BT . , . with ct" = t.
arxty (cr)
Hence for all <X£BOP , ( U z„_ *M )o( t-M,
s' x sV cr,x x VtSR crt
is arity (o') w-gener ating .
Vice versa, suppose that s^PS and for all x€V
x/var (M ). For allcT£B0P let M = ( ^,z -M )o ( t • M )
x s xeV cr,* x o-teR t
be arity (cr) w-generating where no component of
z e X . . , > belongs to M . Let
o', x arity (cr) x
ueBT and u'eBT such that sort (op (uu ' ) )oPS = d
s w
and sort ( var (uu 1 ) )£PS . Since s^PS, there are ere
BOP and u "e BT . . , . with cru" = u. Since M is
s anty(cr)
arity (cr)w-generating, we obtain feZ(T) as well as
(a) x£V and t'eM with f(z t') = u"u
(b ) crt £ R and t '£ M with f(tt') = u"u,
crt
In case (a) we define g£Z(T) by
u if z = x
gz =
fz otherwise
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and obtain g(xt ' ) = uu' because x e var(t' ).
Case (b) implies f((crt)t') = (cru")u' = uu ' .
Therefore, -(-£ VuR*1 ’ M t ''' S sw_ 9 enerat;*- n<3 • D
The stepwise computation of p is illustrated at the
following example taken from Huet, Hullot /32/.
7.4 Example
Let PSPEC be empty and BSPEC = nat (cf. 1.3).
Let M£BT , , be defined by
nat nat 1
M = {<x,0>,<0,Sx>,<Sx,S0>,<Sx,SSy>}.
Using 7.3 (ii) - (iv) we obtain the following
computation of p(M):
p(M) = p ( {0 , Sx} ) ■ p ( {< z , 0> /x , S0>, <x , SSy >} )
= p({&})•p({x})•p({0,SO,SSy})
= p({x})•p({0,SO,SSy3)
= p ( ie }) • p ( ) * p ( {0 , Sy} )
= p ( (0,Sy} )
= p ( {£} ) p({y} )
= P ( f Y } )
= p((£} )
= true.
Hence 7.3(*) implies that M is nat nat-generating.
7.5 Corollary
Let R£(T-BT)xT be finite and linear, and for all
AsK and sePS let Abe nonempty. Then base-com
pleteness of R is decidable.
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Proof :
By assumption and Thm. 7.2, R is base-complete iff
R is base-total. By Thm. 7.3, there is an algorithm
which decides for all ere OP-BOP whether the set
arg(R,cr) (cf. 7.1) is arity (o') -generating. Since OP
is finite, we can thus decide base-totality of R. □
7.6 Corollary
Let PSPEC be the empty specification, K = {0} and
E£(T-BT)xT be finite, linear, normalizing and abso
lutely confluent. Then completeness of PAR w.r.t.
<BPAR,K> is decidable.
Proof :
By assumption and Thm. 4.11, base-completeness of E
is sufficient for completeness of PAR.
By assumption and Corollary 7.5, base-completeness
of E is decidable. Hence we apply the decision pro
cedure to E. If it returns an affirmative answer,
PAR is complete.If it stops with a negative answer,
then E is not base-complete, i.e. some —>-normalE
form teG does not belong to BG. If PAR would be
complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>, some t ’£ BG would satisfy
t ' • Absolute confluence of E would imply
t —^— t‘ . Since t£NF(E), we would get
t -f—g—t 1 . Since t'fiBG and E£(T-BT)xT, we would
have to conclude t = t' which contradicts t^BG.
Hence PAR is not complete if the decision procedure
for base-completeness returns a negative answer. □
Although we achieved it differently, Corollary 7.6
just states the main result of Nipkow, Weikum /49/
(Thm. 3.1).
Thms . 7.2 ( i ) and 6.11 yield
Ill
7.7 Completeness Theorem
Let H£T be a term rewriting system such that for
all <l,r>€H, A6K and f6BZ(G(A) ) fl = SPEC(A) fr - If
some directly decreasing and base-total relation R
satisfies H9R£HuE, then PAR is complete w.r.t.
<"BPAR,K>. □
We thus obtained the completeness theorem which
provides the foundation for the first part of our
decision graph for completeness given in 3.1. We
have seen that both requirements to R occuring in
that graph are decidable. Two examples described in
the following may illustrate the usefulness of Thm.
7.7. Further specifications treated by a variant of
Thm. 7.7 will be given in the next chapter.
7.8 Example (Ackermann function)
Let BSPEC = nat and SPEC be as in Example 6.9.
There we have shown that R = {el_, e2_, e3_} is di
rectly decreasing. Let p be the predicate defined
in Thm. 7.3. We get
p ( arg ( R , ACK ) ) = p ({<"0 , x> , <Sx , 0> , <Sx , Sy >1)
= p({x})•p({<x,0>,<x,Sy>}) = p({£})•p({0,Sy})
= p({0,Sy} ) = p( {£})•p({y}) = p({y}) = p({s})
= true.
Hence by 7.3 (*), arg(R,ACK) is nat nat-generating,
and thus R is base-total.
Therefore, Thm. 7.7 implies that PAR is complete
w.r.t. <" BP AR , K >.
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7.9 Example (int)
PSPEC be empty,
BSPEC = int
sorts : int
opns : 0 : >• int
S,P: int int—+int
eqns : SPx = x il
PSx = x i 2
SPEC =: int +
opns : +,-,: int int—+int
eqns : X + 0 ll X i 3
x + Sy = S(x+y) i4
x + Py = P(x+y) i5
XII01X i6
x - Sy = P(x-y) i 7
x - Py = S(x-y) 18
0II0X i 9
X • Sy = (X•y)+x ilO
X - Py = (X•y)-X ill
Then
0 1 (E) = {<+,S>,<+,+>,<+,P>P>,S>,
<*, o>, <-,*>,< *, + >, <-,->}
(cf . 6.8).
Choosing 02(E) = <jf>, E is directly decreasing:
The righthand sides of il, i2, i3 and i6 do not
contain operation symbols. The only subterm in the
righthand sides of i4 and i5 with <root(t ) ,root (1 )>
eO^(E)* is x + y. Since «x , Sy =», <x , y » as well as
«x,Py>,<x,y>> belong to LEX(=>,0), 6.8 ( * ) holds
true for <1, r > 6 fi4 , i5 3~ and t = x+y. Accordingly,
i7, i8, ilO and ill have to be checked.
Let p be the predicate defined in Thm. 7.3. We get
for all creOP-BOP = {+,-,•}
p ( arg ( E ,cr) ) = p ({ <x , 0 >, <x , Sy>, <x , Py>} )
= p({0,Sy,Py }) = p({£})•p({yl)'p({y})
= p(f y}) = p({£}) = true.
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Hence by 7.3(*), for all creOP-BOP arg(E,cr) is
int int-generating, and thus E is base-total.
Therefore, Thm. 7.7 implies that PAR is complete
w.r . t . < BPAR , K>.
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8. Complete specifications with conditionals
Now we treat the case where for all AeK BSPEC(A) is a
 correct extension of bool (cf. 1.2 and 2.5; since bool
is a non-parameterized specification, "correct extension
of bool" means of course "correct extension of
«0,0,0>,bool>, {0} >" . ) This case is characterized as
follows:
 8.1 Proposition
Let AeK and bool be a subspecifiation of BSPEC(A
BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool iff
'*) for a11 t6BG(Al bool either tSBSPEC(M TEUE
° r tSBSPEC(A) FflLSE '
Proof :
Let boolO = < { bool }, {TRUE, FALSE: »bool },0> and R
be the set of equations of bool. By Thm. 2.8, (*)
holds true iff BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of
boolO . Let BSPEC(A) be a correct extension of bool.
In order to conclude (*) we have to show that bool
is a correct extension of boolO.
Clearly, R is directly decreasing and base-total.
Hence Thm. 7.7 implies that bool is complete w.r.t.
boolO. Since the lefthand sides of each two
different equations of bool do not overlap, R is
absolutely confluent by Prop. 4.13. Since for all
<1,r>£ R op(1)n{TRUE,FALSE} = 0, R is base-consis
tent w.r.t. boolO by Lemma 4.18. Thus Thm. 4.19
implies that bool is consistent w.r.t. boolO.
Therefore, bool is a correct extension of boolO by
Thm. 2.8.
Vice versa, suppose that (*) holds true, i.e.
BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of boolO. Clearly,
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BSPEC(A) is complete w.r.t. bool. Let t,t' be two
terms that consist of operation symbols of bool and
satisfy t= BspEC(s) t. Since TRUE ^ BSPEC , s ,FALSE
and BSPEC(A) contains bool, we obtain
Hence BSPEC(A) is consistent w.r.t. bool so that by
Thm. 2.8, BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool. □
For the rest of this chapter we assume that for all
AeK BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool.
8.2 Definition
Let siBS.
equations
IF6B0P, . is a conditional if two
bool ss,s
IF(TRUE,x,y) = x and IF(FALSE,x,y) = y,
called conditional rules, with x,yeX,x ^ y, belong
to BE. CR denotes the set of all conditional rules.
We fix a set C of conditionals.
8.3 Definition
The term relation CCR of conditional-compatibility
rules consists of all linear rules
<<r(v,IF(b,x,y) , w ) , IF' (b , cr( v , x , w) , cr( v , y , w ) )>
with etc OP- ( CuPOP ) , IF, IF 1 € C , b,x,yeX and v,wex*.
8.4 Definition (cf. 7.1)
Let BOP be a subset of BOP and BT = . Let
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w€BS*. A set M of linear term tupels t£BT with
w
sort(op(t))nPS = 0 is w-generating w.r.t. BOP if
for all u£BT with sort(op(u))oPS = 0 and
sort(var(u))£PS there are t£M and fez(T) with
ft = u.
2
R—T is base-total w.r.t. BOP if for all o-eOP-BOP
the set arg(R,cr) (cf.7.1) is arity (cr) -generating
w.r.t. BOP.
8.5 Completeness Theorem
If some directly decreasing and w.r.t. BOP-C base-
total relation R£E satisfies root(l)0C for all
<Tl,r>eR, then PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
Let BOP = BOP-C, BT = Tg^, and R = RuCCR. By Thm.
7.7, PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K> if
(a) for all <l,r>eCCR, A£K and f£BZ(G(A))
f1 = SPEC(A) fr '
(b) R is directly decreasing and base-total.
Let <l,r>£CCR. Then there are <reOP-C, IF,IF'6C,
b,x,yeX and v,w6X* such that 1 = cr( v , IF (b , x , y ) , w )
and
r = IF 1 (b , cr( v , x , w ) , o"( v , y , w ) ) . Let Ae K and feBZ(G(A)).
By Lemma 8.1, fb = BSPEC ( A ) TRUE or
fb ~bspec(a) false ‘
Hence w.1.o.g.
fl
— SPEC(A)
“SPEC(A)
—SPEC(A)
= SPEC( A )
cr(fv, IF ( TRUE , f x , f y ) , f w )
ct( f V , f X , f w)
IF' ( TRUE , ct( f v , f x , f w ) , cr(fv ,fy ,fw) )
fr .
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Thus (a) holds true.
Concerning (b) note that by assumption, R is direct
ly decreasing if for all <l,r>6R and all subterms
t of r, troot(t),root(l)>£0^(R)* implies
<toot (t ) , root (1 )> e 0^ ( R ) * . So let <l,r>eR, and t£r
with <root(t ) ,root(1)>¿0^(R)*. If <root(t),root(1)>0O^(R)*,
there would be <l',r'>eCCR such
that <root (t ) , root (1 1 )><=0^ ( R ) * and <IF,root(1)>eO^(R)*
for some IFeop(r'). But then either IF =root(l)
or IF = root(l") for some <l",r">£R.
Both cases contradict the fact that for all <l,r>6R
root(1)^C.
Hence R is directly decreasing.
Let AeK, s £ BS and t6G(A) -BG(A). Then there are o'6
s
OP-BOP and t '£ BG ( A ) * such that <rt 1 is a subterm of
t. Thus ft" = t' for some t "e BT* and f€Z(T(A))
with sort(op(t") )nPS = 0 and sort(var(t") )£PS. If
t" does not contain conditionals, then by base-to
tality of R w.r.t. BOP, gu" = t" for some u"6arg(R, c)
and feZ(T). Since fgcru" = crfgu" = erf t" = ert ' £ t ,
t is not —it*--normal. If t" contains a
R
conditional, then ert" ——r* t for some t so' CCR o o
that again t^NF(R).
Therefore, R is base-total. □
8.6 Example (arrayl)
Let BPAR = tentry,array> (cf. 1.5), PAR = <entry,array1>
(cf. 2.2), K be the class of entry-algebras
defined in 1.11 and C = {IFE,IFA}.
Clearly, BPAR is a correct extension of <BPAR,K>.
Hence by Thm. 2.17, BPAR is persistent w.r.t. K
bee ause
sort(BOP-POP) = sort(BE-PE) = 0.
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Thus Prop. 2.16 implies that BPAR is a correct ex
tension of « entry,entry>, K>. By Thm . 2.7, BP AR is
complete and consistent w.r.t. «entry,entry>,K>, so
that by Prop 2.19,
(i) for all A6K and t£BG(A) bool t= BSpEC(A) a
for some aeA, .
bool
and
(ii) for all Ae K and a,a'eA bool a= BSpEC(A) a'
implies a = a 1 .
Since A, . = -TTRUE FALSE, 8.1(*) follows
from (il and (ii), and thus by Lemma 8.1, for all
A£K BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool.
Now completeness of PAR w.r.t. <TBPAR,K> is shown
using Thm. 8.5: Let R = fa5_, ajj_} (cf. 2.2).
We obtain
C^tR) = ■£< GET ,cr>/ cre{UNDEF, IFE, EQN, GET}}
and choose 0^ (R) = ft. The righthand side of a5_
has no subterms t with < root(t),GET>£0^(R)*.
The only subterm t of the righthand side of a6_ with
this property is GET(a,m). Since
« PUT ( a , n , x ) ,m>,<a,m»£LEX(o,0) ,
condition 6.8 ( * ) holds true for <l,r> = a6 .
Hence R is directly decreasing.
Base-totality w.r.t. BOP-C can be decided like
base-totality w.r.t. BOP (cf. chapter 7): Replacing
BOP by BOP-C and BT by T BQp _ c in 7.3(iii)-(iv) ,
the predicate p in Thm. 7.3 induces a decision
algorithm for subsets of T BOp _ c w ,w£BS*, which
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are w-generating w.r.t. BOP-C. We get
p(arg(R,GET)) = p ({< NEW , n >, <PUT ( a , n , x ) , m >})
= p (-fn} ) • p ( {< a , n , x , m >} ) = p(-£e})-p({<n, x,m>} )
= p({<x,m>}) = p(fm}) = p({6}) = true.
Hence R is base-total w.r.t. BOP-C.
Therefore, Thm. 8.5 implies that PAR is complete
w.r.t. < BP AR , K >. □
8.7 Example (setl)
Let entry be the parameter specification given in
Ex. 1.5,
set = entry +
sorts : set
opns: 0:—* set
INS: set entry—>set
IFS: bool set set —»■set
egns: INS(INS(s,x),x) = INS(s,x) si
INS(INS(s,x),y) = INS(INS(s,y),x) s2
IFS ( TRUE , s , s ' ) = s s3_
IFS(FALSE,s,s') = s 1 s4
and
setl = set +
opns: DEL: set entry—> set
egns: DEL(0,x) = 0 s5_
DEL(INS(s,x),y) = IFS(EQE(x,y),
DEL(s,y),
INS ( DEL ( s , y ) ,x ) )
s6
Let BPAR = Centry,set>,PAR = Gentry,setl>, K be the
class of entry-algebras defined in 1.11 and
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C = {IFS}. The proof that for all A£K BSPEC(A) is a
correct extension of bool and that PAR is complete
w.r.t. <BPAR,K> proceeds analogously to Ex. 8.6 and
is left to the reader. 0
The existence of a directly decreasing and base-
total relation R£E depends upon the syntax of SPEC.
In the following we develop a completeness criteri
on which takes into account the semantics of BPAR,
particularly our assumption that for all A<=K
BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool. The terms
of BT bool will be called base predicates. The set
of base predicates is denoted by BP.
8.8 Definition
A term t is simple if root(t)e '-2' OP -BOP and
op(arg(t))£BOP„ s£ y_ BS OP s .
ST denotes the set of all te U T such that
— seBS s
all subterms t' of t with root(t)eOP-BOP are
simple.
2
R^T is simple if for all <l,r>£R 1 is simple and
reST.
Next we define the set of conditional subterms of
some t£T which are just those pairs <t',p> where
t'ct and p is the conjunction of all base predi
cates occurring as conditions of conditionals pre-
ciding t' . Formally we have
8.9 Definition
The sets set(t,p), t£T, p£BP, of simple conditional
subterms of t w.r.t. p are inductively defined as
follows:
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>} if t is simple
{<t ' , q^q ' > / <t ' ,q>esct(u,p)}u
{<t ' , ■> /<t ' ,q>esct (u 1 , p )}
set(t,p) =< if t = IF(q 1 ,u,u 1 ),
IFe C and q'£ BP
lq(arq(t ) )
^ l sct ( arg (t ^, p )
' otherwise
8.10 Definition
A simple term relation R is called conditionally
decreasing if for all A £ K and creOP-BOP there is a
weight function
w_ . ; BG ( A ) . . , ,—IN
o', A arity (cr)
such that for all <l,r>£R, f£BZ(G(A)) and
<t,p>6sct(r,TRUE)
<*> f P ^BSPECIS)™ 015 implieS
W root(t),S (t ' )<w root(l),S (f ” arg(1))
for some t'£BG(A)* with t' = BSPEC ( A ) f ° arg ( t) .
Property (*) will be abbreviated by dec(t,p).
Let AeK. For proof purposes we define for all
simple terms leT and f£BZ(G(A)) a predicate
pred^ f : ST x BP—> {true , f alse}
by :
pred^ (t,p) = true iff for all
<t 1 ,p>6 set(t,p) dec(t ' ,p ' ) holds.
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8.11 Proposition
Let l€T be simple and ftBZ(G(A)). pred satis-
ties the following recursive definition:
predj^ f (t,p)
f true if t is simple
holds
false if t is simple
does not hold
pred 1 f (u,pAq)-pred-j^ f
if t=IF(q,u,u'),
qeBP
lg(arg (t ) )
/^i pred 1 f (arg(t) i
otherwise
and dec(t, p )
and dec(t,p)
(u',pAnq)
IFeC and
,P)
Proof :
If t is simple, then sct(t,p) = {<t,p>}. Hence by
definition of pred^ if dec(t,p) holds, then
pred^ f (t,p) = true, otherwise pred^ f (t,p) =
false .
Let u = IF(q,u,u'), IF£C and qeBP. We have to show
that
(a) for all <t' ,p'>£set(t,p) dec (t ' ,p' ) holds
iff
(b) for all <t ' , p ’>e set (u , pAq ) and <rt",p">£
set(u',pAiq) dec(t',p') and dec(t",p")
hold .
So assume (a) and let <t 1 , p ’> 6 sc t (u , pAq ) and
<t " ,p">£sct(u 1 ,pAnq) . By Def. 8.9,
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< t ' ,p 'Aq > isct( t ,p q) and <t" ,p"Alq>£sct( t ,pA"iq) . Hence
<t ' , p'> , <t " , p "> £ set (t, p ) so that by assumption,
dec(t',p') and dec(t",p") hold.
Vice versa, assume (b) and let <t 1 ,p'>eset(t,p).
Then there is q '¿BP such that w.l.o.g. p'=q'Aq and
<ft 1 , q '>£ set (u , p ) . Thus <t 1 , p'> S set (u , pAq ) and by
assumption, dec(t',p') holds.
Let <re BOP and u£T* with cru = t. We have to show
that (a) above holds iff for all l^i^lg(u) and
<t 1 , p ‘>esct (u^ , p) dec(t',p') is satisfied. But
this follows immediately from Def. 8.9 which
implies
lg (u)
sct(t,p) _ set(u. p). □
~ i = 1 1 *
Provided that for all simple terms t and all base
predicates p we can decide dec(t,p), Prop. 8.11
induces an algorithm for deciding whether a simple
term relation is conditionally decreasing:
8.12 Proposition
A simple term relation R is conditionally decrea
sing if for all AeK and <r£OP-BOP there is a weight
function
w
cr. A
BG ( A ) arity (cr) ►IN
such that for all <l,r>£R and f6BZ(G(A))
pred^ £ (r , TRUE ) = true. □
An example of a conditionally decreasing relation
was already given in chapter 3. A more complicated
example will be described in the following.lt is a
variant of the parts-system specification presented
in Ehrig, Fey /17/. Example 8.13 below contains the
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base specification BPAR as well as a correctness
proof of BPAR that uses the correctness criterion
1.15 analogously to the correctness proof of array
given in Ex. 1.16. In Example 8.14 we shall extend
BPAR to PAR and define appropriate weight functions
in order to show that R = E-BE is conditionally
decreasing. Lemma 8.1 4A states a property of these
weight functions which will be needed in the proof
that E-BE is conditionally decreasing (Ex. 8.15).
8.13 Example (parts-system)
Let entry be the parameter specification given in
Ex. 1.5,
counted-set = entry +
sorts : bag
opns : 0 : —> bag
INS: bag entry nat—^-bag
IFC: bool bag bag—>bag
egns: INS(INS(b, x , n) ,x,m ) =
INS(b,x,n+m)
INS(INS(b,x,n),y,m) =
INS(INS(b,y,m) ,x,n )
IFC(TRUE,b,b 1 ) = b
IFC(FALSE,b,b') = b'
counted-setl = counted-set +
opns: JOIN: bag bag—^-bag
DEL: bag entry—>bag
egns: JOIN(0,b) = b
JOIN(INS(b,x,n),b') =
INS(JOIN(b,b'),x,n)
DEL(0,x) = 0
DEL(INS(b,x,n),y) =
IFB(EQE(x,y),
DEL(b,y),
INS(DEL(b,y) , x , n) )
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partssystem
sorts
opns :
eqns :
counted-setl +
graph
EMPTY : —»- graph
ADD-PART: graph entry—»-graph
ADD-LINK: graph entry nat entry graph
IS-PART: graph entry—vbool
IS-LINK: graph entry entry >■bool
LINK-ERROR: graph entry natentry—>bool
IFG: bool graph graph —¿»graph
ADD-PART(ADD-PART(g,x),x) = ADD-PART(g,x)
ADD-PART(ADD-PART(g,x),y)
= ADD-PART(ADD-PART(g,y),x)
ADD-PART(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),z)
= IFG(LINK-ERROR(g,x,n,y),
ADD-PART(g,z),
IFG(EQE(x,z)
vEQE(y,z) ,
ADD-LINK(g,x,n ,y) ,
ADD-LINK(ADD-PART(g,z) ,x,n,y) ) )
ADD-LINK(EMPTY,X,n,y) = EMPTY
ADD-LINK(ADD-PART(g,x),y,n,z)
= IFG(LINK-ERROR(ADD-PART(g,x),y,n,z),
ADD-PART(g,x),
IFG(EQE(x,y)vEQE(x,z),
ADD-LINK(ADD-PART(g,x) ,y,n,z) ,
ADD-PART(ADD-LINK(g,y,n,z),x)))
ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),y',m,z)
= IFG(LINK-ERROR(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y) ,y' ,m,z) ,
ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),
ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(g,y' , m , z ) ,x,n ,y) )
LINK-ERROR(g,x,n,y) = nIS-PART(g,x)
vtIS-PART(g,y)
vEQN(n , 0)
vIS-LINK(g , y ,x)
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IS-PART(EMPTY,x) = FALSE
IS-PART( ADD-PART(g , x ) , y ) = EQE ( x ,y )n/IS-PART ( g ,y )
IS-PART(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y), z ) = IS-PART(g,z)
IS-LINK(EMPTY, x , y ) = EQE(X,y)
IS-LINK(ADD-PART(g,x),y,z) = IS-LINK(g , y , z)
IS-LINK(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y), y' , z)
= IFB(LINK-ERROR(g ,x ,n,y) ,
IS-LINK(g,y',z),
IS-LINK(g,y',z)
v ( IS-LINK (g,y ' ,x)/\IS-LINK(g,y,z) )
IFG(TRUE,g,g 1 ) = g
ifg(false,g,g') = g'
Let K be the class of all entry-algebras A which
satisfy 1.11 (i), (ii) and
EQE (a,b) = TRUE iff a = b.
Pi
Let BPAR = <entry,parts-system> and
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BF: K—> Alg ( BSPEC :
be defined by:
(BFA) = A for all s€PS,
s s
( BFA ) - G coun ted-setl ( A ) , bag '
(BFA
o'
BFA
°BFA
EMPTY
, = the set of all finite,
graph '
acyclic and directed graphs
with nodes in A and
entry
edge colors in A -{0-3 ,
^ nat L A '
= o', for all ere POP,A
= for all o'i{0, INS, JOIN, DEL]
Cj
where G = G . .
counted-setl(A) 1
is the empty graph,BFA
ADD-PART (g,e) agrees with g if e is notBr A
a node of g, otherwise e is added to g,
ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e 1 ) agrees with g if
LINK-ERROR BFA (g,e,n,e 1 ) = TRUE A ,
otherwise an edge from e to e 1 with
color n is added to g,
IS-PART_„„ (g,e ) = TRUE, iff e is a nodeBFA v ' A
of g,
(g , e , e 1 ) = TRUE, iff e = e 1 or
BFA ' A
g contains a path from e to e 1 ,
LINK-ERROR (g,e,n,e 1 ) = TRUE, iff e or e'
Br A A
is not a node of g or n = 0 or e = e 1
or there is a path from e 1 to e in g.
(p,g,g 1 ) = if(p=TRUE ) then g else g'.IFG BFA
Using Thm. 1.15 we show that <~BPAR, K > is correct
w - r . t . BF:
Since for all Ae K BFA is a BSPEC(A)-algebra with
a„„ = a for all a6A, 1.15(i) holds true. Let A6K
and f be an arbitrary function, which maps each
g6(BFA) , to some isolated node of g or to
^ graph
some triple <e,n,e'>£A^xA^xA^ such
that
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in the second case g contains an edge from e to e'
colored by n. For all sePS seth = inc, let
h :(BFA), —^BG(A), assign each eguiva-bag bag bag M
lence class a to some tea, and define
h = h , :(BFA) , > BG ( A ) , by:
graph graph graph y
(i) h(EMPTY ) = EMPTY,
DC A
(ii) h(ADD-PART 0FA (g,e)) = ADD-PART(hg,e)
where e = f ( ADD-PART oc, a (g , e )) does
Br A
not belong to g,
(iii) h(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e')) = ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e')
where f(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e'))
= <"e , n , e '> and LINK-ERROR (g , e , n , e 1 )
Br A
= FALSE .
ri
Clearly, h, is a right-inverse of eval nn , ,
1 ' bag BFA,bag
The corresponding property for
h , will be proved by induction on the numbergraph
#(g) of nodes and edges of g:
If g is empty, then eval__ °h(g) = g follows from
Br A
(i). Otherwise there is g'e(BFA) , such that
either g = ADD-PART BFA (g',fg) and fg does not be
long to g' or g = ADD-LINK bfa (g' ,e,n,e ' ) , fg =
= <e,n,e'> and g has more edges from e to e' colo
red by n than g'(and thus by definition of
ADD-LINK bfa , LINK-ERROR BFA (g,e,n,e') = FALSE A ).
Both cases imply #(g')<#(g) so that by induction
hypothesis and (ii) resp. (iii), eval BFA h(g) = g.
By Thm. 1.15 it remains to show that for all weBS*,
seBS creBOP -POP and a 6 ( BFA )
' w, s w
crh ( a ) BSPEC(A) h °'BFA (aK (*)
For all cre{0, INS, JOIN, DEL} (*) follows from the de-
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finitions of h, andbag
follows from (i). (*)
consequence of
CT . For cr = EMPTY (*)
BF A
for cr = IFG is an immediate
IFG(TRUE ha,ha 1 )
Pi BSPEC(A) ha
and
IFG(FALSE ft ,ha,ha ' ) BSPEC(A) ha
For ere fADD-PART,ADD-LINK,IS-PART,IS-LINK,LINK-ERROR}
we show (*) by induction on #(g)(= stands for
= BSPEC(A)^’
Let g = EMPTY_„„. Then for all e,e'6A and^ BFA entry
ADD-PART(hg, e ) = ADD-P ART ( hg , f ( ADD-P ART BpA( g , e ) ) )
= h(ADD-PART BFA (g,e)),
ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e') = ADD-LINK(EMPTY,e,n,e')
= EMPTY = hq = h(ADD-LINK(g,e,n,e')),
jd r A
IS-PART(hg,e) = IS-PART(EMPTY,e) = FALSE
-FALSE a = IS-PART BFA (g,e) ,
IS-LINK(hg,e,e') = IS-LINK(EMPTY,e,e')
== EQE (e , e ' ) = EQE ft ( e , e 1 )
= IS-LINK BFA (g,e,e ' ),
LINK-ERROR(hg,e,n,e 1 ) = 1IS-PART(hg,e)
v I IS-PART(hg,e')vEQN(n,0)vIS-LINK(hg,e’,n,e)
= nIS-PART BFA (g,e)
v I IS-PART BFA (g,e' )vEQN ft (n,0 )
v IS-LINK BFA (g,e 1 ,n,e )
= \ IS - PART BFA ( 'g,e) VA V S - PART BFA (g ' e ’ )
vA EQN A (n,0)vA IS-LINK BFA (g,e',n,e)
= LINK-ERROR bfa (g,e,n,e' ) .
Let g ¡t EMPTY Bpft , e,e'€A ent and n f » na(; .
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Case 1: There are q , e with ADD-PART„„„(q ,e )^o' o BFA ^o' o
= g and #(g) = #(g )+l. By induction hypothesis we
obtain
IS-PART(hg,e) = IS-PART(ADD-PART(hg ,e ),e)
= EQE(e Q ,e)vlS-PART(hg q ,e)
S EQE A (e o' e)vA IS - PART BFA (g o' e)
= IS-PART BFA (g,e),
IS-LINK(hg,e,n,e 1 ) = IS-LINK(ADD-PART(hg ,e ),e,n,e 1 )
= IS-LINK(hg o ,e ( n,e 1 ) = IS-LINK BFA ( g Q , e , n , e 1 )
= IS-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e').
As in the case "g = EMPTY„,_,„ " we get
^ BFA ^
LINK-ERROR ( hg , e , n , e ' ) = LINK-ERROR_„,.(g ,e ,n ,e ' ) .
Jdt A
Case 2: There are g q ,e Q ,n Q ,e Q ' with
ADD-LINK BFA (g o ,e o ,n o ,e o ') = g and #(g) = #(g Q )+l.
Then by induction hypothesis,
IS-PART(hg,e) = IS-PART(ADD-LINK(hg Q ,e Q ,n o ,e Q '),e)
IS-PART(hg o ,e ) = IS-P ART BFA (g Q , e )
= IS-PART BFA (g,e),
IS-LINK(hg,e,e 1 ) = IS-LINK(ADD-LINK(hg Q ,e Q ,n Q ,e^),
e , e 1 )
= IFB(LINK-ERROR(hg ,e ,n ,e '),
IS-LINK(hg ,e,e 1 ) ,
IS-LINK(hg ,e , e 1 )
v(IS-LINK(hg ,e,e )o o
aIS-LINK(hg ,e 1 ,e‘)))
IFB A (LINK-ERROR BFfl (g o ,e o ,n o ,e o '>,
IS-LINK BFfl (g o ,e,e'),
IS-LINK BFS (g o ,e,e')
v A <IS-LINK BFA <g 0 ,e,eo>
AlS - LINK BFS^o' e o'' e,),)
BFA (g ' e ' e ' KIS-LINK
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As in the case "q = EMPTY„„," one qets
LINK-ERROR(hg,e,n,e' ) = LINK-ERROR BpA (g,e,n,e').
Thus we have shown (*) for creflS-PART, IS-LINK,
LINK-ERROR}, and it remains to prove
a) ADD-PART(hg,e) = h(ADD-PART (g , e ) ) ,
Br A
b) ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e 1 ) = h(ADD-LINK (g e,n,e 1 ) )
Br A
 for all gfi(BFA) , - {EMPTY^*} , e,e'6A
^ graph 1 BFA ' ' entry
and n eA
nat
As to a) :
Case 1: f ( ADD-PART oc, a (g , e ) ) is a node, say e .
Case 1.1: e 4 e. Then e is a node of g, and
 o o
there is g with ADD-PART (g ,e ) = g and #(g)
O B r A O O
= #(g )+l. By induction hypothesis and (ii),
ADD-PART(hq,e) = ADD-PART(ADD-PART(hq ,e ),e)
' - o o
= ADD-PART(ADD-PART(hq ,e),e )^o ' o
= ADD-PART(h(ADD-PART (q ,e)),e )BFA ■o o
= h(ADD-PART BFA (ADD-PART BpA (g o ,e),e Q ) )
= h(ADD-PART„„. (q,e ) ) .
Br A
Case 1.2: e = e. Then a) follows from (ii).
Case 2: f(ADD-PART fiFA (g,e) = <e Q , n Q , e Q ’> .
Then ADD-LINK BFA (g Q ,e Q ,n Q ,e Q 1 ) = g for some g Q
with #(g )+1 = #(g). Hence LINK-ERROR BFA (g Q ,e Q ,n Q ,e Q ’)
= FALSE..
A
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Case 2.1. e e fe ,e '} . Then e is a node of q ,
and we get by induction hypothesis,
ADD-PART(hg,e)
= ADD-PART(ADD-LINK(hq ,e ,n ,e '),e)
■o' o o o
=ADD-LINK(hg ,e ,n ,e* 1 ) = hg
^o' o ' o ' o ^
= h(ADD-PART (g,e ) ) .
CASE 2.2: e4fe Q ,e Q 1 } . Then by induction hypo
thesis and ( iii ) ,
ADD-PART(hg,e)
= ADD-PART(ADD-LINK(hg ,e ,n ,e '),e)^o ' o' o' o '
=ADD-LINK(ADD-PART(hg ,e),e ,n ,e ')
o o o o
= ADD-LINK(h(ADD-PART (g ,e)),e ,n ,eBFA ^o o o o
= h(ADD-PART (g,e ) ) .
or A
As to b):
Case 1: f ( ADD-LINK^. (g , e , n , e 1 ) ) is a node,BFA
say e . Then e is a node of g, and there is q
1 o o ' o
with
ADD-PART (g ,e ) = q and #(g) = #(g )+l.BFA ^o ' o ^ ^o
Case 1.1: LINK-ERROR(q,e,n,e‘) = TRUE .
BFA A
Then by induction hypothesis,
ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e 1 )
se ADD-LINK( ADD-PART ( hg Q ,e Q ), e ,n , e 1 )
= ADD-PART(hg ,e ) = hg^o o
 = h(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e' ) ) .
Case 1.2: LINK-ERROR (g,e,n,e') = FALSE..
or A A
Since e is an isolated node of g, we have e <?{e,e'}
o ' o
Thus by induction hypothesis and (ii ) ,
ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e')
= ADD-LINK(ADD-PART(hg o ,e Q ),e,n,e')
= ADD-PART(ADD-LINK(hg o ,e,n,e ' ) ,e Q )
= ADD-PART(h(ADD-LINK (g_ , e , n , e ' ) ) , e )
or A O
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= h(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e' )) .
 Case 2: f(ADD-LINK Bp (g , e , n , e ' ) ) = <e o ,n o ,e o '>.
Case 2.1: <e,n,e’> = <e ,n ,e '> . Then b)
' ' o' o' o
follows from (iii).
Case 2,2: ^e , n , e'> # <e Q , nQ , e Q ’> .
ADD-LINK BFA (g o ,e o ,n o ,e o ' ) = g for
= #(g Q )+l.
Case 2.2.1: LINK-ERROR BFA (g,e,n,e') = TRUE ft .
Then by induction hypothesis,
ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e 1 )
 = ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(hg ,e ,n ,e '),e,n.e')
— ADD-LINK(hg 0 ,e o ,n Q ,e o 1 ) s hg
= h(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e')).
Case 2.2.2: LINK-ERROR (g , e , n , e ') = FALSE .
Jor A A
Then by induction hypothesis and (iii),
ADD-LINK(hg,e,n,e')
= ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(hg Q ,e Q ,n Q ,e Q 1 ), e,n,e')
 = ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(hg ,e,n,e'),e,n ,e ')
^ o' ' ' ' o o o
= ADD-LINK(h(ADD-LINK-^^(g ,e,n,e 1 ) ),e ,n ,e
BFA o' ' ' ' o o' o
= h(ADD-LINK BFA (g,e,n,e• ) ) .
Thus we have shown conditions a) and b), i.e. the
remaining cases of (*) which had to be proved in
order to conclude from Thm. 1.15 that <BPAR,K> is
correct w.r.t. BF.
By definition of BF, U BFAR °BF(A) = A for all AeK.
Correctness of <BPAR,K> w.r.t. BF implies BF(A) ^
= F (A) for all A£K. Hence BPAR is persistentBP AR
Then
some g Q with #(g)
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w.r.t. K. Thus we infer from Prop. 2.16 that BPAR
is a correct extension of «entry , entry >, K >. In
Ex. 8.16 we have shown that this property is suffi
cient for BSPEC(A) to be a correct extension of
bool where AeK.
8.14 Example (parts-systeml)
Let BPAR and K be as in Ex. 8.13. Moreover,
PAR = <entry,parts-systeml> where
parts-systeml = parts-system +
opns: ATOMS: graph entry nat—> bag
egns : ATOMS ( EMPTY , x , n ) = # £l
ATOMS(ADD-PART(g,x),y,n)
= IFC( EQE ( x , y )ai IS-PART(g , x ) ,
INS ( , y , n ) ,
ATOMS(g,y,n)) p2
ATOMS(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),z,m)
= IFC(LINK-ERROR(g,x,n,y)
v “I IS-LINK (g , z , x ) ,
ATOMS(g,z,m),
IFC(EQE(z,x),
JOIN(ATOMS(g,y,n-m),
DEL(x,ATOMS(g,x,m)),
ATOMS(ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),z,m)))
El
In order to show that R = {pi, p2_, p3_} is conditio
nally decreasing, we define for all A6K a weight
function
w=w : BG (A) . , , —s>- IN
A ATOMS,A graph entry nat
by
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( 2•n(t)+1 if t = ADD-LINK(t 1 ,u' ,v,u")
and EQE(u,u') = FALSE^
/ 2-n(t) otherwise
where n(t) is the number of EMPTY-,ADD-PART- and
ADD-LINK-symbols in t.
w. is defined in a way such that the conditions
preceding the "recursive calls" of ATOMS on the
righthand side of p2- resp. p3-instances imply
that the recursive call arguments are BSPEC(A)-
congruent to some term tupel which is "w^-smaller"
than the lefthand side arguments. Concerning p3
this is expressed by the following lemma.
8.1 4A Lemma
Let A£K, teBG(A)
v£BG(A)
Then
graph'
nat ‘
u,u',u"6BG(A) , and
' ' entry
(i) LINK-ERROR(t,u,v,u 1 ) = FALSE,
(ii) IS-LINK(t,u",u) = TRUE
and
! iii) EQE(u",u) = FALSE
imply t := ADD-LINK(t,u,v,u 1 ) ;
with w (t Q 1 ,u" ,v)<w ft (t Q ,u",v).
t 1 for some t
o o
(= denotes = BSPEC(A)'
Proof :
By definition of BFA, we have n ( t )£# ( tg^ ) for
all t€BG(A)g r ^ (cf. 8.14), while the definition
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of h in 8.13 implies that for all q£(BFA) graph'
n(hg) = #(g). From (i) - (iii) we conclude that
there are
ge(BFA graph' ne Anat and eeAentr
With #(t BFA } = #( g )+1 <
t BFA = ADD_LINK BFA (g ' U "BFA' n,S)
Y
and
'o . BFA
= ADD-LINK (ADD-LINK nr,.(g,u v u' )
BFA RFA ^ ' RPfl' np a • a ' •
U'
Hence by 8.13(*),
BFA
BFA ' BFA' BFA' BFA
,n,e).
t ~ ht O,BFA
= ADD-LINK(ADD-LINK(hg,u,v,u 1 ),u ",n,e ) =: t
and thus
w A (t o ',u",v) = 2n(t ') = 2n(hg)+4 = 2#(g)+4
< 2#(t )+3 <2n(t)+3 = 2n(t )+l =
BFA o
= w A (t Q ,u", v) . □
8.15 Example (parts-systeml)
We continue Ex. 8.14 and show that R = {pi,p2}
is conditionally decreasing using Prop. 8.12.
Let AeK and f £BZ ( G(A) ) . For <l,r>= pi we obtain
pred^ f (r,TRUE) = true because r = EMPTY £ BOP-C.
Let <l,r> = p2_ and p = EQE (x , y )a nIS-PART(g , x ) . Then
pred 1 (r,TRUE)
= pred 1 ( INS (, y , n ) , TRUEap )
•pred^ f ( ATOMS (g , y , n ), TRUE Anp )
= pred^ f ( 0 , TRUEap ) • pred^ _^ (y , TRUEAp)
•pred^ f (n,TRUEAp)
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because ATOMS(g,y,n) is simple and
w A (fg,fy,fn)<w(f«arg(1))
= true.
Let <l,r> = p3 and p = LINK-ERROR(g,x,n,y)
viIS-LINK(g,z,x).
Then
pred^ (r,TRUE)
= pred^ f (ATOMS(g,z,m),TRUEap)
•pred (IFC(EQE(z,x),
1 ' r JOIN(ATOMS(g,y,n m),
DEL(x,ATOMS(g,x,m))),
1),TRUEAip)
= pred 1 (JOIN(ATOMS(g,y,n m),
' DEL(x,ATOMS(g,x,m))),
(TRUEaip)aEQE(z,x))
• pred^ f (1 , ( TRUExnp )a~iEQE ( z , x ) )
because ATOMS(g,z,m) is simple and
w A (fg,fz,fm)<w A (foarg(1))
= pred^ f (ATOMS(g,y,n m),(TRUEAip)aEQE(z,x))
•pred^ f (DEL(x,ATOMS(g,x,m)), (TRUEAip)a EQE(z,x) )
because 1 is simple and since
f((TRUEaip)aEQE(z,x)) = TRUE implies
3
w (t) < w (foarg(1)) for some teBG(A)
Pi
with t = foarg(l)
= pred^ ( x , ( TRUE^np )aEQE ( z , x ) )
■pred 1 ' f (ATOMS(g,x,m), (TRUEAip)a EQE(z,x) )
because ATOMS(g,y,n•m) is simple and
w (fg,fy,f(n-m) ) < w (f »arg(1))
= true
because ATOMS(g,x,m) is simple and
w (fg,fx,fm) < w A (f° ar 9(1))-
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Thus by Prop. 8.12, R = {p^, p2_, p3 } is conditio
nally decreasing. □
8.16 Completeness Theorem
Let SCCR be the set of conditional-compatibility
rules with simple lefthand side (cf. 8.3). If E
contains a subrelation R such that R is base-total
w.r.t. BOP-C and RuSCCR is conditionally decrea
sing, then PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
First we show that PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>
if
(*) for all Ae K and all simple terms teG(A) there
is t 1 e BG(A) with t = CSPEC ( A ) t '
where CSPEC = <S,OP,EuSCCR>: Let t€G(A). The exist
ence of t'eBG(A) with t — sPECtA)* 1"' ds P rove<3 by
induction on the number n(t) of (OP-BOP)-symbols
occurring in t:
IF n(t) =0, we are done with t' = t. Otherwise
there is a simple subterm u of t, which by (*), is
CSPEC(A)-congruent to some u'£BG(A). Replacing u in
t by u', we obtain t^ with t = ("CSPEC(A) t l and
n(t^)<n(t). By induction hypothesis, some
t ' 6 BG ( A ) satisfies t] _ = SPEC(A) t and thus
t' .Now there are a least number k and'CSPEC ( A )
tt. e G ( A ) such that t, = t, t = t 1
1 ' ' k 1 ' n
and for all l^i<k.
t i C E(A)u SCCR > t i+1
By induction on k, we get t =SPEC(A) k = 0
contradicts n(t)>0 = n(t'). If k>0, then =spec(A) t '
by induction hypothesis, and either
t euT' t 2 or 1 * tSCCR 2 In the first
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case we are done. In the second case there are
<l,r>€SCCR and f£Z(G(A)) such that w.l.o.g. fl = t
and fr = t 2 _ Hence n(fx)<n(t) for all xevar(l) =
var(r). Thus our first induction hypothesis implies
t= SPEC(A) gl and t 2 ^SPEC(A) gr
for some g€BZ(G(A)). 8.5(a) yields gl = , ,gr
o Ir Hj v r\ /
so that t = SPEC ( A ) t 2' and we conclude
t =2p E c ( a ) t ' dn t ^ie second case, too.
Therefore, completeness of PAR follows from (*) and
thus it remains to show (*).
Let A£K. For all f€BZ(G(A)), we define a predicate
q f : ST«BP —> {true , f alse}
(cf. 8.10) by
q f (t,p) = true
iff fp =BSPEC(A) TRUE im P lies
ft ~CSPEC ( A ) t ' f ° r SOme t,£BG(A) ’
Suppose that for all simple terms 1ST, f£BZ(G(A)),
t£ST and peBP
(**) pred^ (t,p) = true implies q f (t,p) = true.
The step from (**) to (*) proceeds as
follows:
Let 1€G(A) be simple. Since R is base-total w.r.t.
BOP-C, we conclude from the proof of Thm. 8.5(b)
that RuCCR is base-total. Hence 1 = fl 1 for some
<1 1 ,r’>£RuSCCR and feBZ(G(A)). Since RuSCCR is con
ditionally decreasing, pred-j , (r’,TRUE) = true,
and thus (**) implies
1 _ -f 1 i = fv 1 = t 1
~CSPEC(A) CSPEC(A)
for some t’€BG(A).
Finally, we have to prove (**).
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Let leT be simple, f£BZ(G(A)), t£ST and p6BP such
that pred^ f (t,p) = true. We show q (t,p) = true
by induction on <Tw (f o arg (1 ) ) , size (t )> with
^t ^ 2
respect to the lexicographic order > on IN . From
the definition of pred (8.12) we deduce four
•** /
cases :
Case 1 : t is simple and dec(t,p) holds (cf. 8.10).
Case 1.1: w , (foarq(l) ) = 0. Then
 root(l) , A
fp = BS p EC ( A jTRUE would contradict dec(t,p).
q f (t,p) = true.
Hence
Case 1.2: w root (2) A (f°arg (1 ) ) >0 . Let
fp = BSpEC j A ^TRUE. Since dec(t,p) holds, there is
t 1 6 BG(A)* such that t 1 = BSPEC ( A ) f ° ar g(t) and
w
root (t ) , A
(t ' ) < wroot(1),A (f arg(1))
Let cr= root(t). Since R is base-total w.r.t. BOP-C,
RuCCR is base-total (see the proof of Thm. 8.5(b)).
Thus crt ' = gl ' for some <1 ' , r '> £ RuSCCR and
geBZ(G(A)). Since RuSCCR is conditionally decrease-
ing, pred^, ^(r',TRUE) = true. By induction hy
pothesis, q (r'.TRUE) = true, i.e. gr ' f^spEc^jt"
for some t"6BG(A).
Hence
ft = cr( f ° arg (t ) ) = SPEC(A) o't'
Therefore, q f (t,p) = true.
gl ’ “CSPEC(A) gr ’
—CSPEC(A) tM '
Case 2 : t is simple and dec(t,p) does not
hold. Then pred^ (t,p) = false, which contra
dicts our assumption.
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Case 3: t = IF(q,u,u') for some IFeC and
qeBP. Then pred 1 f (u,p*q) = pred_L (u',p/\nq) = true
so that q 1 f (u,pAq) = (u',p/\nq) = true
by induction hypothesis. Let fp = BSPEC(A )TRUE and
w.l.o.g. fq = BSpEC ( a) TRIJ E- Hence q^^ f (u,pAq) = true
implies fu = SPEC ( A ) t ' for some t 1 £ BG(A).
Therefore,
ft S SPECU) IF(TRUE ' fU ' fu ' )
and thus q (t,p) = true.
SPEC(A) fU SPEC( A) ^''
Case 4: Neither of cases 1-3 hold.
Case 4.1: teBOPuX. Then ft^BG(A) so that
q f (t,p) = true.
Case 4.2: root (t )6BOP and for all l<?i<lg ( arg (t) ) ,
pred.^ f (arg(t) i# p) = true. Thus q 1 f (arg(t) i ,p)
= true by induction hypothesis.
Hence fp = BSpEC(fl) TRUE implies f(arg(t> i ) = spEC(fl ,t.
for some t^eBG(A). Let o' = root(t). Then
ft = o-(f ® arg (t ) ) = SPEC ( A ) cr (t 1 ,...,t n )eBG(A).
Therefore, q^(t,p) = true. □
8.17 Example (parts-systeml)
Again we refer to Ex. 8.14, now in order to show
that PAR is complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K> using Thm.
8.16. Thus we have to prove that R = ■[ pi, p2 , p3 }
is base-total w.r.t. BOP-C and that RvSCCR is con
ditionally decreasing.
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R is base-total w.r.t. BOP-C if M:=arg(R,ATOMS) is
graph entry nat-generating w.r.t. BOP-C (cf. Def.
8.4). Since
M = { <EMPTY ,x,n>,<ADD-PART(g,x) ,y,n>,
<ADD-LINK(g,x,n,y),z , m >},
the computation of p(M) (cf. 7.3) results in
P ( M ) = p({<x,n>} ) ■p({<g,x,y,n>J) .p({<g,x,n ( y,z,m>i)
= true .
Hence by Thm. 7.3, M is graph entry nat-generating
w.r.t. BOP-C.
It was shown in Ex. 8.15 that R = {pi, p2, p3} is
conditionally decreasing with respect to the weight
function W AT0MS A = w ft given in Ex. 8.14. Hence
by Prop. 8.12, RuSCCR is conditionally decreasing
if for all < 1, r > f SCCR and f £ BZ(G(A) ) pred (r,TRUE)
= true .
So let <1,r>£ SCCR. Then
1 = ATOMS(IFG(b,x,y),e,n)
and
r = IFC(b,ATOMS(x,e,n),ATOMS(y,e,n))
for some b,x,y,e,neX. Thus
pred-j^ f ( r , TRUE )
= pred^ ^(ATOMS(x,e,n),TRUEAb)
•pred (ATOMS(y,e,n),TRUEAib) = true
because ATOMS(x,e,n) and ATOMS(y,e,n) are simple
and w (fx,fe,fn) ,w (fy,fe,fn) <T w ( f ° arg (1 ) ) .
A A A
Therefore we conclude from Thm. 8.16 that PAR is
complete w.r.t. <BPAR,K>. □
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Two classes of conditionally decreasing relations
are defined in the following. The first one suppo
ses a mapping BF : K—^Alg(BSPEC) such that <BPAR,K>
is correct w.r.t. BF and uses a right-inverse of
the term evaluation (cf. Thm. 1.15). The second
class consists of recursive equations for search
operations and corresponds to function definitions
by bounded minimization (Brainerd, Landweber /8/,
p . 64 ) .
8.18 Definition
Let <BPAR,K> be correct w.r.t. some BF : K—»-Alg(BSPEC)
A conditionally decreasing relation R is
semantically decreasing if for allcreOP-BOP and AeK
the weight function
w
o'. A'
BG ( A ) arity (o')
-> IN
is defined by
= size (gt )
where g is a right-inverse of the term evaluation
eval : BG(A)—»BFA that satisfies
BF A
erg (a) — bspec ( A ) g ^BFA ( 3 }
for all w€BS* , seBS , creBOP ( A ) and aeiBFA)^.
(cf. Thm. 1.15(ii)).
8.18A Example (nati)
Let
nati = nat +
opns: FACT : nat nat
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eqns: FACT(x) = IFN(EQN(x,0),SO,x■FACT(Px)) fl
(cf. 1.3), PSPEC = <0,0,0>, BPAR = <PSPEC,nat>,
PAR = <PSPEC, natl> and K = {0}. We choose BF0 e
Alg(BSPEC) with BF0 = {true,false} , BF0 = IN
and corresponding operations. A right-inverse g
 of the term evaluation eval^g :BG—>-BF0 is given
by g(TRUE) = true, g(FALSE) = false, gO = 0 and
g(n+l) = Sign). A simple induction yields
o'g ( a i = nat g °gp0 ^ a >
for all weBS*, seBS,cr£BOP and a£BF0 . Hence by
' ' w, s w 1
Thm. 1.15, <'BPAR,K> is correct w.r.t. BF.
Let C = flFN} . With w=w rt :BG defined
1 J F ACT,0 nat
by wit) = size(gt), R = {fl} becomes conditio
nally decreasing:
By Prop. 8.12, we have to show that for all <l,r>€R
and feBZ(G) pred^ ^.(r,TRUE) = true.
So let <l,r> = fl and p = EQN(x,0). Then
pred p ^(r,TRUE)=
= pred f (SO,TRUEAp) • pred. (x•FACT(Px),TRUEAip)
= pred^ ' f ( 0 , TRUE/\p ) • pred^ x,TRUEAnp)
•pred” (FACT(Px),TRUEatp)
= true
because FACT(Px) is simple and f(TRUEAnp) — BS pec TRUE
implies (fx) Bp 0 + 0 and thus
w(fPx) = size(gifPx) BF 0)<size(Sg(fPx) BF 0)
= size(g(ifPx) BF 0+1)) = size(g((Pfx) BF 0+1))
= size(gifx) BF 0) = wifx) = w(f»arg(1)).
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Therefore by Def. 8.17, {fl} is semantically de
creasing .
8.19 Example (expression)
Let
ranked-entry = entry +
opns: RANK: entry—>nat,
tree = ranked-entry +
sorts: tree, treelist
opns : MAKE : entry treelist —5“ tree
ENTRY : tree —*■ entry
SUCC: tree—treelist
NIL: —^treelist
APPEND: tree treelist—)• treelist
FIRST: treelist —*• tree
REST: treelist—>- treelist
LENGTH: treelist —> nat
eqns: ENTRY(MAKE(x,1)) = x
SUCC(MAKE (x,1)) = 1
FIRST(NIL) = MAKE(UNDEF,NIL)
FIRST(APPENDt t,1) ) = t
REST(NIL) = NIL
REST(APPEND(t,1)) = 1
LENGTH(NIL) = 0
LENGTH(APPENDtt,1)) = S(LENGTH(1))
and
expression = tree +
opns: IS-EXPR: tree—¿-bool
IS-EXPRLIST: treelist —>bool
eqns: IS-EXPR(x)
= EQN(RANK(ENTRY(x)),LENGTH(SUCC(x))
/\IS-EXPRLIST( SUCC(x ) )
IS-EXPRLIST(x)
= IFB(EQN(LENGTH(x),0),
TRUE ,
IS-EXPRtFIRST(x))
IS-EXPRLIST(REST(x) ))
)
ex 1
ex2
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Let BPAR = <ranked-entry,tree>,
PAR = <ranked-entry,expressions and K be the class
of all ranked-entry algebras A which satisfy 1.11
(i) and (ii). We choose BF:K—>Alg(BSPEC) such that
 (BFA) = A for all sePS;
s s '
(BF A) = set of all finite
tree
( BF A) treelis t
nodes in A :
+ entry'
= (BFA)
tree ' BFA °A
trees with
for all a'e POP ,
MAKE,NIL,APPEND are interpreted as tree
resp. list constructors; ENTRY,FIRST,SUCC,REST pro
vide projections ; and LENGTH^„. computes the
length of lists. A right-inverse g of the term eva
luation eval n _,:BG(A)—>BFA is given byBFA ^ 2
g = id for all sePS,
g(MAKE (e,l))= MAKE( e , gl),
E>r A
g(NIL BFA } = NIL
and
g(APPEND (b,1)) = APPEND(gb,gl).r5r A
A simple induction yields
o' g ( a ) =tree(A ) g °BFA (a)
for all wéBS* séBS, A6K, ere BOP ( A ) and ae( BFA ) .
' ' ' w, s w
Hence by Thm. 1.15, <BPAR,K> is correct
w.r.t. BF.
Let C = {IFB} , A£ K and <r e {iS-EXPR , IS-EXPRLIST} .
With w , defined as in Def. 8.17, R = -fexl, ex2}
cb, A
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becomes conditionally decreasing:
By Prop. 8.12, we have to show that for all
<1, r> 6 R , A £K and f€BZ(G(A)), pred ( r , TRUE ) =
= true.
So let <l,r> = exl. Then
pred^ (r,TRUE)
= pred-j^ ( EQN( RANK ( ENTRY (x ) , LENGTH ( SUCC ( x ) ) ,TRUE)
•pred 1 f (IS-EXPRLIST(SUCC(x)),TRUE)
= true
because IS-EXPRLIST(SUCC(x)) is simple and
W IS-EXPRLIST (fSUCCx)A
<
size(q(fSUCCx) )BFA
size(MAKE (e,g(fSUCCx) ) )JDr A
size(gMAKE BFA (e,(fSUCCx) BFA ))
size (gMAKE BFA (e, (SUCCfx)^) )
size(g(f x) BpA ) = w IS _ ExpR _ A (fx)
"iS-EXPR.A <f ° arg(1))
for some eeA
entry
Let <l,r> = ex2 and p = EQN(LENGTH(x),0). Then
pred 1 f (r,TRUE)
= pred 1 f (TRUE,TRUEap)
• pred^ f (IS-EXPR(FIRST(x))aIS-EXPRLIST(REST(x)),TRUEAip)
= pred x ' (IS-EXPR(FIRST(x) ),TRUEAip)
•pred^ f (IS-EXPRLIST(REST(x)),TRUEAip)
- true
because IS-EXPR(FIRST(x)) and IS-EXPRLIST(REST(x))
 are simple and f(TRUEAip) = B spec( A )TRUE implies
(fx) 4 £ and thus
Di A
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w
IS-EXPR,A (fFIRSTx) = size(g(fFIRSTx) BFA
w IS-EXPRLIST,A (fRESTX) “ Slze (9(fRESTx) BpA )
< size(APPEND(g(fFIRSTx) BpA ,g(fRESTx) BpA ))
= size(gAPPEND BFA ((fFIRSTx) BpA ,(fRESTx) BFft ))
 = size(gAPPEND BpA ((FIRSTfx) BFA ,(RESTfx) BFA ))
- size(g(fx) BFA ) = "is-EXPRLIST,A <fx)
 W IS-EXPRLIST.A (f ° arg!i! '
Therefore by Def. 8.17, {exl, ex2 j- is semantically
decreasing. Q
The second class of conditionally decreasing
relations mentioned above only admits rules of a
special form :
8.20 Proposition
Let <l,r> be a rule such that
1 = crx and r = IF(p,t,crhx)
for some creOP-BOP, xeBX*, IFeC, p,téBT and h£BZ(T).
If for all AeK and f6BZ(G(A)) there is keiN with
fhk P s BSPEC(A) TRUE '
then {<l,r>} is conditionally decreasing.
<l,r> is called a minimization rule.
Proof :
Let AeK and w . :
cr, A
by
 BG ( A
arity (cr ) IN be defined
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V,A (t) * i"in{kiN/fh k p S BSPECU) THUE}
where fx = t. Hence for all f£BZ(G(A))
pred p f ( r , TRUE) = pred 1 f (t,TRUExp) • pred 1 (crhx , TRUE Aip )
= true
because crhx is simple and f (TRUE A~ip) = „ . .TRUE
^ BSPEC(A)
implies fp =BSpEC(A) TRUE and thus
V,A (fhx) = mi "i k N /fhl< + 1 P -BSPEC(A) TRUE J
< min{k 6N/fh p bspecu) TRUE)=
= w (f »arq (1 ) ) .
CT/ A
Thus by Prop. 8.12, {<l,r>} is conditionally de
creasing . □
8.21 Example (array2)
Let BPAR = <"entr y, arr ayl> (cf. Ex. 2.2),
array2 = arrayl +
opns : SEARCHSLOT: array nat —>■ nat
PACK: array nat—>array
eqns: SEARCHSLOT(a,n) = IFN(EQE(GET(a,n),UNDEF),
n ,
SEARCHSLOT ( a ,Sn) ) a_7
PACK(a,n) = IFN(EQE(GET(a,Sn),UNDEF),
PUT(a,n,GET(a,Sn)),
PACK ( PUT ( a , n , GET( a , Sn ) ) , Sn) )
a8
and K be the class of entry-algebras defined in Ex.
8.13 and equipped with the additional condition
that for all n6A . S„n differs from n.
nat A
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In Ex. 2.2, we defined a mapping F:K Alg(arrayl)
and proved that <BPAR,K> is correct w.r.t. F.
By Prop. 8.20, {a_7,a_8_} is conditionally decreasing
if for all AeK and f€BZ(G(A))
(i) EQE(GET(f a,f S k n) ,UNDEF) = , -TRUE
Dor hiC \ A )
for some keN,
(ii) EQE(GET(fh k a,fS k+1 n),UNDEF) = , -TRUE
DorbL A )
for some keiN where
ha = PUT(a,n,GET(a,Sn)) and hn = Sn.
Since for all ge(FA) (cf. 1.11) there are
array
only finitely many neA . with an é UNDEF,, we
nat A'
get for all m6A some kelN with g (S K m ) = UNDEF..
nat a A
Hence
EQE(GET(fa,S k fn),UNDEF) = TRUE
r A A
where (fa)p^ = g and (fn) = m. Thus correctness
of <BPAR,K> w.r.t. F implies (i). By the same
argument, for all feBZ(G(A)) some kfeIN satisfies
k + l
EQE(GET(f a,f S n),UNDEF) = BSPEC ( A ) TRU E- (*)
A simple induction on k yields for all i>k
GET(fh k a,fS X n) ~ BSPEC(A) GET(fa,fS 1 n) (**)
where ha = PUT(a,n,GET(a,Sn)) and hn = Sn.
Therefore, (ii) follows from (*) and (**).
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9. Critical term pairs and absolute confluence
The main assumption of Consistency Theorem 4.19 is the
existence of term relations R(A), Ae K, such that <R(A),A>
is absolutely confluent (cf. 4.15). In this chapter we
give a "local" characterization of absolute confluence.
Replacing G(A) by T(A) in Def. 4.15, we obtain the usual
notion of confluence referred to in Huet /30/ and Knuth,
Bendix /43/. Since confluence is stronger than absolute
confluence, the characterization of confluence given in
Huet /30/, Thm. 3.2 contains a stronger local condition
than Thm. 9.15 below does. Both theorems reguire that
the term relation in guestion is normalizing (cf. 4.4).
If this is not the case, we have to assume that the term
relation is non-ambiguous (lefthand sides do not over
lap, cf . 4.13), which is an essentially stronger proper
ty than the local condition in Thm. 9.15. This condition
uses the notion of a critical term pair (Def. 9.3).
9.1 Definition
Let AeK, t,t'6T(A)*, f£Z(T(A)) and B: X—be an
injective mapping. The pair <f,B> is called a
unifier of <t,t> if fBt = ft' and var(Bt)nvar(tj=0.
If for all unifiers <g,B> of <t,t> there is
h£Z(T(A)) with hf = g and if fx = x for all
xeXnf(X), then <f,B> is a most general unifier of
<t , t '> .
2
If <t, t'> £ ( T ( A ) * ) is unifiable, then <t, t > has
a most general unifier (cf. Robinson /59/, 5.9),
which is unigue up to renaming of finitely many
variables:
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9.2 Lemma
Let <f,A> and <g,fi> be two most general unifiers of
<t,t’>. Then ocf = g for some oc: X—¿-X.
Proof :
By assumption, there are h,h'eZ(T(A)) with hf = g
and h'g = f. Hence h'hf = f, i.e. for all x£X
h'h(fx) = fx. Therefore, h'hx = x for all xevar(fX),
and thus hxfcX for all x€var(fX). We choose oc:X—¿-X
such that ocx = hx for all xevar(fX) and obtain
ocf = g. □
9.3 Definition
Let AeK and R,R'£T(A) 2 .
R denotes the set of all pairs <ocl / ocr> where
A
<l,r>f R and oc:X—>X is an injective mapping.
Let <1,r> £ R, u6T(A) and g£Z(T(A)) such that
(i) 1 = gu.
1'Suppose that {>
nonempty and there are
such that
x^}:= {xevar(u)/gx^x} is
<1 ,r > e R'
n' n X
(ii) «gx ,gx > , <1...... 1 » has a
-r) i, ' ^ n ' 1' ' n
most general unifier <f,B>.
Let h£Z(T(A)) be defined by
hx
if x = x. for some l£i$n
l
otherwise.
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Then the pair <t,t'> := <fBr,fhu> is critical w.r.t.
<R, R ’> and <<1 , r> , f B> is a generator of <t,t’> .
9.3 (i) and (ii) describe formally that
11 overlap 1.
The "overlapped term" is given by fBl:
t and t 1 are the terms which result from fill by
applying <1,r> resp. <1r<1 ,r > to-1 ' 1' 1 ' 'n'n
f fll, i . e .
This is confirmed by the following proposition.
9.4 Proposition
Let ,» be the least OP(A)-stable and parallelR
OP(A)-compatible relation on T(A) that includes R'
(cf. 10.5). Then
f B1
t
Proof :
Clearly, fB1—r—*-fBr. Define h '6 Z(T(A) ) byR
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! 1. if x = x. for some l£i4n
1 1
Bgx otherwise.
Then fh 1 x. = fl. = fBqx. for all l^i^n and
l l i
thus fh'x = fBgx for all xeX. Hence fBl = fBgu =
fh'u. Since t' = fhu and h'x —■> hx for all xeX,
we get fBl—- »t' . □
R
9.5 Definition (continuation of 9.3)
If n = 1 and <1 r >eR', then <t,t> is called
a simple critical pair. <t,t'> is including w.r.t.
<1.. ( ...,1 f> if f 1 . = 1. for some liiin.
CRIT(R,R') and SCRIT(R,R') denote the sets of cri
tical resp. simple critical pairs of <R,R'> . A sub
set M of CRIT(R,R') is including if M contains an
including pair.
The critical pairs considered in Knuth, Bendix /43/
and Huet /30/ are simple ones.
9.6 Example
Let <1, r> € R and < 1^ , r > , <1^ , r 2 >e R ' be given
by
1 = A(B(Cy^,y 2 ,Dy 2 ) and r = A(y ± ,y 2 ) ,
1 i = and r i = B( yi-v 2 ) '
1^ = DDy2 and r 2 = y 2 •
With u = A(x i< x 2 ), gx^ = B(Cy ,y 2 ) and
gx 2 = Dy 2 we obtain 9.3 (i) and (ii): Clearly,
1 = gu . Let f e Z ( T ( A ) ) and B:X—¿-X satisfy
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B y i = z ± 4 ( Yl , y 2 } , i = 1,2 ,
f Yl = Cz ±f fz 2 = Dy 2
and
fx = x for all x € X - { } .
Then <f,B> is a most general unifier of
«gx^ ,gx 2 >,<l 1 ,1 2 » ^ ecause
f^gx^ = f BB(Cy^,y 2 ) = fB(Cz 1 ,z 2 >
= B(Cz 1 ,Dy 2 ) = fB(y lf Dy 2 ) = fl 1
and
fBgx 2 = fBDy 2 = f Dz 2 = DDy 2
= fDDy 2 = f1 .
Since
f Br = f A(z^,z 2 ) = A ( z^ ,Dy 2 )
and
 fhu = fA(r ± ,r 2 ) = fA(B(y 1 ,y 2 ),y 2 )
= A(B(Cz lf y 2 ),y 2 )
with h defined as in 9.3,
<rt,t'> = <A ( z^ , Dy 2 ) , A ( B ( Cz^ , y 2 ) , y 2 )>
is a critical pair of <R,R'> . <t, t'> is including
w.r.t. <l^,l 2 ,f> because fl^ = B(Cz^,Dy 2 )^ 1^. □
For proof purposes the R-reduction relation on T(A)
(cf. 4.2) has to be analyzed in detail. Each reduc-
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tion step can be decomposed as follows:
9.7 Reduction-analysis Lemma
2
Let AeK, R£T(A) and t—» t ' . Then there are
<l,r>6R, f , f* 1 , ge Z ( T ( A ) ) and a term ueT(A), which is
linear in some xeX, such that var(u) - var(t) = {x}
fu = t, f'u = t' f fx = gl, f'x = gr and fy = f'y =y
for all yevar(t) .
Proof by induction on the definition of —
(cf . 4.2):
(i) If <t, t'> £ R , then the lemma follows for
<l,r> = <t,t'>, u = x £ X - var(t), g = inc
and f,f'e Z(T(A)) with fx = 1, f'x = r and
fy = f'y = y for all y£var(t).
(ii) Let t = ad , . . . , t ) , t' = od t ' 1 , . . . , t ' n ) ,
t . —» t ' .
1 R 1
for some li’i^’n, and t . = t ' . for all
3 3
l^j-in with j =/ i. By induction hypothesis,
 there are <l,r>£R, f,f',g£Z(T(A)) and a
term u^£T(A), which is linear in some x£X,
such that var(u.) - var(t.) = fx}, fu.
= t. , f'u. = t' . , f x = gl, f'x = gr
and fy = f'y = y for all yevar(t^). In
addition, we may assume w.l.o.g. that
x£var(t) and thus fy = f'y = y for all
y£var(t ) . With u = od t 1 t ± _ 1 ,u.,t. +1 ,t n )
we conclude the lemma.
(iii) Let t = hv and t' = hv' for some h£Z(T(A))
and v , v '€ T( A ) with v—v ' . By indue-
tion hypothesis, there are <l,r>£R,
f f' ,g £ Z(T(A)) and a term u £ T(A),which isO' o' ^o o
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linear in some xeX, such that var(u q )-var(v) = {x} ,
fu = v, f 1 u =v',fx=gl, f'x=qr
o o ' o o ' o ' o o
and f Q y = f 1 y = y for all y var(v).
In addition, we may assume w.l.o.g. that
x ^ var(t ) (*)
and thus fy = f'y = y for all y6var(t).
Let f,f',g^eZ(T(A)) be defined by
fhf Q y if y = x
I y otherwise
f hf ' 0 Y if Y = x
I y otherwise
and
g 0 y
hy if yevar(u q )nvar(v)
y otherwise.
With u =
follows :
g 1 u
^o o we conclude the conjecture as
First we observe that
var(u)£var(h(var(v) )v(var(u )-var(v))£var(t)u(xl .
o L J
Hence var (u )-var (t ) 9 {xj- . By definiton of g^ ,
x6var(u q )-var(v ) implies xevar(u). Thus by (*),
xevar(u)-var(t ) . Therefore, var(u)-var(t ) = {x} .
Since u q is linear in x, (*) implies that u is
also linear in x. Moreover,
a) for all yevar(u Invar(v) fg^y = fhy = hy
= hf^y and f'g^y = f 1 hy = hy = hf' Q y
because hy£t and x^var(t),
fg x = fx = hf x and f ' q x =
o o o
= hf ' x .
o
b) f ' x
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Since x = var(u q )-var(v), a) and b) imply
fg u = hf u and f'g u = hf' u . Therefore,
oo oo 3 oo oo '
fu = fq 1 u = hf u = hv = t,^o o o o
f ’u = f’g' u = hf ' u = hv 1 = t i
o o o o /
fx = X
o
4-J•G = hg 1, f ' iiX
o
4-1•CIIX hg G r
fy = f'y = y for all yevar(t) . □
9.8 Definition
Let A6K, t€T(A) and xeX. wtlN* is an occurrence of
x in t if either
w = £ and t = x
or
t = crt 1 and w = iw 1 for some creOP,
t 1 e T ( A ) * , l^i^rank (cr) and some oc
currence w 1 of x in t 1 ..
l
If t is linear, we write occ(x,t ) for the unique
occurrence of x in t . The prefix order 4 on IN* is
defined by:
w^w 1 iff ww" = w 1 for some w"elN*.
The following two lemmata are crucial for Thm.
9.15, which characterizes absolute confluence by a
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critical pair condition.
9.9 Independent-reductions Lemma
Let A£K, R£T ( A ) 2 , <1 ' , r ’> £ T ( A ) 2 , h€Z(T(A)) and
hi' = t—r—>t' . Let <l,r>, f,f',g,u,x be as in
Lemma 9.7, and assume that there is z€var(l') with
w i occ(x,u) for some occurrence w of z in 1' .
Then there is h'£Z(G(A)) such that t 1 —f—h ' 1 1
R
and hy—>h'y for all yevar(l').R
Proof :
Since t£G(A), var(t) is empty.
There are 1", r"£T(A) and oc: X—>X such that 1" is
linear, ocl " =1', ocr " = r' and oc ^ ( z ) £var (1 " ) .
Hence w = occ ( z 1 ,1 " ) for some z'e ou "*" ( z ) . Since
hod." = hi ' = t = fu and w^occ (x,u) ,
there is a subterm u' of u such that
hocz ' = fu ' and w-occ(x,u') = occ(x,u).
Let y £ Z ( T ( A ) ) be defined by
fu 1 if y = z '
^ = i
( hoty otherwise.
Thus f^z ’ = fu ' = hodz 1 = fhocz 1 and fyy = fhcty for all
y£X-{z'} because hocz ' is a subterm of t (cf. 9.7).
Therefore f^ = fhoc, and we obtain
f^l " = fhodl" = hod." = hi 1 — t = fu. (1)
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Moreover, var(^l") = var(u' ) 5 var(u) = {xj £ var (u ' ),
and thus
varf^l") = var(u') = {x}. (2)
By definition of
occ(x,u ) = occ ( z ' ,1")•occ(x,u' )
= occ(z ' ,1 " ) ■occ ( x,^z' ) = occ(x,^l"). (3)
(1) - (3) imply ^1" = u. Define eZ(T(A))
by
h lY
and
h 2 y
f f 'yy if yevar(l")
) hocy otherwise
. - „ -1
if y £ 06
otherwise.
( z )
One concludes from fx—5—f 1 x and (2) that forR
all yevar (1" ) f^y——>f'^y, i.e.
hot = f ^ h^ . ( 4 )
Furthermore, h^z ' = f'^z' = f'u' ; and ¿c ( z ) cvar (1" )
and hz £ t imply
h^y = f'^y = f ' hoty = hoty = hz = hczz 1 = fu '
for all ye oc ^ ( z ) - {z ’} . Hence for all y e oc "*" ( z )
h^y € {fu' ,f 1 u 1 3. (5)
fx—r-^-f'x and (2) result in fu '—f 1 u ' so
R R
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that by (5),
h 1 (6)
Since for all y,y'eX ocy = ocy' implies h^y
= h 2 yl ' we obtain h,£56 = b 2 for some h'€Z(T(A)).
Thus (6) yields
t' = f'u = f'^1" = h 1 l"-^-^h 2 l"
= h '«cl" = h '1 ' .
Moreover ,
hocz ' = fu 1 —|-^-f'u' = h 2 z ' = h'ocz',
hocy = h 1 y - ^ > h 2 y = h'oc-y
for all yevar (oc~ 1 z ) - {z '] , and by (4),
hocy = f h ocy —^—> h^y = h 2 y = h'ocy
for all yevar(1")-var( oC 1 z) .
Hence for all yevar(l")
hocy —^ > h 'ocy . (7)
One concludes from 1' = ocl " that each yevar (1')
satisfies y = ocz ' for some z'fvartl") . Hence (7)
amounts to
hy—h'y for all yevar(l'). □K
9.10 Dependent-reductions Lemma
Let Ae K, R,R'£T(A) 2 , <1 ' , r '> £ R ' , h£Z(T(A)) and
hi' = t—r~^ t 1 such that for all <l,r>6R
var (r ) £ var(1 ) .
Let <1,r>,f,f',g,u,x be as in Lemma 9.7, and assume
that all occurrences w of variables in 1' satisfy
w ^ occ(x,u ) .
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Then there are a simple critical pair <v,v‘> of
<R',R> and ^ e Z (T ( A ) ) such that Jfl' = t and
¿'v 1 = t 1 where <<1' is a generator of <v, v ’>.
Proof :
Since fu = t = hi 1 and w ^occ( x , u ) for all occur -
rences w of variables in 1 1 , one obtains et£Z(T(A))
with ocu = 1' and x£X. Thus
{ y £ var (u ) /ocyq/X } = { x }
 because var(u) = {x}. We choose an injective map
ping B:X *X with var ( B1 ' )n var (1 ) = (f and define
h £ Z ( T ( A ) ) by
o
{ gy if ye var(1)hfl'^y if yevar(Bl')
y otherwise.
fu = hctu implies fx = hocx and thus
h Bocx = ho = fx = gl = h 1
o o
because otxSl 1 . Hence <h , B> is a unifier of
o
<ocx, 1> . We form a most general unifier <h^,B>
of <ock ,1> and define h'£Z(T(A)) by
f r
 h ' y
Bocy
if y = x
otherwise.
Then <v,v'> = <h^Br ' , h^h 1 u > is a simple critical
 pair of tR',R> with generator << 1 1 , r'> , h^B>.
Since <h^,B> is a most general unifier of <«x, 1> ,
there is ^ezfTlA) ) with ^h^ = h Q . Hence for all
y£var(l') ^h^By = h^By = hy, and thus
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fth^Bl' = hi' = t.
Every y£var(l) satisfies ^h^y = h^y = gy, which
amounts to
The last technical lemma in this chapter concerns
the relationship between two unifiable terms t,t'
and their "greatest common divisor" u:
9.11 Common-divisor Lemma
Let A6K, t,t'eT(A) and f,f'£Z(T(A)) such that
ft = f't', t,t' are linear, var(t )uvar(t 1 ) ^ 0 and
var(t )nvar(t 1 ) = 0. Then there are a linear term u
and g,g'eZ(T(A)) such that gu = t, g'u = t 1 , gx = x
for all xevar(t), g'x = x for all xevar(t'), and
var(u) = where
= |xevar (t )/occ ( y , t ' )/occ ( x , t ) for all
and
V2 = {xevar(t 1 )/occ(y,t)^occ(x,t' ) for all
yevar(t)}.
Proof : by induction on size(t) + size(t'):
Since ft = ft 1 and var(t)uvar(t 1 ) ^ 0, we have the
following three cases.
(i) tex. We set u = t and define g,g'£Z(T(A)) by
^h^h'x = (^h 1 r = gr = f'x. ( 1 )
Since var(u) = {x}, (1) implies
' =^h^h'u = f'u = t' . □
yevar(t')}
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The conjecture follows immediately. (Note
that = {tj and V^ = 0. )
(ii) t 1 £ X. We proceed as in case (i).
(iii) size(t)>l and size(t')>l
.rank (cr)
and f v. = f 1 v ' .
l i
Then there are r
such that crv = t,
for all
£0P and v,v'6 T(A) '
crv ' = t
1^ i^n : = rank (cr) .
By induction hypothesis, for all l^iin with
var (v. )uvar(v' . ) 0 there are linear
l l
terms u. and q . , g ' . 6 Z ( T ( A ) ) such that
l ^ l
q . u . =
l
v.,q'.u. = v'.,l ' ^ l l l' g i X = x for all
x £var(v. ) ,
l
and var(u.
l
q 1 . x =
l
x for all x£var(vt ) ,
= V..uV„. where
li 2i
= { x£var ( v^. ) /occ (y, v i ) /occ (x , v J
for all ytvarfvV )}
and
V 2i = {xe var ( v V ) /occ (y,vj/occ(x,vt)
for all y6var(v^)}.
For all l^iin, let
if var(v Juvarfvi ) ^ 0
otherwise.
The conjecture is valid for u = cr( u 1 ^ , . . . ,u 1 )
and g,g'6Z(T(A)) defined by
gx
f q . x
= ■<
x
if xevar(u.) for some i
i
otherwise
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and
g' x x if x£var(ud for some i
g ' x
x otherwise.
(g and g' are well-defined because t,t' are
for all i. )
We get gu = crv = t, g 1 u = cTv ' = t ' , gx = x
n
for all x£var(t) = .U var(v.), and
i=l i„'
g'x = x for all x6var(t') = . U. var(v' . ).
i=l l
Furthermore, let xeV^. Then there is l^i^n
such that xevar(v^) and occ(y,v'^)4 occ(x , )
for all yivarfvt ) . Hence
x£Vii . Vice versa, suppose that x£V.^
for some l^i^n. Then occ(y,t ' ) y occ(x,t)
for all yevar(t'), i.e. xfeV-. Therefore,
n i n i
and analogously, = y.-1 V 2i'
Finally,
linear and var(u j£var(tduvar(ti )
n n
W □
9.12 Definition
Let A £ K and R£T(A) 2 . <t,t'>£T(A) 2 is absolutely
<R,A>-unifiable if for all f£Z(G(A))
fX£NF(R) implies u
for some ueG(A).
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2
Ms=T ( A ) is absolutely <R, A> -unif iable if all
<rt,t!>£M are absolutely <R,A>-unifiable.
2 2
<t,t'>sT (resp. M£T ) is absolutely R-unifiable if
<t,t'> (resp. M) is absolutely <rR, A> -unif iable for
all A£K.
9.13 Definition
2
Let AéK and R£T(A) . <R,A> is weakly confluent
if for all t,u,u'£G(A)
 u u
for some t 1 e G(A).
9.14 Proposition (Huet /30/, Lemma 2.4)
Let A £ K and R be a normalizing relation on T(A).
<R,A> is weakly confluent iff <R,A> is absolutely
confluent.
Proof :
Suppose that
u
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for some
 ■ n G ( A ) '
t, u , u ' e G ( A ) .
one obtains
By induction on t w.r.t.
t 1 £ G(A) with
u
9.15 Absolute-confluence Theorem
Let AeK and R be a normalizing term rewriting system
 on T(A). <R,A> is absolutely confluent iff SCRIT(R,R)
is absolutely <R,A>-unifiable (cf. Def. 9.5).
Proof :
Let <TR , A> be absolutely confluent and <t, t ’> 6 SCRIT( R , R ) .
By Prop. 9.4, there is t 6T(A) with
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for some ueG(A). Therefore, SCRIT(R,R) is absolu
tely <R,A>-unifiable.
Let SCRIT(R,R) be absolutely <" R , A>-unif iable .
By Prop. 9.14, absolute confluence of <R,A> follows
from weak confluence. So let
for some t,t ,12 £G(A). By Lemma 9.7, for i
there are ^L,r.>6R, f , f 1 , g e Z ( T ( A ) )
and a linear term u. such that var(u.) =
1 1
= { x . } for some x., f.u. = t, f'.u. = t. ,
L i J i'll '11 1
f . x . = q . 1 . and f 1 . x . = g . r . .
11 ^11 1111
 W.l.o.g. let x^ 4 . We define
1.2
V, = {x e fx } /occ (x ,u ? ) 4 occ(x,u. )}
and
V2 = (x £ {x 2 }/occ ( Xj^, u^ ) ^ occ ( x , u 2 ) } .
Since f^u^ = f2 U 2 , Lemma 9.11 implies that
there are a linear term u and h ,h 2 eZ(T(A))
with h x u = u JL , h 2 u = u 2 , h 1 x 1 = x x , h 2 x 2 =
 and var(u) = V^uV 2 .
Therefore, f^h^u = f^u^ = ^2 U 2 = ^2^2 U
and thus
f l h l X = f 2 h 2 X (1)
for all x£var(u). We define f£Z(T(A)) by
f f-^x if xeV^
fx = J f 2 x if xeV 2
otherwise.x
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Since V^Svariu) and h^u = , we have
var(h 2 x) £ var(u 2 ) = (x 2 )
for all xev, . This gives f«y ——*• f ' y for
all y€var(h 2 x) .
Thus by (1),
fx = f x = f. h x = f_h„x —f ' h „ x ( 2 )
-L _L_L Z Z K Z Z
for all xev^. Analogously, for all x£V 2
f x 'jhj*.
Suppose that each xevar(u) satisfies
(3)
for some t £G(A). Then
x
t 1 1 U 1
t 2 2 U 2
for some u'eG(A), and <R,A> will be weakly conflu
ent. Hence it remains to show (3).
Let x£V^. If fx = f ' 2^2 X ' then
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f ' 2 h 2 X = fx = f l X = f l x l = ^l 1 ! —
g^r^ = f 1 = f'= f
Choosinq t = f' h,x we conclude (3) from
^ x 11
f'lhi x = f'^xSf'^u^ = t^eG( A)
Let fx £ f^t^x. Then by (2),
fx ~lC* f ' 2 h 2 X -
By Lemma 9.7,
there are <l,r>6R, h,h'6Z(T(A)) and a linear
term u' such that vartu') = {z} for some z£X,
hu ' = fx and h'u' = f^h^x. We have two cases:
(i) w ^occ(z,u') for some occurrence w of a
variable in 1^ .
(ii) w /occ(z,u') for all occurrences w of vari
ables in 1 .
Let (i) hold. By Lemma 9.9, g^l^ = fx —-—>f2 <]Ci 2 x
implies f ' 2^2 x —R -> '^1"''1 ^ or some
g' i eZ(G(A)), and g^y—g ’ 1 y for all
y€var(l^). We set t^ = g'^r^ and conclude
(3 ) f rom
f'^h^x = f x = g l r l' 1^ g 'l r l
because var(r ) 9var(1^) .
Let (ii) hold. By Lemma 9.10, g^l^ = fx—^
implies ^yl = fx and ^v' - f ‘2^2*
for some ^eZ(G(A)) and a simple critical pair <v,v'>
of <R,R> with generator << 1^ , r , y> >. Since R is
normalizing, some g£Z(G(A)) satisfies
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X Y —^ > gyeNF(R)
for ail y6X.
= fx = g 1 l 1 and var ( r ^ )S var ( 1 ^ ) imply
S v = = ^i r i’ since < v , v ’> is absolutely
<R,A>-unifiable, we obtain
for some t &G(A) .
x
Hence (3) holds for all x£V^. An analogous proof
yields (3) for all and thus (3) holds for
all x£var(u) = ' ^3
Thms. 4.19 and 9.15 amount to the following con
sistency criterion:
9.16 Consistency Theorem
Let either H be a linear, normalizing and base-
complete relation on T such that for all <l,r>6H
op(l)nPOP = 0, or let K = {0} and H = 0. Let R be a
normalizing and base-consistent term rewriting sys
tem on T that includes EvH. If SCRIT(R,R) is abso
lutely R-unifiable, then PAR is consistent w.r.t.
<TBPAR, K> (cf . 2.7). □
9.17 Definition
Given relations R and R' on T, <t,t > £ T
2 (resp.
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2MS=T ) is called absolutely R-convergent w.r.t. R’
if (for all < t, t > 6 M) there is <u,u’>£R' such that
t—* u and t'—> u ' .
K K
2Clearly, if M£T is absolutely R-convergent
w.r.t. = (equality on T), then M is absolutely
R-unifiable. This gives rise to a "practical"
consistency criterion derived from Thm. 9.16:
9.18 Consistency Theorem
Let E-BE be linear, base-total and included in
T Q p p 0 pXT. Let R£.( T-BT) xT be directly decreasing
such that ES.R. If SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-con
vergent w.r.t. =, then PAR is consistent w.r.t.
<"BPAR, K>.
Proof :
Set H = E-BE. Then H is linear and by Thm. 7.2(i),
base-complete. Since R is directly decreasing and
includes H, H is also directly decreasing. Thus by
Thms . 6.10, 6.5 and Coroll. 5.4 (i ) , H and R are
normalizing. Since R£(T-BT)xT, Lemma 4.18 implies
that R is base-consistent. Hence the conjecture
follows from Thm. 9.16. O
9.19 Example (int)
Let BPAR and PAR be as in Ex. 7.9. We apply Thm.
9.18 in order to show that PAR is consistent w.r.t.
<BPAR,{0}>. Clearly, E-BE is linear. By Ex. 7.9, E
is directly decreasing and base-total. Hence we set
R : = e and enter the loop of decision graph I in
section 3.2. We have to check SCRIT(R,R) for abso-
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lute R-convergence w.r.t. =. The following list
contains all simple critical pairs of <R,R>, each
one followed by its generator, where Z(T) , cr = S, P,
is given by
Coy if z = y
f(r Z=^y if Z = X
( Z otherwise •
<S(x+Py), x+y > <i4, f p >
< P(x + Sy) , x+y > ri5, f s >
<P(x-Py ) , x-y > <il_, f p >
<"S(x-Sy ) , x-y > <i8, f s >
<(x•Py)+x, X V <iio, f r >
<(x•Sy)-x, X • y > <iH, f s >
R-convergence of the first four pairs is obtained
as follows :
S(x + Py) {i5~f sp(x+ y } x +y /
P ( x + Sy ) PS(x + y ) x + y,
p(x ~ Py) inf ps(x ~ y) ~nff x - y '
S(x-Sy) -J—Yf sp ( x-y ) ■ x_ y •
R-convergence of the last two pairs can be deduced
if the eguations
(x+y)-y = x i!2
and
(x-y)+y = x i!3
are added to R:
( x • Py )+x ^ ii;L y> ( (x-y)-x)+x ^ il3} > x-y,
(x - Sy) - x 7IIo7>((x - y)+x) - x al2f x - y -
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Unfortunately, i!2 and il3 induce a new list of
simple critical pairs and corresponding generators
where f s and f p are defined as above and
f^, cr=+,-, is given by
f cr( x , y ) if z = x
z otherwise:
<x- y, x-y> <il2, f >
<X , S(x+y)-Sy> <l12 ' fs"
<X, P((x+Sy)-y)> <il2 , fp
<x , P(x+y)-Py > <■112 , f p >
<x , S((x+Py)-y)> <112, f p >
<x+y, x+y> <il3, f >
<X, P(x-y)+Sy > < il3 , f c,>
<X, S ( ( x-Sy )+y )> <il3, f p >
<X, S ( x-y)+Py> <113, f r >
<X, P((x-Py)+y)> <113, f r >
Again, R must be extended by additional equations
in order to make the new critical pairs
R-convergent w.r.t. =, namely:
Sx+y = S(x+y) i!4
Px+y = P(x+y) i!5
 Sx-y = S(x-y) i!6
Px-y = P(x-y) i17
E.g., the second and the third critical pair of the
new list get R-convergent as follows:
S(x+y)-Sy
\'i7}
P ( S ( x+y ) -y ) (x+yJ-yJjj^x+yi-y jnTjX.
/{14}
P((x+Sy)-y)
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Again, the new equations (i!4 - il7) induce a new
list of simple critical pairs and corresponding
generators where f and f are defined as
above, while f^, o'- S,P, is given by
f ' z
if z = x
otherwise:
<S(Px+y) , x + y > < il4 , f 'p ;
< S(x + Sy) , S(Sx+y)> < il4 , V
< S(x + Py) , P(Sx+y)> <" i 14 , V
< P(Sx+y) , x + y > <il5 , f v
<P(x+Sy) , S(Px+y)> <il5 , f s >
<P(x+Py) , P(Px+y)> < il5 , f p>
<S(Px-y) , x-y > <il6 , f y
<S(x-Sy) , P(Sx-y ) > til6 , f s >
<(S (x-Py ) , S(Sx-y )> <il6 , Acu+1
< P ( Sx -y ) , x-y > <il 7, f 's ;
<P(x-Sy)  , P(Px-y)> <117, f s >
< P(x-Py) , S(Px-y)> <117, f p"
(Sx, S(x + y)-y > <il2, f 's ;
< Px , P(x+y)-y > < il2 , f 'p :
 < Sx, S(x —y)+y > <il3 , f 'r S'
< Px, P(X -y)+y> <il3 , f ' P'
All these critical pairs are R-convergent w.r.t. =.
E.g., the first four and the thirteenth pair yield
S(Px+y) {il5j> SP ( x+y ) -jjYf x+y ,
S(x + Sy)~^^^4^^
SS(x+y),
S(Sx+y)
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{15}
S ( x + Py ) > SP(x+y) {11}
x+y
P(Sx+y) ,> PS ( x + y )
and
S (x+y)-y ^ il6 y- S( (x + y)-y) ^ il2 j» Sx ,
respectively.
Therefore, SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-convergent
w.r.t. = where R = { il, . . . , il7 J. It is easy to see
that R is directly decreasing and contained in
(T-BT)xT. Hence by Thm. 9.18, PAR is consistent
w.r.t. < BPAR,K >.
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10. Relative confluence
In many cases the assumptions of Thm. 9.16 are too re
strictive. In particular, E may not be normalizing. If,
e.g., BPAR = <entry,set> (cf. Ex. 8.7), equation s2 of
set gives rise to a chain of - >, namely (t^)^
with t i = INS(INS(s,x) ,y) and t i+1 = INS(INS(s,y) , x )
for all ielN.
In order to tackle this problem Peterson, Stickel /55/,
Lankford, Ballantyne /45/ and Huet /30/ have introduced
a weaker notion of confluence which depends on some
given equivalence relation. Using Huet 1 s version we
adapt this approach to our framework and come up with a
consistency criterion (Thm. 10.3) which has partly
weaker assumptions than Thm. 9.16. Unfortunately, Ex.
10.4 will show that this criterion is not applicable to
our favourite example arrayl (cf. 2.2). Later on we
introduce relative confluence as an alternative approach
to consistency proofs for specifications with non
normalizing equations.
10.1 Definition
2
Let A6K, R£T(A) and ~ be an equivalence rela
tion on T(A). <R,A> is confluent modulo ~ if for
all t , t '€ T( A )
t < * t 1 implies t——t' .
R R K K
Let E0=T(A) 2 . Huet /30/, Lemma 2.7 and Thm. 3.3,
yield the following criterion for confluence modulo
10.2 Theorem
Let A€K, R be a linear term rewriting system on
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T(A) and EOST(A)^ such that ——»'< *> is
R EU
well-founded and for all <rl,r>6E0 var (1 ) = var ( r ) .
<R,A> is confluent modulo •*-*,.> iff for all
-1 E0 -1
<t,f> £ SCRIT(R,RuEOuEO )uSCRIT(RwEOuEO ,R)
□
10.3 Consistency Theorem
Let R£E be a linear and base-complete term
rewriting system on T such that for all <"l,r>6R
op(l)nPOP = 0, E-R9BE, —is well-founded
and for all <l,r>£E-R var(1) = var(r). If all
<t, t '> 6 SCRIT(R,Eu(E-R) -1 ) u SCRIT ( E u( E-R ) ~ 1 ,R)
and for all AeK <R,A> is base-consistent, then PAR
is consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
Let Ae K and HSPEC(A) = <S,OP(A) , E>. First we
show that for all t,t'6G(A)
HSPEC(A)' implies
t R
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Let 1 HSPEC(A) 1 ‘
n and tt ,u. .
1 n ' 1 '
with t. =t, t =t1 ' n
Then there are a least number
,U n-l' V 1 v , 6 G ( A )n—1
and
i i+1
for all l$iin. We prove by induction on n that
t '
> u ‘
for some u,u'eG(A). n = 1 implies t = t' .
Let n>l. Since R is normalizing and base-complete,
there is F.:G(A)—>BG(A) such that for all
A
teG(A) t—r*F (t). Thus we have
r\ A
By Thm. 10.2, induction hypothesis and base-consis
tency of <R,A>, we obtain
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for some u,u'eG(A).
Hence (**) holds true, and thus F, satisfies
4.14(i) and (ii) because ^R,A> is base-consistent
and E-R£BE. By Lemma 4.14, for all t,t'eG(A)
t= SPEC(A) t ' lm P lles F A (t)= BSPEC(A) F A (t ' ]
which results in consistency of PAR by 4.14(i). D
10.4 Example (arrayl)
Let BPAR = <entry,array> (cf. 1.5),
 PAR = <entry,arrayl> (cf. 2.2) and K be the class
of entry-algebras defined in Ex. 1.11. Since for
all
<l,r>€El = {b4_, b5_, b8_, b9_, n_5_, n_8, n9_, nil ,
n!2, el, e2, al, a3, . . .,a6 }
var(l) # var(r) or <l,r>^BE, and since {a2_} is not
normalizing, R must be chosen such that
El£ R£ E-{a_2 } .
But then <t, t’> with
t = PUT(PUT(a,0,y),Sx,z)
and
t' = IFA(FALSE,PUT(a,Sx,z),PUT(PUT(a,Sx,z),0,y))
is a simple critical pair of <(E-R) 1 ,R> with ge
nerator <a^ -1 ,f> where fa = a, fn = 0, fx = y,
fm = Sx and fy = z. A simple check of all possible
equations of R proves that 10.3 (*) holds if and
only if t < E ^ R > t' or
t < E ^ R ■> t" := PUT( PUT(a , Sx , z ) , 0 , y ) .
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W.l.o.g. assume that E-R = {a2}, and let t *——■* u.
— E-R
There is a least number n such that t., = t t = u
1 ' n
and t i < E-R> t i+l • Let bex ~ {a,x,y,z}. We
show by induction on n that
or
f l (f 3 f 4 ) b U
f 2 f 4 (f 3 f 4 } b = U
(*)
for some k<n where
f ± b = PUT(PUT(a,0,y),Sx,z),
f 2 b = PUT(PUT(a,Sx,z),0,y) ,
f 3 b = IFA(EQN(Sx,0),PUT(a,0,y),b),
f 4 b = IFA(EQN(0,Sx ),PUT(a,Sx,z),b)
and for all ceX - {b}, f c = ... = f^c = c.
n = 1 implies t = u, and thus (*) follows from
t = fb. Let n>l. By induction hypothesis,
(l) f 1 (f 3 f 4 > b = t n ^i
or
(ii) f 2 f 4 (f 3 f 4 ) k b = u
for some k<rn-l. If t
n — 1 E-R*u, then (i) implies
u = f f (f^f ) b, while (ii) implies u =
f l f 3 f 4 (f 3 f 4 ) b = f l (f 3 f 4 } b-
,k -1,
If t n _ 1 u < then (i) yields u = f 2 f 4 ( f 3 f 4 )
while (ii) results in u = f (f^f^) b.
Hence (* ) holds true.
Since ue{t',t"i does not satisfy (*), we conclude
that neither t ■*- t ' nor t r^t" hold, and
E-R ~ ” E-R
thus - as we have seen above - <t, t '> does not
satisfy 10.3(*). Therefore, Thm. 10.3 cannot be
applied in order to show that PAR is consistent
w.r.t. <BPAR,K >. □
In the following we introduce the notion of rela-
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tive confluence (10.7) which differs from conflu
ence modulo ■*--* > mainly because it does not re-
gard E-R as a symmetric relation. A "local" crite
rion for relative confluence - corresponding to
Thm. 9.15 with respect to absolute confluence -
will be given by Thm. 10.14. Thms. 10.7, 10.15 and
10.16 provide consistency criteria that assume the
existence of relatively confluent relations.
The eguivalence closure of reductions used by Huet
/30/ will be replaced by a parallel-reduction
relation:
10.5 Definition
Let R be a binary relation on T.
R is parallel OP-compatible if for ail w£S + , s6S,
cteOP , t,t'£T and lrj^lg(w) the following
condition holds true:
If <t . ,t' . > é R and <t. ,t' .>£ R 4 for all l^i^lg(w),
3 3 i' i
then <<rt, ert ’> £ R .
R is parallel OP-stable if for all <t,t ‘>6R and
f ,gez(T)
<fx,gx>£R ¿ for all x€X implies <ft,gt'>€R.
===£■ denotes the parallel-R-reduction relation on
R '
T, i.e. the least parallel OP-compatible and
parallel OP-stable relation on T that includes R.
We write t ■ > t ' instead of < t, t'> € ===^.
Let A€ K. Replacing OP,T and Z(T) by OP(A), T(A) and
Z(T(A)), respectively, we obtain the notions pa-
rallel OP(A)-compatible and parallel OP(A)-stable,
and > stands for the parallel-R-reduction re-
lation on T(A).
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10.6 Definition
2
Let ASK and RST(A) . The pair <R,A> is rela-
tively confluent if for all t,u,u'£G(A)
R
for some v,v 1 ,t 1 eG(A).
10.7 Consistency Theorem
Let either H be a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <l,r>eH
op(l)nPOP = 0, or let K = {0} and H = 0.
For all A £ K let R(A) be a normalizing term rewrite-
ing system on T(A) such that HSR(A) and E-R(A) is
a term rewriting system contained in BE. If for all
AeK <R(A),A> is absolutely and relatively conflu
ent, base-complete and base-consistent, then PAR is
consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
Let AeK and HSPEC(A) = <S,OP(A) ,EuH>. Since R(A) is
normalizing and <R(A),A> is absolutely confluent
and base-complete, there is a function F ft : G(A)—>-BG(A)
which maps every t€G(A) to its unique normal
form w.r.t. R(A) (cf. Prop. 4.16). First we show
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that for all t,t'€G(A)
t= HSPEC(A) t ' im P lies
F A (t] = BSPEC(A) F A (t ' ) '
LSt HSPEC( A ) ^' ‘
n and t ± t n' U l'
Then there are a least number
..,u €G(A) with
' n
x
R( A)
-> t .
l
and
(i)
or
(ii )
or
 u i R "( A~r* t i +1
U i E-R(A) ^ t i+l
(iii) U i < E-R(A) t i+l
for all l<i<n. We prove F ft (t) = BSPEC ( A ) F A ( }
by induction on n.
n = 1 implies t t and thus F^(t) = F ft (t').
Let n>l. By induction hypothesis,
F A (t 2 5 = BSPEC(A) F A (F 5 ‘
 If i = 1 satisfies (i), then F ft (t) =
follows from
so that F A (t) = BSPEC(A) F A (f).
If i = 1 satisfies (ii), then
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Since <R(A),A> is relatively confluent, we obtain
F A ( t )
E-R(A) R( A)
R( A)
for some Therefore,
F s (ti
E-R(A)
w
A.
R ( A )
-> t '
R( A)
(1)
Since F (t)£BG(A), E-R(A) is a term rewriting
A
system and <R(A),A> is base-consistent, (1) implies
F A (t) ~BSPEC(A) F A (t 2 } • ThUS F A (t)HH BSPEC(A) F A U ' ] '
If i = 1 satisfies (iii), we have
Since <R(A),A> is relatively confluent, we obtain
u. w
R( A) E-R(A)
u ' i <-
R ( A )
for some u'^GlA). Therefore,
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f a u>
R ( A ) *
U ' ■e
•Xr
R( A)
F A (t 2>
A E-R(A)
f
Y
(2 )
Since F (t)€BG(A), E-R(A) is a term rewriting
system and <R(A),A> is base-consistent, (2) implies
F A (t 2 ] =BSPEC( A) F A (t ) ' ThUS F A (t } = BSPEC(A) F A (t ' } '
Hence (*) holds true.
Case 1: H is a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <l,r>6H
op(l)nPOP = ty. (*) agrees with condition 4.14(i).
4.14(ii) follows from base-consistency of <R(A),A>.
Thus by Lemma 4.14, PAR is consistent w.r.t.
<BPAR, K>.
Case 2 : K = {0} and H = 0. Then SPEC(A) = HSPEC(A)
so that t =sp E c( A )t' with t,t'€BG(A) implies
t — BSPECtA) 1"' an<^ base-consistency of
<R(A),A>. Therefore, PAR is consistent w.r.t.
< BPAR,K >. □
Let us now prepare the local criterion for relative
confluence given by Thm. 10.14. First we need a
decomposition lemma for parallel reductions that
corresponds to Lemma 9.7 where we analyzed
non-parallel reductions. Lemmata 10.9 and 10.10
correspond to 9.9 and 9.10, respectively. Finally,
relative R-unifiability of term pairs (Def.10.11)
plays a similar role for relative confluence as
absolute R-unifiability does for absolute conflu
ence .
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(1)
10.8 Parallel-reduction-analysis Lemma
2
Let Ae K, R£T(A) and t >t' . Then there are
f,f'eZ(T(A)) and a term u€T(A), which is linear in
X-var(t), such that fu = t, f'u = t for all
yevar(t) fy = f'y = y and for all xevar(u)-var(t) =
= 0 fx = gl, f'x = g'r and g - ■ R >g 1 for some
<l,r>£R and g,g'€Z(T(A)).
Proof by induction on the definition of =■'■ ■)> (cf.
10.5):
(i) If <t,t’>eR, then the conjecture follows for
<l,r> = <t, t'> , u = xeX-var(t), g = g ' = inc and
f,f'€Z(T(A)) with fx = 1, f'x = r and fy = f'y = y
for all y6var(t).
(ii) Let t = cr( tt ), t' = cr( t ' 1 , . . . ,t' ),
1 n 1 n
t . . > t ' . . for some l^il, . . . , ik-^n and
I j R 1J ' '
t^ = t L for all l^i^n with i^{il, . . .,ik}. By
induction hypothesis, for all l^j^k there are
f.f' . e Z ( T ( A ) ) and a term u., which is linear
II 1
in X-var(t^_.), such that f_.u^ = ^ ' j u j = t 'ij'
for all yevar(t^_.) f_.y = f'^y = Y
and for all xevar (u_. )-var (t^ _. ) ^ 0
some <1, r> e R and g,g’£Z(T(A)) satisfy f x = gl ,
f ' .x = gr and g >g ' .
1 ^
W.l.o.g. we may assume that for all l£j,rik with
j * r
(var(u . )-var(t. .) )o( (var(u )-var(t. ))uvar(t)) = 0
1 11 r lr
and thus f y = f'^y = y for all yevar(t).
Let f,f'fZ(T(A)) be defined by
fx =
f_.x if xevarfu d-varft^. J and lijik
otherwise
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and
{ f ' .x if xevar(u.)-var(t. .) and l^j^k
D J 13
x otherwise.
Let u' . . = u . for all Kj<k and u' . = t.
ID 3 i i
for all l^i^n with i 4 {il, . . . , ik} . With u =
cr( u 1 ^ , . . . , u ' n ) we obtain the conjecture as
follows:
By (1) and since for all lkj^k u_. is linear in
X-var(t. u is linear in X-var(t). Moreover.
ID
fu = <r(fu' lf . . . ,fu' n ) = cr{t 1 , . . . ,t n ) = t,
f'u = cr( f 1 u 1 x ,f'u' n ) = cr( t ' x t' n ) = t'
and fy = f'y = y for all yevar(t). Finally, for all
xevar(u)-var(t) = (var(u^)-var(t^^)) = 0
there are <l,r>£R and g,g'eZ(T(A)) with fx = gl,
A '
f'x = gr and g==^g' .
K
(iii) Let t = hv and t' = h'v' for some
h,h'eZ(T(A)) and v,v'£T(A) with v=^v' and h===>h'.
By induction hypothesis, there are f ,f 1 Z(T(A))
and a term u , which is linear in
o '
X-var(v), such that f u = v, f‘ u = v 1 ,
' o o o o
for all yevar(v) f y = f' 0 Y = Y and for all
x evar (u )-var ( v ) # 0 some <1, r>£R and g,g'€Z(T(A))
satisfy f x = gl, f' x = g'r and g=>g' .
W.l.o.g. we may assume that
(var(u )-var(v) Invar (t ) = 0. (2)
o
Let V be the set of all xeX with hx h ' x . Let
K
xeV. By induction hypothesis, there are
f ,f' £Z(T(A)) and a term u , which is linear in
X ' X X
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X-var(hx), such that for all yevar(hx) f y =
f' x y = y and for all yevar(u )-var(hx) # 0 some
<l,r>£R and g,g'eZ(T(A)) satisfy f y = gl,
f ' x y = gr and g==>g' .
W.l.o.g. suppose that for all x,y£V with x ^ y
(var(u )-var(hx))n((var(u )-var(hy))ovar(u )uvar(t))
x y o
= 0. (3)
Let f,f'6Z(T(A)) be defined by
if ysvar(u )-var(v)
o
if yevar(u^l-varthx) and xeV
otherwise
and
f 'y f h 1 f 1 y if y e var ( u q )-var ( v )f 1 ^y i s r( ^)- r(hx ) and x£V
y otherwise.
Moreover, define g €Z(T(A)) by
g xo
if xevar(u )nvar(v)nV
o
if xe(var(u )nvar(v))-V
o
otherwise .
With u = g Q u o we conclude the conjecture as
follows:
The definition of u yields
var (u ) £ ( V7 var (u ))uvar(h(var(v)))u(var(u )-var(v))
xe V x o
and thus
var(u)-var(t ) £ ( 17 (var(u )-var(hx)) )o(var(u )-var(v) ) . (4)
xeV x o
Since u is linear in X-var(v) and for all xeV
o
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u^ is linear in X-var(hx), (3) implies that u is
linear in X-var(t). Furthermore,
a) for all x€V and yevar(u^)-var(hx)
fY = f X Y and f'y = f' x y,
b) for all xev and yevar(u^Invar(hx)
fy = Y = f x Y and f'y = y = f' x y,
c) for all xe(var(u )nvar(v))-V fq x = fhx
o * o
= hx = hf x and f'q x = f'hx = hx = h'xo ^o
= h ' f ' x ,
o '
d ) for all xivar(u )-var(v) fq x = fx
o o
= hf x and f'q x = f'x = h'f' x.
o o o
a) and b) imply
e) for all x var(u )nvar(v)nV fq x = fu
o -ox
= f u = hx = hf x and f'q x = f'u
xx o o x
=f'u = h'x = h'f' x.
xx o
c ) , d) and e ) imply
fu = fq u = hf u = hv = t
o o o o
and
f'u=f'qu =h'f' u =h'v' =t' .
^o o o o
(2) and (3) yield fy = y = f'y for all yevar(t).
Let yevar(u)-var(t). By (4), we have either
yivar(u^l-varfhx) for some xev or yevar(u q )-var(v).
In the first case there are <rl,r>£R and
g , g 'e Z (T ( A ) ) such that fy = f x y = gl, f'y = f' x y
= g ' r and g=^g 1 -
The second case provides <l,r>£R and g,g'fZ(T(A))
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with fy = hf Q y = hgl, f'y = h'f' o y = h'g'r and
hg==^hg' . □
10.9 Independent-parallel-reductions Lemma
Let Ae K, R£T ( A ) 2 , e = < 1 ' , r'> 6 T ( A ) 2 be a linear rule,
h€Z(T(A)) and hi 1 = t =i > t' . Let f,f 1 u be as
in Lemma 10.8, and assume that for all xevar(u)
 there is z tvar(l 1 ) with occ(z ,1 1 )iocc(x,u) .
X X
Then
Proof :
Since t£G(A), var(t) is empty.
Let xevar(u). Since hi' = t = fu and occ(z ,1')
x '
^ occ(x,u) . there is a subterm u of u such that
' ' x
hz = fu and occ (z , 1 1 ) • occ (x,u ) = occ ( x , u ) .
xx x' x
Let Z(T(A) ) be defined by
fu if y = z and xevar(u)x 1 x
yy = \
(hy otherwise.
Hence fyz = fu = hz = fhz for all xevar(u)
o X X X X
because hz^ s t, and f^y = fhy for all yeX-{z^/xevar(u)J .
Therefore f= fh, and we obtain
f^l 1 = fhl hi t fu . (1)
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Moreover,
 var< a,1 ' ) = x £ vVr(u) var( V - var(u >. < 2 >
and for all xevar(u)
occ(x,u) = OCC (Z 1 ' ) • OCC (X,u )
 X 'X
= (occ(Z x ,1 1 )•OCC(X,yx) = occ(x,yl'). (3)
(1) - (3) imply ^1' = u. Define h'eZ(T(A)) by
h ' y = i
rf '#y
hy
if yevar(1 ' )
otherwise .
Since for all xevar(u) f x - R >f 1 x, (2) implies
 for all y£var(1'), and thus fh = f^ — R- > h ' .
Finally, t' = f'u = f 1 ' = h ' 1 ' results in
hr 1 = fhr '
because fhi' = hi' and var(r') £ var(1 1 ) . □
10.10 Dependent-parallel-reductions Lemma
Let Ae K, R, R'£T( A ) 2 , <1 ' , r'> e R ' , h£Z(T(A)) and
hi' = t i*t ' such that for all <l,r>6 R var(r) £ var(l) ,
<l',r'> is a linear rule and CRIT(R',R) is
 not including (cf. 9.5). Let f,f',u be as in Lemma
10.8, and assume that some xevar(u) satisfies
occ(y,1 1 )^occ(x,u) for all yevar(l').
Then there are a critical pair <v,v'> of <R',R>
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and ^ 1( y'ez(T(A) ) such that = t, ^'v' = t' and
where <"< 1 1 , r'> , y>> is a generator of <v,v'>.
Proof :
Since t£G(A), var(t) is empty. W.l.o.g. suppose
that var(1 1 )nvar(u) is empty, and define
 V 1 = {xevar (1 1 )/occ (y, u ^occ (x , 1 ' ) for all
ye var(u ) }
and
 V 2 = {xevar(u)/occ(y,1 1 )/occ(x,u ) for all
yevar(1 ' ) } .
Since hi 1 = t = fu, Lemma 9.11 provides a linear
term u 1 and g,g'eZ(T(A)) such that gu' = 1', g'u'
= u, gx = x for all xevar(l'), g'x = x for all
xevar(u), and var(u') = Hence 9 X = x
for all xeV^, and thus
s{xevar(u 1 )/gxeX}. (1)
Let xevar(u') and gxex. If x would belong to V 2 ,
we would get g'x = x and thus occ(gx,gu 1 ) =
occ(x,g'u'). Therefore occ(gx,l ' ) = occ(x,u) in
contradiction to Hence
{xevar (u ') /gxex] £ \7 . (2)
By (1) and ( 2 ) ,
{xevar(u ' )/gx^Xj = V 2 . (3)
By assumption, V 2 is not empty, and by Lemma
10.8, for all xeV 2 some <l x ,r x >eR and
g x ,g' x eZ(T(A)) satisfy fx = g x l x ,
(4)
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f ' x = g ' r and q — “ > q 1 .
^ x x y x R y x
 Let x£V 2 - We choose an injective mapping
«1• : X—>X such that for all y£V_ y ^ x implies
var (oc^l^ )n ( var (cc^l^ )uvar (1 ' )uvar (u ' ) ) = 0
and define h £Z(T(A)) by
o 1
q « \ if yevar(ct 1 ) and xev
hy if yevar(1')
y otherwise.
Since fg'u' = fu = t = hi' = hgu', we obtain for
all xev 2
ho^l =ql = fx = fq'x = hqxo x x ^x x ^
and thus h od. 1 = h gx because gx is a sub-
o x x o ^
term of 1 ' . Let V 2 = {xl, . . . , xnj, t = <gx^ , . . . ,gx n>
and u =<oc 1 et 1 >. We have just
xl xl' ' xn xn J
shown that <h ,id> is a unifier of <t,u>. Weo
form a most general unifier <rh^,id> of <t,u> and
define h'£Z(T(A)) by
ioC r if X £ V ~
X X 2
(gx otherwise.
 (3) implies that <v,v’> = <h^r 1 , h^h 1 u’> is a
critical pair of <R ' , R> with generator «1 ' ,r '>, h^
 Since <h^,id> is a most general unifier of <t,u>,
there is yeZ(T(A)) with ^h^ = h Q . Hence for all
 xevar(l') ^h^x = h Q x = hx, and thus
^ h^l 1 = hi 1 =t.
By assumption, <v,v'> is not including so that for
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all xeV_ h K. 1 = a. 1 . Therefore
-L X X XX
h at, r = oo r because var (r ) £ var (1 ).
1 x x xx x x
 Define ^'6Z(T(A)1 by
t'y < f 'g ’ y
l#y
if yevar («. 1 ) and x€V_xx 2
if yev ±
otherwise.
One obtains
y' h^h ' x = y'h,oi r = y'<*. ra 1 x x a xx
= f ' x = f 'g ' x
g rx x
(5 )
for all xeV^.
Let xeV. . By (4). xs/var (ot 1 ) for all y6V„.
xevar(gy) for some wou ld imply occ(y,u 1 )
 < occ(x,1 1 ) bee ause gu 1 = 1' and gy^X (cf. (3)).
Since g'u' = u and g'y = y ( we would obtain
occ(y,u) = occ(y,u')< occ(x,l') in contradiction to
xeV 1 . Hence for all yev^
 x ^ var (^ly ) var(gy),
 i.e. x/var(tluvar(u). Thus we may assume that
h^x = x, (6)
which amounts to
^/'h^h'x = ^'h^gx = y'h-^x = y' x = f'g'x. (7)
(5) and (7 ) yield
y'v' = ^'h^h'u 1 = f'g'u' = f'u' = t' .
 Finally, we have to show y = r t '* #' •
Since ^v,v'> is not including, we have for all
x £V 2
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yoc 1 = yh oc 1 = h oc 1Jxx 0 1 x x o x x
and thus for all yevar 1 )
XX
= h y = q oc 1 y ===i> q'oc _1 y = y'v. (8)
o 1 -xx y R ^ x x y 0 y
Since h qu' = h 1' = hi' = t = fu = fq'u'
O " O n /
(6) implies for all xev^
 = y h i x = y h i^ x = h 0 9 x = fg'x
and thus
^x = f q ' x ===^ f ' q 1 x = ^'x (9)
because fu - >f'u and q'x is a subterm of u.
Hence by definition of ^ — >y' follows from
(8) and (9 ) . □
10.11 Definition
2 2
Let AGK and R£T(A) . <t,t'>6T(A) is relative-
ly <R,A>-unifiable if there is uGT(A) such that
t——> u and <u,t'> is absolutely <R,A>-
unifiable (cf. Def. 9.12).
2
M£T(A) is relatively <R,A>-unifiable if all
<t,t'>6M are relatively <R,A>-unifiable.
2 2
<t, t '> £ T (resp. M£T ) is relatively R-unifiable
if <t,t'> (resp. M) is relatively < R, A>-unif iable
for all ASK.
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10.12 Definition
2
Let A6K and R£T(A) . G(R) denotes the set of all
pairs <rfl,gr> with ^l,r>iR and f,geZ(G(A)) such
that f ===> g.
10.13 Proposition
Let A6K and R£T(A) 2 . For all t,t'6G(A),
t > t 'G ( R ) iff t —'>t ' .R
Proof :
Clearly, G(R) is a subset of Hence
Let t =^t ' for some t,t'6G(A).G ( R ) “ R ' w R
By Lemma 10.8, there are f,f'£Z(T(A)) and u£T(A)
such that fu = t, f'u = t' and <fx,gx>£G(R) for all
xevar(u). Therefore t
G ( R ) □
10.14 Relative-confluence Theorem
Let A£ K and R be a linear and normalizing term
rewriting system on T(A) such that <R,A> is
absolutely confluent and E-R is a term rewriting
system .
<R,A> is relatively confluent if the following
conditions hold:
(a) For all eeR CRIT({e}, E-R) is relatively
<R,A>-unifiable and not including, or
CRIT({e},G(E-R)) is relatively <R,A>-uni-
fiable.
(b) For all <t, t'>€ SCRIT(E-R,R) and f6Z(G(A))
with fXSNF(R) some g£Z(G(A)) satisfies
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ft' —gl
and for all xevar(l)
fjix —gx
where <<± ,r >,y> is a generator of <t,t'>.
Proof :
Let (a) and (b) hold true and
for some t,u,t2^G(A). We prove by induction on t
w.r.t. > (cf. 4.9) that
K
If t€NF(R), then t = u and thus (1) follows from
u = t ' t ~l> t„ . Otherwise t 0 > t 1 for some
hi — K Z K X
t 1 £G(A).
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Provided that
R
(1) is obtained as follows:
(2 )
R R
u >
(3) and (5) result from absolute confluence of
<R,A >. (4) is a consequence of the induction hypo
thesis. Thus it remains to show (2).
By Lemmata 9.7 and 10.8, (0) implies that there are
<l,r>6R, fi>f'i<9'f2 *f'2 6Z ^ G ( A ) ) and linear
terms u^,u 2 such that var(u^) = {x^} for some x^eX,
f l u l - f 2 u 2 " 1 £ 'l u l - *1
f ' 2 U 2 = t 2 , f 1 x 1 = gl, f' 1 x 1 = gr
and for all xevartu ) some <1 r >eE-R and
^ XX
 g x ,g' x £Z(T(A)) satisfy f 2 x = g x l x#
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fx —^-»-f'^h^x. (8)
 f ' ~ x = q ' r and g
2 ^ x x ^
 a 1
x E-R y x
W.l.o.g. let x^var (u^ ) . We define
V ^ = {x e {x.j} /occ (y, u 2 )Vocc ( x , u 1 )
for all yevarii^)}
and
V 2 = {xevar (u^/occtx^u^l/occtx.u^ )} .
Since f^u^ = ^2 U 2' L,emma 9.11 implies that
 there are a linear term u and h^,Z(T(A))
with h^u = , t^u = , h^x^ = x^
and h^x = x for all xevar(u^) and var(u)
= w
Therefore, f^h^u = f_L u 1 = t = f 2 u 2 = f 2 h 2 U
and thus
fi h i x = f2 h 2 x (6 )
for all xevar(u). We define feZ(T(A)) by
f l x if X£V 1
f 2 x if x£V
X otherwise.
 Since V^Svar(u) and h^u = u^, all x6V^
satisfy var(h 2 x)£var(u 2 ). This gives
f _y ~~~~ p > f 1 _y for all yevar(h 0 x). Thus by
Z ill — K z z
(6),
fx = f x = f h x = f h x===i>f' h x (7)
1 11 22 E-R 2 2
for all x£V^. Analogously, for all xev^
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Suppose that each x£var(u) satisfies
Hence it remains to show (9).
Let xevar(u ) .
Case 1 : xeV^. If fx = f^h^x, then
 f'= fx = f^x  = f 1 x 1 = gl gr
— -f 1 y
ii
= f i h i x i = f1 i h i x •
Choosing t^ = f' 1 h 1 x for i = 1,2,3, we
conclude (9) from
(9)
f'-^h^x = f'2 x ~^'i u i = t^€G(A).
Let fx / f'^h^x. Then by (7),
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fX “>f ' 2 h 2 X (10 )
Since fx = f^x^£ ^i u i = t£ G(A), (10) and
Prop. 10.13 imply
f x ¿►f ' „tuxG(E-R) 2 2
We set
BR
E-R if CRIT({<1,r>3,E-R) is relatively
<R,A>-unifiable and not including
G(E-R) otherwise
and obtain
f x
BR 2 h 2 X '
By Lemma 10.9, there are h,h'eZ(T(A)) and a linear
term u' with hu' = fx and h'u' = We
have two cases :
(i) For all yevar(u') some z£var(l) satisfies
occ(z,l)^occ(y,u').
(ii) Some yevar(u') satisfies occ ( z,1 ) ^occ(y,u 1 )
for all z evar (1 ) .
Since gl = f^x^Sf^u^ = teG(A), we may assume
that ge Z(G(A) ) .
Case 1.1: (i) holds. By Lemma 10.9,
gl = fx==^f' 2 h 2 x implies
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We set = gr and conclude (9) from
i, x
Case 1.2: (ii) holds. By Lemma 10.10, gl =
f x implies yy 1 = fx < f 2 h 2 x
and y ~~br ^ ' for some y. ' e z ( G ( A ) ) and a critical pair
<v,v'>of <R,BR> with generator <<l,r>,^>. By
assumption (a), <v,v'> is relatively <R,A>-
-unifiable. Hence there are terms v ^, v 2 suc h
that
v
.4
E-R v 2
and <V2,v'> is absolutely <R,A>-unifiable.
Let xevar iyl) .
By Prop. 10.13,
^ E-R ^ '
Thus (11) and (12) yield
E-R ¡r 2 '
(11 )
(12)
(13)
Since R is normalizing, some g'eZ(G(A)) satisfies
y 1 z —> g ' z 6-NF ( R )
for all z€X.
yyl = fx = gl and var (r ) £ var (1 ) imply yv=yyr = gr .
Since <’V2 < v'> is absolutely <R , A>-unif iable , (9)
follows from (13):
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Hence (9) holds for all xtV^.
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Case 2: xeV 0 . If fx = f' h x, then
f i h i x * fx = f x = g 1 - _ _ > g 1 r2 ^x x E-R * x x
ilXCM
II XC\JnCM4-1
Choosing t = f' h x and t_ = t..1, x 11 2,x 3,x
= f ' 2 h 2 x, we conclude (9) from
f ' 2 h 2 x = f' 2 xsf' 2 u 2 = 1 2 £ G(A) .
Let fx ^ f'lhfX. Then by (8),
f X R * f l h l X ’
Since fx = f 2 x £ f 2 u 2 = t£G(A), Lemma 9
implies that there are h,h'£Z(G(A)) and a linear
term u such that var(u J = {y} for some y£X,
hu = fx and h'u = f'^h^x. We have two cases:
(iii) wiocc(y,u') for some occurrence w of a vari
able in 1 .
x
(iv) w/occ(y,u') for all occurrences w of vari
ables in 1 .
x
Since g x l x = f^x S f^u^ = t£G(A), we may
assume that g eZ(G(A)).
x
Case 2.1: (iii) holds. By Lemma 9.9,
Vx - fx -ic* f i h i x im e lies f 'l h l x —i)—"S'b
for some g'i Z(G(A)) with g z—g 1 z for all
X K
zevar(1 ) .
x
Let zevar(l ). Since 1 is not a variable,
x x
9 x 2 c 9* 1 * - f 2 x s f 2 U 2 ■ teG(A)
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and thus g z < t. By induction hypothesis,
X i\
for some g ' 1 ,g ' 2 ,g' 3 eZ(G(A)). Therefore (9)
is obtained as follows:
Case 2.2: (iv) holds. By Lemma 9.10,
g^l^ = fx—i m pli es = f x anc^
^v' = f'^h^x for some ^eZ(G(A)) and a simple
critical pair <v,v'> of <E-R,R> with generator
<^< l x , r x > , Y > - Since R is normalizing, some
 f'£ Z(G(A) ) satisfies
——>f ' zeNF(R)
for all zeX. By assumption (b), there is g'eZ(G(A))
such that
f 1 v ' ^ g 1 1
x
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and for all zevard )
x
★
f 'u>z >g ' z .
7 R
Let zevard ). Since 1 is not a variable
x x
V c Vx = f 2* £f 2 u 2 - t€G(fl)
and thus g z< t. Moreover, g 1 = fx = vyl
XK “XX 0 I )
implies g^z = so that
f ' y>z
R
-> g ' z
By induction hypothesis,
for some g ' ^,g 1 2 ,g ' eZ(G(A)), and (9) results
from
11‘
f,' h n x = vv 1 —- ^ > f 1 v '—7+g'l —^->g'l „ ,
0 * y x *• ^1 x^E-I*•
*• ¡s' R
f„'h„x = f _ ' x = g 'r 5—^g-, ' r2 2 2 ^x x R 3 x
gir2 x
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Hence (9) holds for all xev 2 -
Since var(u) = V 1 ^V 2 , all xevar(u) satisfy (9). □
Thms . 9.15, 10.7 and 10.14 amount to the following
consistency criterion:
10.15 Consistency Theorem
Let either H be a linear, normalizing and base-com
plete relation on T such that for all <l,r>eH
op(1)n POP = 0, or let K = {0} and H = 0.
Let R be a linear, normalizing, base-complete and
base-consistent term rewriting system on T such
that R includes H and E-R is a term rewriting
system contained in BE.
If SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-unifiable,
CRIT(R,E-R) is relatively R-unifiable and not
including and CRIT(E-R,R) is empty, then PAR is
consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>. □
10.16 Definition
2
Given relations R and R' on T, <t,t'>eT (resp.
2
M£T ) is called relatively R-convergent w.r.t. R'
if (for all < t, t '> 6 M ) there is <u,u'>€R' such that
** * *
and ■
2 2
Clearly, if R£T , and M£T is relatively R-con
vergent w.r.t. = (equality on T), then M is rela
tively R-unifiable. This fact provides a "practi
cal" consistency criterion derived from Thm. 10.15
and generalizing Thm. 9.18:
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10.17 Consistency Theorem
Let E-BE be base-total and included in T Qp pQp xT.
Let R=((T-BT)xT)uBE be linear and directly decreasing
 such that E-BEsR and E-R is a term rewriting
system. If SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-convergent
w.r.t. =, CRIT(R,E-R) is relatively R-convergent
w.r.t. = and not including and if CRIT(E-R,R) is
empty, then PAR is consistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K>.
Proof :
Set H = E-BE. Since E-BE£R, H is linear and direct
ly decreasing. Thus by Thms. 6.10, 6.5 and Coroll.
5.4(i), H and R are normalizing. By Thm. 7.2(i), H
is base-complete. Since R s( (T-BT)xT)uBE, Lemma 4.18
implies that R is base-consistent. Hence the
conjecture follows from Thm. 10.15. □
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11. Consistent specifications with conditionals
This chapter resumes the case we studied in chapter 8,
namely that for all AeK BSPEC(A) is a correct extension
of bool. Again, the set of base predicates (terms in
BT bool^ ;'' S denoted by BP, and a set C of conditionals
(cf. 8.2) is fixed. Furthermore, we recall Prop. 8.1,
which says that BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool
if and only if bool is a subspecification of BSPEC(A)
 such that for all tiBG(A) bool either t « BspEC(A ,TRUE
or 1 “bspecu) false -
So assume that for all AeK BSPEC(A) is a correct exten
sion of bool. We shall come up with two consistency
criteria which differ from Thm. 9.18 resp. 10.17, essen
tially in that base-totality (w.r.t. BOP) and R-conver-
gence w.r.t. equality on T are weakened to base-totality
w.r.t. BOP-C (cf. 8.4) and R-convergence w.r.t.
conditional equality (Def. 11.1), respectively. The
crucial fact is that R-convergence w.r.t. conditional
equality implies <RuCR(A),A>-unifiability where CR(A)
is the set of conditional A-rules (Def. 11.4, Thm.
11.6).
We proceed with two criteria for absolute resp. rela
tive confluence of <RuCR(A)uCCR,A> (Thms. 11.8, 11.9)
weakening the criteria for confluence of <R,A> given
by Thms. 9.15 and 10.14. Thms. 11.10 and 11.11 present
consistency conditions derived from 11.8/9 and related
to 9.18 and 10.17 as indicated above. Finally, we use
Thm. 11.11 for a consistency proof of arrayl (cf. 2.2)
and setl (cf. 8.7).
11.1 Definition
The sets ct(t,p),te T,peBP, of conditional subterms
of t w.r.t. p are inductively defined as follows:
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f {< t ' , qAq'> /<t ' , q>£ct (u , p )}
c:t(t,p) =-^ u {<t 1 , q/\iq '> /<t ' , q>£ ct (u ' , p ) j
| if t = IF (q ' ,u ,u ' ) , IFeC and q'eBP
V {<t,p>} otherwise
Note that in general neither ct(t,p) c sct(t,p) nor
sct(t,p) Q ct(t,p) (cf. Def. 8.9).
peBP is contradictory if for all A£K and f£BZ(G(A))
fp ~BSPEC(A) FALSE -
t,t'€T are conditionally equal if for all <u,p>6
ct (t, TRUE )and<u p '> £ ct (t TRUE ) u = u' or pAp '
2
is contradictory. The set of all pairs <t,t‘>6T
where t and t 1 are conditionally equal is called
conditional equality and denoted by
For verification purposes we define a family of bi
nary relations peBP, on T by:
t ~ t ' iff for all <u,q>£ct(t,p) and <u',q l >ect(t , ,p)
u = u‘ or pAqAq' is contradictory.
Clearly, TRUE
11.2 Proposition
{ peBP sa 't i s f i es the following recursive de
finition :
Let IFeC ( qeBP,u 1 ,u 2 ,U2,t 1 ,t 2( IF(q,t 1 ,t 2 )6T
such that for i = 1,2 root (u^ ) eC implies arg(u. BP.
(i) IF(q,t 1 ,t 2 ) iff t. ~ u_1 pAq 2
and
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t 2 p/nq U 2'
(ii) u. ~ IF(q,t.,t_) iff u. — t.,
1 p 1' 2 1 pAq 1
and u, t 0 ,
i pAiq 2
(iii) u.. ~ u„ iff u, = u_ or p is contra-
1 p 2 1 2 r
dictory.
Proof :
(i) Let IF(q,t, ,t J ~u',. Then for all^'1*2 p 2
<u, q ■> e ct ( IF (g , t ^ , 1 2 ) , p ) and <u* 12 , q "> e ct(u^,p)
u = u' or pAq'Aq" ist contradictory.
We have to conclude t. — u' and
1 pAq 2
t„ ^ u' . So let <u,q'>ect(t 1 ,pAq),
2 pA a q 2 ’ ^ 1'^ ^ '
<t, p '>e ct (t 2 , pAiq ) ,
<u ’ , q "> ect (u 1 2 , pAq ) and
<t ’ , p "> 6 ct (u 1 2 , P^iq ) . (1)
Hence <u , q'a q>ect ( IF (q , t^ , t^ ) , PAq ) and
< t, p'a a q>6 ct ( IF (q , t ^ , 12 ) , pAiq ) so that
<u,q'> ,<t,p , >ect(IF(q,t 1 ,t 2 ),p). (Z)
Analogously, (1) implies
<u',q">,<t',p">ect(IF(q,u' 2 ,u , 2 ),p).
Thus there are q^ , p^ eBP such that
< u 1 q " >,<t',p" >€Ct(u'_,p) (3)' o o 2
and w.l.o.g. q" = q" Q Aq and p" = p" o Aq. By
assumption, (2) and (3) imply
u = u 1 or p^q 'Aq" o is contradictory
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and
t = t‘ or pAp'Ap"^ is contradictory.
Hence
u = u ' or pAqAq'Aq" is contradictory
and
t = t' or pAiqAp'Ap" is contradictory.
Therefore, t. .— u' and t_ ~ u'„.
1 p/\q 2 2 pA~iq 2
Vice versa, let t, ~ u' , t„ ~ u' ,
1 pAq 2' 2 pATq 2
<u , q'> e ct ( IF (q , t 1 , t 2 ) , p ) and <u',q">e
ct(u' 2 ,p).
Then there is q' eBP such that
o
 < u , 9 ' Q > e <=t (t 1 ,p)and q' = q'^q
or
<u, q 1 >ect(t„,p) and q 1 = q 1 Aiq.
o 2 o
By assumption, both cases imply
u = u 1 or pAq'^Aq" is contradictory.
Hence
u = u' or pAq'Aq" is contradictory.
Therefore, IF(q,t^,t 2 ) ~ .
(ii) Since for all pe BP is symmetric, (ii)
follows from (i).
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(iii) Since for i = 1,2 ctiu^p) ={<u i ,p>} >
 (iii) is an immediate consequence of the
definition of □
P
11.3 Proposition
(a) If C is empty, then ~ is the equality on T.
(b)
(c )
(d)
Let p,p'eBP and for all AeK and f€BZ(G(A))
fp S BSPEC(A) fp '- Then p ’ p"
For all p e BP ^ is reflexive.
P
If p£BP is contradictory, then ~ = T .
P
Proof :
(a) Let C = 0. Then for all t€T ct(t,TRUE) =
■[ <t , TRUE >} . Hence t t 1 implies t = t' because
TRUE is not contradictory. The converse
follows from (c).
(b) is proved by induction on the recursive
definition of ~ given by Prop. 11.2:
(i) Since by assumption f ( p/\q ) -- BSPEC ( A ) f ( P P )
 and f (pAnq ) = BSpEC( A) f (p'a nq ) , we get by
induction hypothesis
iff
iff
iff
IF(q,t 1( t 2 )
t. ~ u'
1 pAq 2
u '
P 2
and t„ — u'
2 pA-ig 2
t. ~ u' and t_ u'
1 p 'a g Z 2 p'/iq 2
IF(q,t 1 ,t 2 ) ~u r 2 '
(ii) Analogously to (i).
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(iii) u. ~ u.
Ip 2
iff U 1 = u or p is contra-
dictory
iff U 1 = U 2 or p 1 is contra
dictory
iff u. ~ u1 P 1 2 *
(c) t ~ t for all teT is proved by induction on
size(t): If root (t )iC implies arg(t)^BP,
then t ~t follows from 11.2(iii
P Otherwise
t = IF(q,t^,t2) for some IFeC, qeBP and
t l' t 2 eT ‘ induction hypothesis and
11.2 (iii ) , t ~ t, and t_ _ t n .
' 1 pAq 1 2 FALSE 1
Hence (b) yields t, ~ t. and
1 pAqAq 1
t_ ~ t. . Thus t ~ t. by 11.2(i).
2 pAqAnq 1 pAq 1 1
 Analogously, t ^ t2* Again by 11.2(i),
t ~ t .
P
(d) immediately follows from the fact that if p is
contradictory, then for all q BP p q is contra
dictory , too. □
11.4 Definition
Let A e K. The term relation CR(A) of conditional
A-rules consists of all linear rules
<IF(p,x,y),x> and <IF(q,x,y),y>
with IFtC, p Sbspecu) TRUE, q = bspec(s) FRLSE
and x,ye X.
11.5 Lemma
Let R be a base-complete relation on T and t ~ t 1 .
Then for all A6K <t,t’> is absolutely
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< CR(A) , A >- unifiable (cf . 9.12).
Proof :
For all peBP a binary relation on T is defined
P
as follows:
t ^ t ' iff for all AeK and feZ(G(A)) with
P
fX£NF(R)
fp =bspec(a) true im P lies
We show ~ ^ by induction on the recursive de-P P *
finition of ~ (cf. 11.2) and thus obtain the con-
P
jecture of this lemma because t m rf, T.t ' means thatJ TRUE
for all Ae K <t, t '> is absolutely <CR(A),A>-unifi-
able .
So we enter into Prop. 11.2 (i) - (iii) and proceed
as follows:
— u '
pAq 2
(i) IF (q , t , t _ ) ~u'. implies t.
1' 2 p 2 ^ 1
and t _ — u ’ .
2 pA-iq 2
Hence by induction hypothesis, for all A£K and
f e Z(G(A) ) with fX£NF(R)
f(pAq)=BSPEC(A) (4)
and
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(1)
Let AeK and f€Z(G(A)) such that fX£NF(R) and
fp =BSPEC(A)TRUE• Base-completeness of R im
plies that fqSBG(A). If fq = BspEC(A} TRUE,
then f ( P Aq) = BSPEC( a) TRUE. Hence by (1),
f(IF(q , t^ , t 2 ) )=IF(fq,ft^,ft 2
Otherwise
f(pAnq ) =
fq -BSPEC(A) FALSE WhÍCh yi6ldS
bspec(a) true and thus by (2) '
f(IF(q,t^,t 2 ) )=IF(fq,ft^,ft 2
CR ( A )
CR( A)
fu '
Therefore, IF(q,t 1 ,t 2 ) ^ u ' 2 •
(ii) By symmetry of ~ and u^ ~ IF(q,t^,t 2
implies u^~IF(q,t^,t 2 ).
(iii) If u. u_
P 2 then = u 2 or p is
contradictory. In the first case ^
is clear. In the second case base-complete
ness of R implies fp = BS p EC ( A )FALSE for all
AS K and f6Z(G(A))with fXSNF(R). Thus
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u. trivially true. □
11.6 Theorem
2Let R be a base-complete relation on T and M£T
be absolutely (resp. relatively) R-convergent
w.r.t.' (cf. 9.17, 10.16). Then for all A€K M is
absolutely (resp. relatively) <RuCR(A),A >-unifi-
able (cf. 9.12, 10.11).
Proof:
Let <t,t'>€M, A6K and feZ(G(A)) with fX£NF(R). Then
there are two conditionally equal terms u,u' such
 that t-|->u resp. t—^==>u o -^u for
some u €T, and t'—u' . By Lemma 11.5,
fu
Therefore,
Hence <t,t’> is absolutely (resp. relatively)
<RvCR(A),A>-unifiable. □
R-convergence w.r.t. conditional equality is the
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main assumption in Consistency Thms. 11.10 and
11.11. Thus the following decidability criterion
for R-convergence w.r.t. ~ is important. □
11.7 Proposition
Let R be a normalizing relation on T and CONTRA be
the set of all contradictory base predicates. Then
absolute and relative R-convergence w.r.t. ~ is
decidable whenever CONTRA is decidable.
Proof :
Since R is normalizing, Konig's Infinity Lemma (cf.
Knuth /42/, p. 381 - 383) implies that for all teT
the set succ (t ) = {t'eT/t—t '} is finite.
K
Hence
succ o (t) = {ft T/t ;>f}
is finite, too. Thus absolute resp. relative R-con-
2
vergence w.r.t. ~ of some < t, t '> £ T can be deci
ded as follows provided that CONTRA is decidable:
Compute M = succ(t)*succ(t 1 ) resp. M = succ Q (t)x
succ(t 1 ) and use the recursive definition of
P
(11.2) in order to identify the intersection N of M
and <t, t '> is absolutely (relatively) R-conver-
gent w.r.t. ~ iff n i s not empty. □
11.8 Absolute-confluence Theorem
Let R£T Qp _ c xT be a base-consistent term rewriting
system. For all AeK <RuCR(A)uCCR,A> is absolutely
confluent (cf. 8.3, 4.15) if
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(i) RuCCR is base-complete and contained in some
simplification ordering (cf. 5.2),
(ii) SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely (RuCCR)-convergent
w.r.t. conditional eguality.
Proof :
Let A6K, R(A) = RuCR(A)uCCR and R' be a simplifica
tion ordering that includes RuCCR. Since for all
<1,r>6CR(A) l^r, CR(A) is contained in R' (cf.
A
Def. 4.5). Hence R(A)£R' A so that by Corollary
5.4 (ii), R (A) is normalizing. By Thm. 9.15, it
remains to show that SCRIT(R(A),R(A)) is <R(A),A>-
-unifiable.
So let <t, t ■> e SCRIT( R ( A ) , R( A )). By Def. 9.3 there
 are <l,r>eR(A), u6T(A) and g€Z(T(A)) with gu = 1.
Moreover, the set {zevar(u )/gX} consists of one
element, say x, and there is <l',r'>£R(A) such
X
that <gx,l'> has a most general unifier <j> ,R>.
Since CRIT ( CCR, R ) SSSCRIT ( R , CCR ) ^ , we have one of the
following six cases:
1. < 1 , r > € R , <1 ' ,r '>€ R x
2 . <l,r>€R, <1 ' , r '> 6 CR( A )
3 . <1,r> 6 R, <1 ' , r '> 6 CCR
4 . <1,r > € CR(A) , < 1 ' , r > 6 R ( A )
5 . <1,r> 6 CCR, <1 ' ,r '> & CR ( A )
6 . <1, r> , <•! ' ,r'>e CCR .
In case 1, the absolute <R(A),A>-unifiability of
follows from Thm. 11.6 because RuCCR is
base-complete and <t,t*> is absolutely (RuCCR)-
-convergent w.r.t.
In case 2, the root of 1' would be some conditional
IF. Since u?Bgx = y?l' and gxex, we would get
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IF = root(gx)fop(gu) = op(l)
in contradictionio R£T 0p ^xT. Hence (b) cannot
occur.
In case 3,
1' = o' (v , IF (b, x , y ) , w )
and
r' = IF ' ( b , cr( v , x , w ) , cr( v , y , w) )
 for some creOP-C, IF,IF'6C, b,x,y€X and v,wex*.
Since yRqx = yl ' , gx^X and IF^op(l) = op(gu), there
are t 1 , t 2 6T* and a€X with gx = o-( t ^ , a , 1 2 ) .
 Thus <y>, fi > is a most general unifier of <a , IF (b , x , y )>.
Since Ba ^{b , x , y } , there is another unifier of
<a , IF(b,x,y )> , namely <’y,R> with yRa = IF(b,x,y)
 and yz = z for all zeX-{BaJ. But yb = b implies
that yb is a variable, otherwise <y,R> would not be
a most general unifier of <a,IF(b,x,y)>.
Now let feZ(G(A)) with fX£NF(R(A)). Since R(A) is
base-complete, we have f jpbe BG ( A ) ^ QQ ^ and thus
 w.l.o.g. f^b = BSpEC(fl) TRUE. Therefore,
f^>Ba = f j^I F (b , x , y ) = IF(f^b,fi)px,fy>y)^-^f y>x . (1)
Furthermore,
ffr ' = IF' (f^b,fy»<r(v,x,w) ,f y<r(v,y,w)
f y>cr( V , X , w) .
Hence
f^g'x = f\jir ' CR ( ^ v , x , w) = fy>g"x (2)
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for g',g"£Z(T) with g'x = r', g"x = cr( v, x, w) and
g'z = g"z = Bgz for all zfX-{x}. Since t 1 = g'u
(cf . 9.3), (2) implies
f t ' = fipq 1 ur g u ^TA)T gf u>q "u . (3)
(1) yields fy>B^(a jh f° r heZ(T) with ha
hz = f^>Bz for all zeX-{a}. Thus
= fwx and
ft = f jpBr CR( A)* hr . (4 )
Moreover,
ifBgx = ^>1' implies yBt^ = ^>v, = ^w
and thus
f^g"x = f jxr{v , x , w) = cr( f ^Bt^ , fy>x , )
= ¿rif^B^ , ha , f ^>Bt 2 )~ rA( ^cr( ht x , ha, ht 2 )
= hgx .
Hence
f r" u 5^T) hgu hi hrR (5)
because for all zeX-{x}
ffg" 2 = f r Bgz ci(A') hgz -
(4), (3) and (5) imply
ft
Therefore, <t,t’> is absolutely <R(A),A>-unifiable.
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Case 4 yields w.l.o.g.
1 = IF(p,x,y) and r = x
where IF£C, P^ggPEC(A)TRUE and x,yeX. We have two
subcases:
Case 4.1: u = x. Then
f 1' = ^Bgx - ^Bgu = ^B1 = IF (p , ^Bx , ^/>By ) .
Hence rootll 1 )£C and thus < 1 1 , r '> & CR ( A ) . Therefore
1' = IF(p,x 1 f y 1 ) , r 1 = x 1
and y>Bx = yx ' for some x',y'£X. Define h£Z(T(A))
by
if Z = X
otherwise.
Then
t = t '
so that trivially, <t,t'> is absolutely <R(A),A>-
-unifiable.
Case 4.2: u f x. Since xtvar(u), u is not a vari
able. Thus gu = 1 = IF(p,x,y) implies u =
IF(q,x',y 1 ) for some g£BT(A) and x'.y'eX. Since gx'
= x and gy' = y, but gx^X, we have xivar(q). Hence
gx£gg = p implies gx£BG(A). Therefore gx = ^Bgx =
y>l ' , and we obtain
P gq (6)
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for g'eZ(T(A) ) with g'x = j>r' and g'z = gz for all
z6X-{xj. Define h€Z(T(A)) as in case 4.1. Then
^hx = yr' = g 1 x. (7)
Since qcu and for all zeX-{x} gzeX, but var(gq) = 0,
x is the only variable of q so that by (7),
Lphq = q ' q . ( 8 )
i
Since R is base-consistent, Lemma 4.18 and Thm. 8.5
 (a) imply that <R(A),A> is base-consistent, too.
Hence by (6),
g q ~BSPEC(A) P ~BSPEC ( A ) TRUE ‘ (9)
We have
hx' = Bgx' = Bx (10 )
because gx' = x and gx^X imply x' f x. Thus by (8),
(9) and (10),
t 1 = ^>hu = cr(^hq , yhx ' , yhy ' ) = cr(g ' q , ^hx ' , yhy 1 )
TfeW ¡' hx ' - y Bx - - *•
Therefore, <t,t'> is absolutely <R(A),A>-unifiable.
Case 5 yields w.l.o.g.
y>Bl = cr[v , IF (p , x , y ) ,w) ,
t = IF'(p,cr(v,x,w),cr(v,y,w))
and
t 1 = cr( v, x , w)
 where creOP-C, IF.IF'fiC, P = BSPEC ( A ) TRUE ,
and v,wex*. Hence t t' , anc^ <t , t’>
absolutely <R(A),A>-unifiable.
x,yfX
is
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 Case 6 implies u = x and either t = t 1 or
y>iU = or(v,IF 1 (b 1 ,x 1 ,y 1 ),w 1 ,IF 2 (b 2 ,x 2 ,y 2 ),w 2 ),
 t = IF 1 ' (b 1 , cr( v,x 1 ,w 1 , IF 2 (b 2 ,x 2 ,y 2 , ) ,w 2 ) ,
o'(v,y 1 ,w 1 ,IF 2 (b 2 ,x 2 ,y 2 ) ,w 2 ) )
and
t 1 = IF 2 ’ (b 2 ,cr(v,IF 1 (b 1 ,x 1 ,y 1 ) ,w 1( x 2 ,w 2 ) ,
a'(v,IF 1 (b 1 ,x 1 ,y 1 ) ,w 1 ,y 2 ,w 2 ) )
for some crsOP-C, IF. ,IF. 'eC, b. ,x. ,y.eX and
v, w^ex* where i = 1,2. Therefore
t “cCR* t l = IF i' (b i' IF 2 ' ( b 2 - cr(v - x i- w i- x 2' w 2 ) '
o'(v,x 1 ,w 1 ,y 2 ,w 2 ) ) ,
IF 2 ‘ (b 2 ,cr(v,y 1 ,w 1 ,x 2 ,w 2 ) ,
<t( v,y 1 ,w 1 ,y 2 ,w 2 ) ) )
and
t_ CCR>t 2 = IF 2 ' (b 2 ' IF 1 ' (b l' cr(v ' X 1' W 1' x 2' W 2 } '
<r( V , y x ,w 1 , x 2 ,w 2 ) ) ,
IFi' (b 1 ,o'(v,x 1 ,w 1I y 2 ,w 2 ) ,
cr(v,y 1 f w 1 ,y 2 ,w 2 ) ) ) .
By Lemma 11.13 below, and t 2 are conditionally
equal. Hence <t,t’> is absolutely CCR-convergent
w. r.t. — and thus absolutely <R(A),A>-unifiable
by Thm. 11.6. □
11.9 Relative-confluence Theorem
Let R be a linear term rewriting system on T and
R' = RvyCRuCCR (cf. 8.2). For all Ae K <RuCR(A)uCCR,A>
is relatively confluent (cf. lo.6) if
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(i) RuCCR is base-complete and contained in some
simplification ordering,
(ii) E-R' is a term rewriting system and contained
in BEn(T Qp _ c xT),
(iii) CRIT(R,E-R') is relatively (RuCCR)-convergent
w.r.t. conditional equality and not inclu
ding, CRIT(E-R',R) and CRIT(CCR,E-R') are
empty,
(iv) <RuCR(A)vCCR,A> is absolutely confluent.
Proof :
Let A6K, R(A) = RuCR(A)uCCR and R" be a simplifica
tion ordering that includes RuCCR. Since for all
<1,r> 6 CR(A) l^r, CR(A) is contained in R" A (cf.
4.5). Hence R(A)cR" A so that by Corollary 5.4
(ii), R(A) is normalizing. By Thm. 10.14,the follo
wing three conditions are sufficient for the rela
tive confluence of <R(A),A> because E-R(A)£E-R':
(a) CRIT(RuCCR,E-R') is relatively <R ( A ),A>-unifi-
able and not including.
(b) CRIT(CR(A),G(E-R 1 )) is relatively <R(A),A>-uni-
fiable (cf. Def. lo,12).
(c) For all <t, t '><£ SCRIT(E-R ' , R( A ) ) and f6Z(G(A))
with fXSNF(R(A) ) some h6Z(G(A)) satisfies
ft '“inT hl and f riiTi* h
where <<l,r>,J> is a generator of <t,t’>.
Since RuCCR is base-complete and CRIT(RuCCR,E-R')
is relatively (RuCCR)-convergent w.r.t. (a)
follows from Thm. 11.6.
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As to (b) : Let <t, t ■> 6 CRIT ( CR ( A ) , G ( E-R 1 ) ) . Then
there are <l,r>£CR(A), ueT(A) and geZ(T(A)) with
gu = 1. Moreover, the set {zevar(u)/gzftx} =
{x^,...,x } is nonempty, and there are
<ll' r i> , ..., <l n ,r n > <=• G (E-R 1 ) such that
«gx . . . ,gx >, <1 , . . . ,1 » has a most
general unifier <y>,B>. Hence w.l.o.g.
1 = IF(p,x,y) and r = x
where IFeC, p = BSPEC(A} TRUE and x,y6X.
If u = x. for some l£i^n
l
then
y?l^ = y>Bgx^ = ^Bgu = yBl = IF ( p , i^Bx , y?By ) .
Thus root(l.)€C in contradiction to (ii). There-
l
fore u^fx ,x } so that ui'X because
{x ,...,x }çvar(u). Hence gu = 1 = IF(p,x,y)
implies u = IF(y,x',y') for some g e BT(A) and
x',y'eX. Since gx ' = x and gy ' = y, but gx^X for
all l^i^n, we have -[x . . . , x }£ var (q) . Thus
gx^Sgq = peBG(A) implies gx^ = ^>Bgx. = i/> 1
and we obtain
1 rv
p = gq gTe-r 1 )>g ' q (1)
for g '€ Z(T(A) ) with g ' x^ = yr ^ for all li'i^’n
and g'z = gz for all zeX-{x^, . . . ,x^} . Define
h£ Z(T(A) ) by
hz
if z = x. for some Ki^n
l
otherwise.
Since qcu and for all zeX-{x^, . . . , x^} gz£X, but
var(gq) = ft, we get var (q)£{x . . . ,x n } , and
thus hx^ = i^r^ = g'x^, 1-ii^n, implies
g 'q (2 )
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By assumption (ii), (1) yields
g ' q BSPEC(A) P BSPEC(A) TRUE '
Since gx' = x, but gx.^X for all l^i^n, we have
x* 1 ^ {x^, ...,x } so that
hx 1 = Bgx 1 = Bx. (3 )
Thus (1) - (3) imply
t ' = y>hu = <r( ^hq , ^hx ' , y>hy ') = cr(g ' q , y»hx ' , y>hy ' )
SiuTff hx ' = / Bx * Y Rr - t -
Therefore, <t,t'> is relatively <R(A),A> -unifiable.
As to (c ) : Let <t, t '> e SCRIT ( E-R ' , R ( A )) with genera
 tor <<l,r>,y'>. Since CRIT(E-R',R) is empty and
E-R 1 £T op _ c xT, <t,t’> must be a simple critical
pair of <E-R',CCR>. Thus we have <l,r>6E-R',
ueT(A), g€Z(T(A)) and <l',r'>6CCR such that gu = 1,
the set fz€var (u)/gz^/x} consists of one element,
say x, and <gx,l'> has a most general unifier <u>,R>.
We proceed with Thm. 11.8, case 3, and obtain for
all f€Z(G(A)) with fX=NF(R(A))
ft 1
*
CR( A)
* hi
(cf. 11.8 (3), (5)) and fy 1 = fyR CR( ft)> h. □
11.10 Consistency Theorem
Let RS((T op _ c -BT)xT)u(BEn(T BOp _ c xBT)) be a directly
decreasing term rewriting system. PAR is consistent
w.r.t. <BPAR,K> if
(i) E £ RuCRuCCR (cf. 8.2/3),
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(ii) E-BE is linear, base-total w.r.t. BOP-C (cf. 8.4)
and contained in T 0 p_pop xT '
(iii) SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely (RuCCR)-convergent w.r.t.
conditional equality.
Proof :
We want to apply Thm. 4.19 in order to show the con
jecture. So set H = (E-BE)uCCR and R(A) = RvCR(A)vCCR
for all AfK. By (ii) and the definition of CCR (8.3), H
is linear and for all <l,r>eH op(l)nPOP = 0. Since R is
directly decreasing, Thm. 8.5(b) implies that RuCCR is
directly decreasing, too. Therefore, Thms. 6.5 and 6.10
provide a simplification ordering that includes RuCCR and
thus H because E-BESRuCCR. Hence H is normalizing by
Coroll. 5.4 (i). Again by Thm. 8.5(b), base-totality of
E-BE w.r.t. BOP-C implies base-totality of H (w.r.t BOP),
and we conclude from Thm. 7.2 (i) that H is base-complete.
By (i), R(A) contains EuH.
Absolute confluence of <R(A),A> follows from Thm. 11.8:
Since R c( (T-BT)xT)uBE, R is base-consistent by Lemma 4.18.
Above we have shown that H is base-complete. Thus RuCCR
is base-complete because it includes H. We have also
seen that RuCCR is contained in some simplification or
dering. Hence 11.8 (i) is satisfied. 11.8 (ii) agrees
with condition (iii) of the present theorem.
Since R is base-consistent, Lemma 4.18 and Thm. 8.5(a)
imply that <R(A),A> is base-consistent, too. □
11.11 Consistency Theorem
Let R£( (T Qp _ c -BT)xT)u(BEn(T BOp _ c xBT) ) be a linear and
directly decreasing term rewriting system. PAR is con
sistent w.r.t. <BPAR,K> if
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(i ) E-BE is linear
in R 'n (T
OP-POP
, base-tot
xT) ,
al w . r . t . BOP-C and contained
(ii) E-R' is a term rewriting system and contained in
BE„(T op _ c xT),
(iii) SCRIT( R , R ) is absolutely (RvCCR)-convergent w.r.t.
conditional equality, CRIT(R,E-R') is relatively
(RvCCR)-convergent w.r.t. conditional equality and
not including, CRIT(E-R',R) and CRIT(CCR,E-R')
are empty
where R' = RuCRvCCR (cf. 8.2/3).
Proof:
We want to apply Thm. 10.7 in order to show the conjec
ture. So let H = (E-BE) \j CCR and R (A ) = RuCR(A)vCCR for
all A6K. By (i) and the definition of CCR (8.3), H is linear
and for all <1 ,r>f H op(l)nPOP = 0. Since R is directly de
creasing, Thm. 8.5(b) implies that RuCCR is directly de
creasing, too. Therefore, Thms. 6.5 and 6.10 provide a sim
plification ordering R" that includes RuCCR and thus H be
cause E-BE£RuCCR. Hence H is normalizing by Coroll. 5.4(i ) .
Again by Thm. 8.5(b), base-totality of E-BE w.r.t.BOP-C
implies base-totality of H (w.r.t BOP), and we conclude
from Thm. 7.2(i) that H is base-complete.
Since for all cl,r>6CR(A) l^r, CR(A) is contained in R^
(cf. 4.5). Hence R(A) £ R" so that by Coroll. 4.5 ( ii ) ,
Pi
R (A) is normalizing. E-BESR' £ R(A) and assumption (ii)
imply that H £ R(A) and E-R(A) is a term rewriting system
contained in BE.
Absolute confluence of <R(A),A> follows from Thm. 11.8:
Since R £((T-BT)xT)u BE, R is base-consistent by Lemma 4.18.
Above we have shown that H is base-complete. Thus RuCCR
is base-complete because it includes H. We have also seen
that RuCCR is contained in some simplification ordering.
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Hence 11.8(i) is satisfied. 11.8(ii) follows from con
dition (iii) of the present theorem.
By Thm . 11.9, <" R ( A ) , A > is relatively confluent: 11.9(i)
agrees with 11.8(i), which was shown above. 11.9(ii)
coincides with condition (ii) of the present theorem.
11.9(iii) follows from assumption (iii). 11.9(iv) has
just been proved.
We already know that RvCCR is base-complete. Hence
<R(A),A> is base-complete because R(A) includes RuCCR.
Since R is base-consistent, Lemma 4.18 and Thm. 8.5(a)
imply that <R(A),A> is base-consistent, too. □
We close this chapter by applying Thm. 11.11 to consis
tency proofs of the specifications arrayl (cf. 2.2) and
setl (cf. 8.7). In particular, we have to show the
convergence of some critical pairs w.r.t. conditional
eguality. For that purpose the following three lemmata
will be useful since they state certain term schemata
all instances of which are conditionally egual.
11.12 Lemma
For all IFeC, p,q€B and t,t'£T with sort(IF) = sort(t)
= sort(t'),
(i) IF ( q , t, t ) ~ t,
(ii) IF (q , t , t ' ) ~ t and IF(q,t,t') ~ t'.
' pAq ' pAiq
Proof :
By Prop. 11.3(c), ~ and ~ are reflexive. Hence
' pAq pA-iq
(i) follows from Prop. 11.2(i). Since pAqA-iq and
pAiq^q are contradictory, Prop. 11.3(d) implies
f t and t t'. Thus IF(q,t,t') t
pAqAnq pATqAq ^' ' pAq
IF(q,t,t' ) ~ t' by Prop. 11.2(i ) and reflexivity
 M ' ' pAiq
pAqAq
and
pAiqAiq
, respectively. □
in
and
of
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11.13 Lemma
Let t,t'6T such that
t = IF 1 (p,IF 2 (q,t x ,t 2 ),IF 2 (q,t 3 ,t 4 ))
and
t' = IF 2 (q,IF 1 (p,,t 3 ) ,IF 1 (p,t 2 ,t 4 ;)
for some IF^,IF 2 eC, p,qeBP and t^,...,t 4 6T.
Then t and t' are conditionally equal.
Proof :
By Prop. 11.2/3,
iff
t ^ t '
TRUE
iff IF 2 (q,t 1 ,t 2 ) ~t' and IF 2 (q,t 3 ,t 4 ) ~ t'
111 t l p*q 1 ' t 2 p/\~iq r ' r 3 apAq r an ° r 4 ap^q
iff 11 qTp t l' fc ' aqTp t 2' 1:1 q^p *3 and -iq~-,p
iff IF 1 (p,t 1 ,t 3 ) q ^ q t lf IF l( p, t2 ,t 4 ) qA ^ q t 1#
IF l ( P' t l' t 3 ) nqrP.q IF l (p ' t 2' t 4 ) -,q^q H '
IF 1 (p ' t l ' fc 3 ) q/\9p/\ q t 3’ IF 1 (p ' t 2 ' fc 4 ^/vipAnq t 3'
IF 1 (P' t 1 't 3 )-Iq ^pA q fc 4 and IF i (p,t 2' t 4^ iq/iipAi
: 3 ]
IF 1 (p,t 1 ,t 3 )
t
t
^ t 1  ,  ) nq ^ nq t 4
IF 1 ( p 't 1 ' t ) q^p t i> IF l (p ' t 2' t 4 ) -iciXp F 2 '^ _  ' u “iq/\ L 
l'  q^p t 3 and IF ! ( P' t2't 4 ) - L - .“iq^-ip 4
By Lemma 11.13, the last equivalent statement holds
true. Hence t~t‘. D
11.14 Lemma
Let t,t 1 6 T with
t = IF(q,t 1 ,iF(p,t 2 ,t 3 )),
t' = IF(q' ,IF(q,t lf t 3 ) ,IF(p,t 2 ,IF(q,t lf t 3 )) )
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for some IF6C, p,q,q'eBP and t-^t^t-^eT such that
p/iq/nq' as well as pAiqAq' are contradictory. Then t
and t' are conditionally equal.
Proof:
By assumption and Prop. 11.2/3,
t ~ t 1
TRUE
iff
iff
t, A/t
i q
t. ~ t
i q
and IF ( p , t„ , t.
“>q
t 1
‘2 nqAp
t' and t 0 ^ t ’
3 iqAip
iff t 1 ~ t.
q i
, t 1 t 0 and t 1 _ t 0
nqAp 2 TqAip 3
iff iF(q,t 1 ' t 3 ) ■— , t , IF(p,t„,IF(q,t.,t-! )) ~ , t. ,qAq 1 1' ^'2' 1 ' 3 qAiq 1 1 '
IF(q,t 1 ' t 3 } _ ~ , t„ , IF(p,t_,IF(q , t. , t , ) ) -—■^ q a pA q 2' ' 2' 1 ' 3 iqxpAiq
IF(q,t. ,t.) ~ , t_, and' 3 nqA a pAq 3
IF ( p , 12 , IF(q , t]_, t 3 ) ) -i qA -i P aiq 1 t 3
iff IF(q,t 1 ,t 3 ) p-' t. , t„ t. , IF (q ,t. , t 0 ) t. ,q'Aq 1' 2 qAiqAp 1' 1' 3 qAaqV\np 1'
IF(p,t 2 IF(q,t. ,t,) > t„, IF(q,t.,t 0 ) 'V t..,' 1' 3 iqAiq'Ap 2' 1 3 ipAq'A"iq 3'
2 a qA npAiq'a p t 3 and 1F ^ q » t ]_ » 13 ) ~iqA-ip/\~iq'a np t 3
F(q,t. , t 0 ) ~ t. ,
^ ' 1 ' 3 q a q 1 '
IF (p , 1 2 ,1F(q , t 1 , t 3 ) ) n
iff I    .,  IF(q,t, ,t-,) _ —> t.
' ' ^ ' 1 ' 3 nq'A pAq 1
i qA nq 'a p
and IF(q,t., t-,) ^ t
^ ' 1 ' 3 ~jpAnq a ~i q
IF (q ' fc l ' t 3 ] -ipA^Vv -iq
3 •
By Lemma 11.13, the last equivalent statement holds true .
Hence t t 1 CD
11.15 Example (arrayl)
Let BPAR = Gentry,array> (cf. 1.5), PAR = <entry,arrayl>
(cf. 2.2), K be the class of entry-alqebras defined in
1.11 and C = {IFE,IFA}. We have shown in Ex. 8.6 that for
all A6K BSPEC(A) is a correct extension of bool.
By Thm. 11.11, PAR is consistent w.r.t.<BPAR,K>:
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Set R = -fa_5, a_6 } (cf. 2.2). Clearly, R is linear.
By Ex. 8.6, R is directly decreasing and base-total
w.r.t. BOP-C. Thus 11.11(i ) follows from E-BE = R.
Since E-R' = E-(Ru{el, e2, a3, a4}) (cf. 1.5), ll.ll(ii)
holds true. All simple critical pairs <t,t‘> of <R,R>
satisfy t = t'. Hence SCRIT(R,R) is absolutely R-conver-
gent w.r.t. conditional eguality. (Note that by Prop.11.3
(c),~is reflexive.)
Let <t, t'> € CRIT ( R , E-R 1 ) with generator «1 ,r> ,h>.
Then <l,r> = a_6, and
(a) al overlaps a6, i.e.
t = IFE(EQN (n,hm) ,UNDEF,GET(NEW,hm) ) ,
t' = GET(NEW,hm)
or
(b) a_2 overlaps a_6, i.e.
t = IFE(EQN(m,hm),y,GET(PUT(a,n,x),hm)),
t 1 = GET(IFA(EQN(n,m),
PUT(a,m,y),
PUT(PUT(a,m,y) ,n,x) ,
hm ) .
Case (a) implies
- : u
and
t '
fa5_}
* UNDEF =:u 1 .
By Lemma 11.13, u^u
Case (b) yields
t ~ itIFE(EQN(m,hm) ,y,IFE(EQN(n,hm) ,x,GET(a,hm) ) )(abl
= : u
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fIFE(EQN(n,m) ,GET(PUT(a,m,y) ,hm) ,
GET(PUT(PUT(a,m,y) ,n,x) ,hm) )
CCR
*
^^IFE (EQN (n ,m ) , IFE ( EQN ( m , hm ) ,y,GET(a,hm) ) ,
IFE(EQN(n,hm),x,
GET(PUT(a,m,y),hm)))
IFE(EQN(n,m) ,IFE(EQN(m,hm) ,y,GET(a,hm) ),
IFE(EQN(n,hm),x,IFE(EQN(m,hm),
y,
GET(a,hm))))
Let p = EQN(n,hm),q = EQN(m,hm),q' = EQN(n,m),
Ae K and f€BZ(G(A)). By definition of EQN^ (cf. 1.11),
f(pAq) = TRUE implies (fq') a = TRUE
A A A A
and
f(pAq'). = TRUE implies (fq) = TRUE .
A A A A
Hence p-AqAoq ' and pAiqAq' are contradictory so that by
Lemma 11.14, u ~u ' .
Therefore, <t,t‘> is absolutely (and thus relatively)
(RuCCR)-convergent w.r.t.~ in both cases.
Clearly, <t,t'> is not including.
Since for all<1,r>€E-R' GET^op(l), CRIT(E-R',R) is empty.
For all <l,r>«CCR
1 = cr( v , IF ( b , x , y ) , w )
and
r = IF(b,<r(v,x,w),cr(v,y,w))
for some cr e {EQE , PUT , GET J, IFe{lFE,IFA} , b,x,y6X and
v,weX*, while Ru(E-R') = E-{el,e2,a3,a4}.
Hence CRIT(CCR,Ro(E-R')) is empty, too. □
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11.16 Example (setl)
Let BPAR = Gentry,set>, PAR = <entry, setl> (cf. 8.7),
K be the class of entry-algebras defined in 1.11 and
C = {IFS} . Set R = (s5, s6}. Analogously to Ex. 11.15, one
obtains all assumptions of Thm. 11.11 except for relative
convergence of CRIT ( R , E-R ' ) . So let <r t, t '> 6 CRIT ( R , E-R ' )
with generator <<l,r>,h>.
Then <l,r> = s_6 and
(a) overlaps s6_, i.e.
t = IFS(EQE(x,hy) ,DEL(INS(s , x) ,hy) ,
INS(DEL(INS(s,x),hy),x)),
 t' = DEL(INS(s,x),hy)
or
(b) s2 overlaps s6, i.e.
t = IFS(EQE(y,hy),DEL(INS(s,x),hy),
INS(DEL(INS(s,x) ,hy) ,y) ) ,
t' = DEL(INS(INS(s,y),x),hy).
Let p = EQE(x,hy),g = EQE(y,hy) and t Q = DEL(s,hy).
Case (a) implies
f^IFS(p,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x) ) ,
INS(IFS(p,t ,INS(t x)),x))
^^IFS(p,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x) ) ,
IFS(p,INS(t x),INS(INS(t o ,x),x)))
IFS(p,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x)),
IFS(p,INS(t ,x) ,INS(t , x ) ) )
o o
=: u
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t '{i|} IFS( P' t o' INS(t o' x)) = : U '-
By Prop. 11.2/3,
iff u'^u 1 and IFS(p INS(t ,x),INS(t ,x)) — u'
p o o “1 p
iff u' ~ IFS ( p INS (t , x ) , INS (t , x ) )
ip o o
iff t ~ IFS(p INS(t ,x),INS(t x))
O npAp *’ O' ' O'
and INS(t ,x) ~ IFS(p,INS(t ,x),INS(t ,x))
o n p o o
iff INS(t Q ,x) ~ IFS(p,INS(t o ,x),INS(t o ,x)).
By Lemma 11.12, the last equivalent statement holds
true. Hence u ~ u 1 .
Case (b)implies
t^g|IFS(q,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x) ) ,
INS(IFS(p,t ,INS(t x)),y))
-^IFS(q,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x) ) ,
IFS(p,INS(t y),INS(INS(t Q ,x),y)))
—IFS(q,IFS(p,t o ,INS(t o ,x)),
IFS(p,INS(t y),INS(INS(t y),x)))
= : u
and
t 1 |^IFS(p,DEL(INS(s,y) ,hy) ,
INS(DEL(INS(s,y),hy),x))
-^IFS(p,IFS(q,t o ,INS(t o ,y) ) ,
INS(IFS(q,t INS(t Q ,y)),x))
¿^IFS(p,IFS(q, t o ,INS(t o ,y) ) ,
IFS(q,INS(t Q ,x),INS(INS(t Q ,y),x)))
= : u ' .
By Lemma 11.13 , u^u' .
Thus in both cases, <t,t'> is relatively (but not abso
lutely) (RuCCR)-convergent w.r.t. ~. 0
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Conclusion: Some remarks on the history of this work
When we (Hartmut Ehrig, Hans-Jorg Kreowski and the author)
 started to do research on algebraic specifications of ab
 stract data types in 1977, we soon came across the verifi
 cation problem of data type extensions. So we devoted
chapter 2 of Ehrig, Kreowski, Padawitz /18/ to the "stepwise
specification by enrichment" that culminated in an "enrich
ment theorem for inductively specified operations". We in
troduced two criteria which should imply completeness: "ge
nerating" and "weight-decreasing" eguations, and two for
consistency: "unequivocal" and "BE-consistent" equations.
But Bernhard Josko /36/ gave a counter-example to our con
jecture that generating and weight-decreasing equations are
sufficient completeness conditions. The crucial point is
that our notion of "generating" was too weak: "generating"
could be called "base-total modulo BPAR". (Replace "ft = u"
 in Def. 7.1 by " ft —BSPEC(A) U for a11 AeK "-^
Ehrig, Kreowski, Padawitz /19/ provides a corrected version
of the completeness criteria by defining "generating" as
"base-total modulo BPAR" together with an additional syntac
tical requirement.
More serious was the fact
Ehrig, Kreowski, Padawitz
int-specification of Ex. 9
which applies to "Huet's"
that BE is regarded as a s
have to assume the lineari
unequivocal and BE-consist
do not imply consistency.
These difficulties with adhoc solutions of the extension
problem as well as the consideration of parameterized spe
cifications suggested to lay down a general framework for
a variety of correctness, completeness and consistency cri
teria fitting different situations. Prior to our first
attempts to tackle the correctness problem were two approa-
that the consistency criteria of
/18/ were too strong even for the
.19. They bear the same drawback
Consistency Theorem 10.3, namely
ymmetric relation. Moreover, we
ty of BE, BE ^ and E-BE. Otherwise
ent equations (of E-BE) in general
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ches I did not include into my general framework. One of
them uses "canonical term algebras" as mediators between a
model and its specification. Advocates of this approach
were ADJ/1/ (5.4.1), Nourani/50/, Klaren /40/ and Veloso /61/.
In some cases canonical term algebras provide vivid correct
ness proofs, but in others they do not arise as abstract mo
 dels and thus became unhandy for correctness proofs. On the
other hand, their basic idea of assigning a unigue term to
each element of the model appears in all correctness proofs
(cf. Thm. 1.15).
 The other approach to correctness criteria came up with
Guttag /24/ and Guttag, Horning /25/ and is concerned with
the case that PSPEC eguals BSPEC: I noted that Guttag's
sufficient completeness and consistency agree with the cha
racterizations of completeness resp. consistency given in
Prop. 2.19. Guttag, Horning /25/ present a syntactical cri
terion for sufficient completeness, which is weak enough to
allow axiomatizations of all primitive-recursive functions.
In contrast to these special-purpose approaches the theory
 of term rewriting systems developped by Rosen /60/ and
O'Donnell /52/ has turned out be more appropriate for a
proof theory of algebraic specifications. As far as I know
Wand /62/ was the first one who displayed the connection bet
ween eguational theories and term rewriting. Raoult, Vuille-
 min /58/ are mainly concerned with term rewriting in the
context of program semantics, but their proposition 10 is
an elegant reformulation of Rosen's /60/ Rule-Schemata Thm.
6.5, which is needed in my Consistency Thm. 4.19. Huet's
and Hullot's /32/ definition of complete term tupel sets
provide an idea for the decidability of base-completeness
(Corollary 7.5). The original definitions of simplification
and recursive path orderings were given by Dershowitz /11/,
/12/ and Plaisted /57/. The significance of Huet /30/ for
our notion of relative confluence was discussed in 10.1-
 10.4. Finally, extensions of the Knuth-Bendix algorithm to
theorem provers for eguational theories (Musser /48/,
240
Goguen /23/, Huet, Hullot /32/) were investigated in section
3.2.
Padawitz /53/ was my first approach to completeness and con
sistency criteria which are build upon results in the theory
of term rewriting systems. Chapters 9 and 10 of the present
thesis can be regarded as a further development of Padawitz
/53/. All other results presented here, the adaption to pa
rameterized specifications and the treatment of specificati
ons with conditionals, were not published before.
I would like to
supervising this
on parameterized
for inspiring ta
and I owe thanks
ments on Padawit
velopment of tha
thank Hartmut Ehrig and Dirk Siefkes for
thesis and for many fruitful discussions
specifications. I am indebted to Werner Fey
Iks about his parts-system specification,
to Gerard Huet who provided valuable com-
z /53/, which influenced the further de-
t paper.
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SUBJECT INDEX
Ackermann function 99 , 111
algebra 1 0
canonical term - 239
initial - 1 1
quotient term - 1 1 , 20
Alg(SIG) 1 0
Alg(SPEC) 1 1
arg( R , 6") 1 04
arg ( 6"t) 6
ari ty 6
array 9, 15, 24, 29, 46
array1 32,117,180,233
array2 1 49
assignment 1 1
base predicate 1 20
base-total 49, 56,103,104,116
- modulo BPAR 238
BE 30
BG 30
bool 7
BOP 30
BP 1 20
BPAR 30
BS 30
BSPEC 30
BT 30
BX 30
BZ 30
carrier set 1 0
CCR 52,115
chain 71
complete 35, 49
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base - 56 , 71
semantically - 35
sufficiently - 47,239
X - 40
conditional
confluent
52,115
absolutely - 78
- modulo 65,177
relatively - 1 83
weakly - 1 66
consistent 36, 56
base - 79
BE - 238
logically - 33
semantically - 36
sufficiently - 47,239
X - 40
constant 6
contradictory
convergent
66,211
absolutely - 58,172
relatively - 64,208
correct pair 1 4
CR 1 1 5
critical pair 57,153
simple - 57,154
CRIT 57,154
ct 210
dec
decreasing
1 21
conditionally - 52,121
directly - 49, 56, 98
recursively - 56, 90, 98
semantically - 1 43
weight - 50
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E
equality
30
conditional - 66,211
- specification 61
equation 5, 6
equational diagram 1 8
enrichment 238
eval 1 1
expression
extension
1 45
correct - 34
lexicographic - 91
EXT 33
FP 5,105
G 30
generating 50,238
w - 104,116
generator 1 53
G 0P 1 0
G (R ) 1 97
>
R 74
g spec 1 1
HH 60
inc 5
including
induction
57,154
Noetherian - 73
- w . r . t. R 73
inductive completion algorithm 60
initial semantics 11, 13
int 1 1 2,172
irreflexive 86
K 1 3
KB 59
Knuth-Bendix algorithm 59
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ig
linear
MG
nat
nat1
nested recursion
NF
nf r
normal
- form
normalizing
occ
occurrence
op
OP
operation symbol
derived -
ordering
prefix -
recursive path -
simplification -
PAR
parts-system
parts-systeml
PE
persistent
POP
PS
PSPEC
pred
principle of definition
R A
rank
5
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5, 8
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1 58
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30
5
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30
30
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60
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6
70reducible
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relation
compatible - 70
parallel compatible - 1 82
parallel reduction - 1 82
parallel stable - 1 82
reduction - 70
subterm - 74
stable - 70
representation condition 21
root 6
rule 71
conditional - 52,115
conditional A- 215
conditional-compatibility - 52,115
minimization - 1 48
Rule-Schemata Theorem 239
R x 1 52
s 30
SCCR 1 38
SCRIT 57,154
set 1 20
set 1 1 9
set 1 119,236
signature 6
size 6
sort 5, 6
SPEC 30
SPEC(A) 1 9
SPEC-congruence 11, 20
specification 5
actualized - 27
compatible - 27
correct - 12, 14
derived - 43
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- morphism
parameter -
parameterized -
target -
ST
subterm
conditional -
- relation
simple conditional -
T
term
- evaluation
ground -
- reduction
- rewriting system
simple -
T
OP
Tree Theorem
T
SPEC
uneguivocal
unifier
most general -
unifiable
absolutely -
relatively -
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var
variable
well-founded
X
Z
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9
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1 O
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